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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
 
. 1.1 INTRODUCTION 	 Power Conversion and Delivery Systems Study" 
Econ Incorporated.
1.1.1 The Study Effort 
2)NAS9-14323 (JSC), "Future Space Transporta-This study was initiated on June 8, 1975 and tion Systems Analysis Study," Boeing Aerospacecontinued until November 30, 1976. Its purpose Company.Owas the investigation of potential space-located 
systems for the generation of electrical power for 3)NAS3-17835 (LeRC), "Microwave Power Trans­
use on Earth. These systems were of three basic mission System Studies" Raytheon/Grumman. 
types: 
4)NAS9-14710 (MSFC), "Systems Concepts for 
energy; Boeing/Grumman. 
2)	Systems producing electrical power from nuclear 5) Contract NAS8-31444 (MSFC), "Payload Utili­
reactors; zation of SEPS" Boeing/GE. 
3) Systems for augmenting ground-based solar 6)Contract E-(04-3)-l III (ERDA) "Central 
power plants by orbital sunlight reflectors. Receiver Solar Thermal Power System," Boeing
Engineering and Construction.O-Systems 1)and 2) would utilize a microwave beam 
system to transmit their output to Earth. 1.2 BACKGROUND 
Configurations implementing these concepts were 1.2.1 The Space Power Concept

developed through an optimization process

intended to yield the lowest cost for each. A Figure 1-1 may be used to understand the basic
complete program was developed for each concept, principle of the Satellite Power Station (SPS). A
. identifying required production rates, quantities of power generating system produces electric power
launches, required facilities, etc. Each program was which is converted into a narrow (total divergence
costed in order to provide the electric power cost angle of approximately 1/100 degree) microwave
appropriate to each concept. beam by the microwave transmitter. These systems 
are located in equatorial geosynchronous orbit and 
1.1.2 Contributers thus remain in line-of-sight of their associated 
microwave power receiving stations on the ground.Mr. Walter Whitacre was contracting officer's repre- At these stations the microwave power is converted 
sentative at Marshall Space Flight Center. At into a form of electricity suitable for insertion intoBoeing, the study effort was directed by Daniel the local power network. The energy source for the
. Gregory. Subcontractors were: the Garrett Corpo- SPS would be sunlight, or alternatively, nuclear 
ration (thermal engines), directed by Mr. Anthony reactors. 
Pietsch, and the Thermo Electron Corporation
. (thermionics) directed by Dr. Peter Oettinger. Dr. 
J. Richard Williams of the Georgia Institute of 
Technology was the consultant on space-based
 
nuclear reactors.
 
.	 1.1.3 Related Efforts 
.	 Studies which were underway during some portion
of the study and which contributed to the data o tf M ,o 
base are: MB. 
. )NAS8-31308 (MSFC). "Space-Based Solar Fig. 1-1. Satellite Power Stations 
D 180-20309-2
 
II
 
Fig. 1-2. Receiving Antenna 
The receiving stations for the SPS consist of a large transmitter. Each power module consists of a 
number ( 109) of small receiving antennas inte- reflector which concentrates solar energy into a 
grated in an oval array. Rectification of the cavity absorber at the focal point. The resultant 
received energy to direct current is accomplished high temperatures are used to energize turbo- a 
by circuit elements which are integral to the machines which turn electrical generators which 
power the transmitter.antennas. Figure 1-2 shows such an array. 
Since the antenna may block most of the micro- In this study the technical and economic practi­
would be nearly transparent to cality of these systems was investigated. Whilewave energy but 
sunlight, it is possible that agriculture could be these systems produce large quantities of power 
(e.g., 10,000,000 kilowatts per satellite), the fore­accomplished beneath it. Surrounding the antenna 
is a buffer zone to contain those microwave casted demands of the United States alone are 
"'side-lobes" which are more energetic than the sufficient to require a 	significant number of satel­
baselined in this study, 60 acontinuous exposure standard (assumed to be more lites. In the program 
10 times more stringent than the current satellites are made operational by the year 2016.than 
standard which is 10 mW/cm 2 ). These antennas 
could be placed relatively near demand points 1.2.2 Auxiliary Systems (note the city in the background of Figure 1-2).0 The criterion for optimization of these systems was 
Figure 1-3 shows, as an example, one of the minimum cost per kilowatt hour of energy pro­
concepts studied; a solar Brayton SPS. Four power duced (while maintaining set standards on factors a 
generator modules feed the circular microwave such as environmental impact). To achieve low cost W 
20 
0 
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Fig. 1-3. Solar Turbomachine Power Satellite Option 
per kWhr, all significant elements of the program this study although their investigation was not a 
includes not only the power generation and trans- the heavy lift launch vehicle ("space freighter") 
but also the systems used for used to transfer SPS material to low orbit. It is 
space transportation and space assembly. These shown in Figure 1-4 during the landing phase; a 
auxiliary systems were of necessity considered in portion of the ascent propulsion system is used to 
emission systems, must also be appropriately low in cost. This primary goal. An example of an auxiliary system is 
Fig. 1-4. "Space Freighter" Lands 
3 
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affect a soft landing in water. Thus the vehicle is increases as remaining quantities become more 
available for reuse, contributing to the required difficult to obtain (e.g., thinner coal veins). 
low operational cost. Second, their consumption releases additional pol­
lutants to the biosphere (for example, CO 2 
Another significant auxiliary system is the orbital removed from the atmosphere millenia ago by 
construction facility required to provide the neces- plants. which formed coal, is now being returned). 
sary production rate for satellite power stations. A Third, since energy sources are geographically 
concept for such a station is shown in Figure 1-5. concentrated (e.g., most coal in U.S., most oil in 
Middle East), a potential for great international 
as reserves1.2.3 Energy Overview and the SPS 	 tension and even war may be created 
dwindle. Fourth, nuclear fission involves by-
Ever increasing rates of consumption of the Earth's product materials which may be used for weapon 
nuclear fuel stores are charac- production by either governments or outlaws.available fossil and 
teristic of this latter half of the twentieth century. 
Global population is increasing, and so also is the Thus som'e attention is now turning to "renew­
fraction of that population which forms the energy able" or "non-depletable" energy sources. Primary 
consuming "middle class." This is true not only in candidates for electric power appear to be nuclear 
the U.S., Russia, Japan, etc., but in the so called breeder reactors, nuclear fusion and solar energy. 
emerging nations. 	 These are characterized by varying degrees of 
complexity, technical risk, pollution, cost, etc. 
As a consequence, we may expect these existing Each could reduce our dependence on imports, and 
global energy sources to last only to these rather if adopted by other nations, serve to reduce 
approximate dates: oil, 1995 to 2005: coal, 2030 international tensions. 
to 2080; uranium (without breeder reactors), 2020 
to 2050. As they are consumed, four additional Solar power may be used directly for heating and 
factors come into play: first their cost steadily 	 cooling: it may also be used for the production of 0 
, j 
-W2", 
Fig. 1-5. Orbital ConstructionFacility 
0 
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electricity. Primary concepts for electric power Thus satellite systems can provide high availability
production on Earth are photovoltaic (solar cell "base load" power without the energy storage or 
arrays or "farms") and the thermal engine "tower backup facilities which greatly impact the cost and 
top." In the tower top concept a field of steerable operational flexibility of terrestrial solar power 
mirrors (heliostats) focuses energy onto a tower- stations. Space offers other advantages: 
mounted heat absorber. This heat can provide 
steam or some other fluid to turn turbogenerators. a Thermal pollution from the power generation 
process is released in space rather than to the 
Solar power plants on Earth suffer from the diffuse biosphere. 
nature of solar radiation (insolation), reduction in 
insolation from clouds, haze, etc., the varying angle 0 The low gravity potential permits low-mass
 
of the sun's rays and, of course, nightfall. A power construction of the large areas necessary to
 
plant located in space can receive nearly direct, intercept the solar energy. Consequently the
 
unfiltered sunshine almost without interruption, total amount of resources used is less than for
 
For a given reception area, a space system will ground solar stations.
 
receive six times more energy per year than will the

"sunniest" areas on Earth, and about 15 times * No oxidation or corrosion.
 
more energy than a U.S. location with "average"
 
weather. 0 No tidal waves, earthquakes, etc.
 
In geosynchronous orbit 35,786 kilometers 6 Far removed from demonstrators, terrorists, etc.
 
(22,236 statute miles) above the equator, a satellite
 
has an orbital period of 24 hours and so remains in Other potential advantages of the 8P8 concept
 
constant line df sight to stations on the ground. include contribution to U.S. energy independence,

Solar power satellites in such orbits would generate possibility of export, reduced pollution and
 
electric power which would be converted to possibility r r d polution an
 
microwaves and beamed to receiving stations for improved economic stability (from reduction of
 
distribution to consumers as conventional electric inflationary pressures).
 
power. Receiving stations in various parts of the
 
U.S. could be associated with a number of satellites 
in orbit. 
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2.0 PROGRAMMATICS 
2.1 	 DERIVATION OF SATELLITE ENERGY 
SYSTEM PROGRAM DEFINITION 
The methodology used to select the system size 
guidelines is as follows: 
Background-Utilization of space-based power gen­
eration could conceivably occur as a legislated 
action, prompted by the resultant increase of 
national energy independency, reduced pollution,infinite source,- etc. However, about three-fourths 
of our electric power currently is produced by 
private utilities, suggesting that economics may be 
a major factor influencing space-based power incor­
poration. Thus, market elasticity must be consid-
ered, i.e. sales will be influenced by the price of the 
product. 
Many factors have contributed to the increases in 
installed capacity (kW) and consumption (kWh). 
1) Population growth-from 1956 to 1973 the rate 
was 1.3% per year. The rate is predicted to 
decline to 0.8% in the 1973 to 1990 period. 
Resultant populations, millions ( 1)*: 
1964 .. ......... ... 192 

1974 ... ......... 212
1984 . . . . . . . . . 231 

1994 .. ......... ... 249 

2) 	Rising standard of living-disposable income per 
person has been increasing; the trend is expected 
to continue (1): 
1964 .. ......... .. 3248 

1974 .. ......... .. 4592
1984.............. 	 5677 

19. ..4 . 5. .. . 7 
1994 .. ......... .. 7071 

3) 	Relative reduction in electricity cost-as pointed 
out by Hannon (2), the cost of electricity energy 
has reduced relative to labor costs (electricity 
does not strike for higher wages). It thus seems 
appropriate that about 40% of our national 
electricity use is for process heat and industrial 
power while only 9% goes for lighting (3). In the 
following plot (Figure 2-1) from (2) the ratio of 
manufacturing workers hourly wage to industrial 
kWh cost of electricity is represented as 1.0 in 
1951 on the ratio index scale. 
*References are given at the end of this session. 
30 
X 20 
8 
J * 
1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 
Fig. 2-1. Electricity/Labor Cost Ratio 
Forecasts-Figure 2-2 shows trends in national 
installed generating capacity. Note the difference 
between the 1973 and 1974 forecasts. It is 
significant that the 1973 article in (5) was titled 
"Utilities Plan Expansion - to Meet Record 
Demands" and that the 1974 title in (1) was 
"Slower Growth In Sales and Peaks Sparks Sharp 
Cut in Expansion Plans and Cost." 
> REFERENCE141 
REFERENCEi,9 2' 
1.100 §> REFERENCE 1] 	 / I 
GROWTH 	 "I 	 B.DORECO.MENOBO 
IREF902 BYFEAAOMINISTRAYOR6) JX/ 
tto 	 ' ,IINS,^TALEo -	 [2 -;,' 
ILoL. 7 	 . 
500 
400 	 N 
300 	 " 
20--	 ACTUAt
 
--- FCTECAST 
0o o,, °, Io,.,. ® 
90 1940 1950 1960 29701 99 1990Iti 2000 
YEAR 
Fig. 2-2. Growth in U.S. Installed Capacity 
An explanation for the change in forecast is given 
in (I): at the end of 1973 an increase of 33,100 
MW in the summer peak requirement was forecast. 
An increase of 43,607 MW in capacity was planned 
for 1974 to meet this peak, retire some obsolescent 
units and raise the national reserve margin to 21%. 
However, energy conservation (partly from 
recession-caused production decreases) cut the load 
growth, to only 15,530 MW, resulting in a gener­
PRTjrm1T~XTG PAGE BUrnC NOT Mf
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ating margin of 26.2%. Consequently, some of this Some authors have forecast and/or recommended 
margin can be applied to subsequent growth needs, very low or even zero energy growth rate. Hannon 
depressing the growth curve. Figure 2-3 shows (2) recommends a more labor intensive economy, 
variation of this margin with time. 18% is generally i.e. one in which, in essence, human muscles 
considered by utilities to be desirable: the margin perform rather than electric motors, thereby mak­
was 16.6% in 1969 when reductions and curtail- ing more (lower paying) jobs. One factor is the 
ments occurred. growing labor pool resulting from population 
growth; if the birth rate instantly dropped to zero, 
the labor pool would still increase in size for two 
- ACTUAL decades. 
----FORECAST 
30 A more middle-of-the-road view is that energy 
A growth is essential to economic health. Federal 
Energy Administrator Zarb has recommended a\ 3.5% to 4.5% installed capacity growth rate for 
1975 to 1985 (6). This range was plotted in 
PERCENT % Figure 2-2. The actual growth rate for 1975 was 
20 \ "'---119733 3.0% (8).20 
---- It is possible for national energy consumption to 
1974 remain constant while the amount of electricity 
generated increases. In 1968 the U.S. Energy 
Consumption was as shown in Table 2-1 (from 3). 
In 1968, 21.2% of the energy expended went to 
10 19 . 1 produce electricity. The last column shows a 
YEAR potential of 70.7% utilization without significant 
GROSS PEAK MARGIN (FROM 1 & 5) changes in energy use technology; for example, 
Fig. 2-3. U.S. Capacity Margin electricity could be used for all process heat. 
Table 2-1. 1968 U.S. Energy Consumption Patterns by End Use 
Natural Oil Coal Electricity %of total Potential 
gas utilization utilization by % U.S energy electrical 
utilization by % by % consumption by % 
by % 
Tnnsponation 24 9
 
Aircraft 4
 
Vehicles 31 4 
Trains 21 0.4 1.1 
Ships 22 
Chemical feedstock 23 10.2 11 55 
Proces heat 40.7 9.7 373 25 262 26.2 
Industrial power 37.2 7.9 -7.9 
Lighting 93 20 2.0 
Miscellaneous 13.6 136 
Household 70 08 16.9 
Commercial 3 3 23 1 
Industrial 7.1 
19.9 
Home 165 11 2 35 
Comrnercinal 62 90 43 
Industrial 3.1 0.7 3.0 
Space heating 19 9 
Electncity en 178 47 543 -
Totals, % 1000 1000 1000 100.0 100.0 
% of total U.S. 265 42.1 101 21.2 ­ 707 
consumption ­
8 
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Current Predictions-Figure 2-4 shows historical 1. Provide electrical power for commercial utili­
,(4) and forecasted (1 and 5) annual additions to zation in U.S. 
U.S. installed capacity. Note that these are net
 
additions after retirement of obsolete capacity. 2. System sizes for 5 and 10 GW ground output.
 
Actual sales are 1%to 2% greater. Again note the
 
dramatic changes resulting, from the capacity mar- 3. Power source in geosnchronous orbit, micro­
gin produced by reduced electricity cofisumption. wave power transfet.
 
The projected '19.73 addition rate for the year 1990
 
was 64 GW (64000 MW); the 1974 projection is for 4. Program schedule highlights:
 
5'3 GW per year for 1990.
 
12/31/79 End of Concept Definition andt 
ACTUAL . Analytical Efforts, Preferred 
-------- FORECAST . Concept Chosen, Technology 
Verification Plan Complete. 
MNUAL 	 /DDITIONS 
Us 0T170 	 h l yc v 	 T 
... RATING . 12/31/87 Technology Verification Activi­
/ML,1WTTS , ties Complete for Go-Ahead for 
;-"I' / Phase C/D on SPS, HLLV, LTV, 
etc. 
TOTAL10000 
*_: 	 . . 1/1/96 Initial Operational Capability of 
15 AA 	 598011 	 Full Scale Power Satellite 
Fig. 2-4. 	Annual Additions to Installed 5. Technology Level: The technology levels shall 
Capacity be those available for subscale (e.g., lab) 
demonstration five years prior to operational
Figure 4 also shows the trend and forecast for the use. 
addition rate of nuclear-generated -electricity. In 
1973, nuclear provided 4.8% of our capacity. This 6. Program Definition: The expansion rate of 
was 16 years from the initial power reactor and U.S. - electric power gengration shall be 
nine years after the first "commercially competi- assumed to be 4.5% per year, the fraction of 
tive" reactor of 1964. In the 16. years from 1964 total capacity from satellite power shall be: 
until 1980 nuclear energy is -forecasted to grow to 
capture 13.6% of the electric power market. In a. 10 Years after IOC.10% 
another 15 years it will represent 30% of our 
capacity (but provide over 50% of the kWh) (1). It b. 20 Years after IOC.25% 
thus appears reasonable to assume early market 
capture rates of 15% for SPS (assuming equiva­capt eomis). nglanfor , ai 	 7.of SS ler eia- Nominal life of the space power units and the 
lent economics). In England, nuclear capacity was ground receiving stations shall be 30 years, 
added at 	approximately five times the percentage assuming appropriate maintenance. 
rate of the United States. Should superior eco­
nomics be achieved, i.e., very low costs for 
space-based power, the capture rate could be even 8. System safety is to be such that: 
higher. Other factors could also accelerate space 
power incorporation, such as nuclear power mora- a. No failure mode shall cause non-program 
toriums or legislation which levies the full "social" personnel to be exposed to microwave 
costs of fossil fuel usage on the electric power radiation flux greater than the current 
customer. The current social cost for the use of U.S. exposure standard of 10 mW/cm 2 . 
coal may.be 13 to 15 mills/kWh (7). 
b. Public exposure to nuclear radiation 
2.2 REQUIREMEN-S 	 from either system operations or failure 
(including reactor meltdown/vapori-
The following requirements were applied through- zation/release) shall not exceed the cur­
out the study: rent U.S. public exposure standard. 
9 
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9. The system optimization criterion shall be Requirement 6, above results in a requirement for 
minimum cost per kilowatt hour: both recur- 600 GW ground output capability by the SPS 
ring and non-recurring costs shall be recovered system by the year 2016. This can be supplied by
from operational revenues, either 120 5-GW units or 60 10-GW units. 
10. Man will be utilized in space as required 	 Requirement 15 sets an arbitrary requirement that 
appropriate 	to the above minimum cost goal. requires 1% of the Brayton radiator systems to be 
repaired in each year of operation. This is not 
11. 	 Nuclear reactors shall be of the breeder type. necessarily the optimum maintenance. (The opti­
mum maintenance level would strike a proper 
12. 	 In-space power conversion will be by thermi- balance between meteoroid protection mass-hence 
onic diodes or closed Brayton cycle thermal cost-and maintenance cost to yield a minimum 
engines, or by photovoltaic cells, overall cost for power.) 
13. 	 The low orbit boost vehicle shall be based on REFERENCES 
the Class 4 type from the Heavy Lift Launch 
Vehicle Study (NAS8-147 10). 1. Electrical World, September 15, 1974. 
14. Launch latitude shall be assumed to be 	 2. Hannon, B., "Energy Conservation and the 
28.5 0 N. Consumer," Science, 11 July, 1975 (Vol. 189, 
No. 4197). 
15. 	 Radiator system metoroid resistance capa­
bility shall be such as to provide a degradation 3. Hauser, L. G., "Future Trends in Energy Sup­
of 30% or less of the total area without repair ply," 1974 Textile Industry Conference. 
or replacement of damaged panels, over a 
period of 30 years. This does not preclude 4. Moody's Public Utility Manual, 1974. 
such repair or replacement. 
5. Electrical World, September 15, 1973. 
16. 	 Program economics analyses shall be based on 
a 30-year investment horizon and a 7.5 6. "World News Beat," Electrical World, July 1, 
percent discount rate. 1975. 
17. Availability of the Space Shuttle shall be 	 7. Morgan, M. G., Barkovich, B. R. and Meier, A. 
assumed. 	 K., "The Social Costs of Producing Electric 
Power from Coal: A First Order Calculation." 
lnot include a contin IEEE Proceedings, Vol. 61, No. 10, October18. 	 Mass statements will acntn 1973.ud 
1973.gency factor. 
8. Electrical World, December 1, 1976. 
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3.0 ALTERNATIVE POWER GENERATION APPROACHES 
3.1 	 CONCEPTS INVESTIGATED Individual diodes have outputs of approximately 
0.8 volts, and it is not practical (due to insulation 
The alternative satellite power systems shown in breakdown) to use series strings to produce the 
Table 3-1 were investigated: converter/transformer assemblies are used to pro­
vide 	the DC necessary to energize the transmitter. 
The last concept does not generate power in space; up the voltage. An AC to DC converter is used to 
a mirror system in geostationary orbit would provide the DC necessary to energize the 
reflect sunlight to an area on Earth, potentially transmitter. 
allowing night operation of ground solar power 
plants. The solar thermionic direct radiation cooled sys­
tem is shown in Figure 3-1. 
3.2 	 SOLAR THERMIONIC, DIRECT RADIA-
TION COOLED (CONCEPT 1) 3.3 SOLAR THERMIONIC, LIQUID COOLED 
(CONCEPT 2)In a 	 thermionic diode, electrons are produced at 
the emitter (cathode) due to its elevated tempera­
ture, and travel to the lower temperature collector In this configuration a liquid metal ooling loop is 
ste(anode). The circuit is completed through the load. used to remove, colheat from the diode collec-
Several processes within the emitter-collector gap tors. In effect, the coolant loop couples the diodes 
tend to reduce the efficiency of power generation to a greater radiating area than is practical for fins 
from the applied thermal energy. For example, the 	 directly attached to the diodes, thereby producing 
a lower collector temperature, a greater tempera­electrons in the gap tend to repel those being 
produced at the emitter. 	 ture differential across the diode and greater 
electrical output. Thus the diodes are more effi-
The diodes are mounted in the wall of the solar cient, so that fewer diodes are required;, however, 
cavity absorber; the emitters are heated by the active cooling uses power drawn from the diodes 
concentrated solar energy. By allowing the collec- and requires a liquid metal loop with thermal 
tors to dissipate waste heat to space, the tempera- radiator. 
- ture differential required for operation is pro­
duced. Fins are added to the collectors to improve Converter/transformer assemblies are used to step­
cooling. up the diode. output voltage. An AC. to DC 
Table 3-1. Alternative Power Systems 
Concept Energy Source 	 Energy Converter
 
I Solar 	 Direct.Radiation Cooled Thermionic
 
2 Solar 	 Liquid Cooled Thermionic
 
3 Solar 	 Closed Brayton Cycle
 
4 Solar 	 Thermionic/Brayton Cascade
 
5 Solar 	 Silicon Photovol'taic
 
6 Solar 	 Gallium Arsenide Photovoltaic
 
7 Nuclear Thermionic
 
8 Nuclear Closed Brayton Cycle
 
9 Solar Ground-Based Solar Power Plants
 
(Light Reflector-)
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...... ......E 	 The solar Brayton cycle system is shown in Figure
..... 	 ,-3. 
AtTLAS 	 R FO[IMTO 
- a.-	 ME 
Fig. 3-1. Solar Thermionic Direct Radiation 
Cooled System 
is used to provide the DC necessary to Fig. 3-3. Solar Brayton Cycle Systemconverter 
energize the transmitter. 3.5 SOLAR THERMIONIC/BRAYTON CYCLE 
CASCADE (CONCEPT 4) 
The solar thermionic, actively-cooled system is 
shown in Figure 3-2. This "cascaded" system offers potentially high 
efficiency. All waste heat from the 'thermionic 
-.. diodes is available to the Brayton cycle; the diodes 
1It are cooled by the helium flow in the Brayton loop.c-o... 
-	 p--_j- . The Brayton loop, is cooled by a liquid metalK 	 S ,- radiator. 
The 	 DC output of the diodes, is stepped-up to 
KAZIEAEA>.. 50,000 volts AC in the rotary converters/trans­
formers; the turbomachine generators produce 
Fi .3-2. Solar Thermionic, Liquid-Cooled 50,000 volts AC which is combined with the 
System 	 output of the rotary converters/transformers. An 
AC to DC converter is used to provide the DC 
required to energize the transmitter. 3.4 	 SOLAR CLOSED BRAYTON CYCLE (CON-
CEPT 3) The cascaded solar thermionic/Brayton cycle sys­
tem is shown in Figure 3-4. 
The Brayton cycle turbomachine provides a rotat­
ing shaft output which drives the generators. 
Thermal energy is added to the helium working ­
fluid in heat exchanger tubing located within the 
.......
cavity absorber. The hot gas is expanded through 
the turbine, providing power, to turn both the -b 
compressor and generator. The recuperator 
exchanges energy across the loop to increase the 
system efficiency. Waste heat is rejected through a 
gas-to-liquid heat exchanger to a liquid metal 
cooling loop; the liquid metal pumps use power 
drawn from the generators. Fig. 3-4. Cascaded Solar Thermionic/Brayton
C'ycle System 
AC 	output of the generators isThe 50,000 volt 
stepped-up to- 382,000 volts in transformers; this 3.6 SILICON PHOTOVOLTAIC (CONCEPT 5) 
high voltage facilitates on-board distribution. Step­
down occurs in the rotary transformers. An AC to A plotovoltaic, or solar, cell directly converts solar 
DC converter is used to provide the DC required to energy to electric power. Performance may be 
energize the transmitter. augmented, within certain limits, by concentrating 
12
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solar energy upon the cell and/or by providing • 

cooling. 
Series strings of cells may be used to build to the 
20,000 vdc (or 4"0,000 vdc), nominal, required for 
the microwave transmitter. Lower voltage arrays 
may be required if low orbit operation is required 
(such as for self-powered transfer) (Fig. 3-5).rS 
N_.
 
. 
SERIES-PARALLEL TflANS",
SOLAR CELL ARRAY 
6 HIGH VOLTAGE DC MITTER 
IM 10LKVDC TO40 KVOCM 
--
SLIPRING 
SUNLIGHT
 
POSSIBLYCONCENTRATID) 

A T E  WAST.E...
W S "'.. --+h t l clt 

HEAT SOLAR '0 to,fuel 
STHG.
 
WASTEHEAT(POSSIBLY THR OUGH 
RADIATORSYSTEMI - -
Fig.3-5. Silicon PhotovoltaicSystem 
The solar cells, employed in this concept are ,the
"conventional" silicon type, except they are power 
-economics. dictates that they be only approxi-
mately one-half as thick as are currently used. 
3.7 GALLIUM., ARSENIDE PHOTOVOLTAIC 
(CONCEPT 6) 
A photovoltaic, or solar, cell directly converts solar 
energy -to electric power. Performance may be 
augmented, within certain limits, by concentrating 
solar energy upon the cell and/or by providing 
cooling, 
Series strings of cells may be used to build to the 
20,000 vdc (or 40,000 vdc), nominal, required for 
the microwave transmitter. Lower voltage arrays 
may be required if-low orbit operation is required 
(such as for self-powered transfer) (Fig. 3-6). 
The cells employed in this concept are the gallium 
aluminum "arsenide/gallium arsenide type. This 
multilayer "heterojunction" cell has the .apparent 
potential for high efficiency. at elevated tempera-
tures; it is also more radiation resistant. 
3.8 NUCLEAR THERMIONIC (CONCEPT 7) 
The energy source in this system is nuclear; a 
molten salt breeder reactor (MSBR) is used. The 
"SER ,ES-PAALLE/

.,SOLAR CELL. ARRAY zVTRNSr 
_Q -bj HIGH VOLTAGE DC *MITTER 
SLIPPING. 
- SULILGHT(POSSIaLY CONCENTRATE01 
,-o.:" 
+' I.....,oon,t 
W 
WATHROG 
LYTHROUGH
 
SYSTEM)RADIATOR 
Fig. 3-6. Gallium Arsenide-Photovoltaic System 
salt mixture contains both fissile fuel, the energy 
source, and- fertile fuel, which breeds to becomemixture 
for subsequent use. . The, salt mixture is
circulated out of the reactor core through a heat 
exchanger which transfers energy to a sodium loop.
The sodium loop is used since there is insufficient 
salt flow for the diode emitter area. 
A small secondary salt flow is continuously passed 
through a fuel'process system. This system removes 
the protactinium and wastes which would "p6i­
son" the reactor by excessive neutron capture. The 
fuel process system introduces fertile fuel and 
removes bred fuel. The MSBR is an unique breeder 
concept in that' aisingle liquid fuel mixture 
contains both fissile and fertile fuels, and that 
processing of solid fiel elements is not required. 
The diode collectors are cooled by a liquid metal 
radiator loop. The low voltage DC output of the 
collectors is stepped-up and converted to AC by 
rotary converters/transformers. An AC to DC 
converter is used to provide the DC necessary, to 
energize the transmitter. 
The nuclear thermionic system is shown in Figure 
3-7.
 
:UE.
 
L.. 
L" 
Fig. 3-7. Nuclear Thermionic System 
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3.9 	 NUCLEAR CLOSED BRAYTON CYCLE (CONCEPT 8) 
The energy source in this system is nuclear; a 
molten salt breeder reactor (MSBR) is used. The 
salt mixture contains both fissile fuel, the energy 
source, and fertile fuel which breeds to become 
use. 	 The salt mixture isfuel for subsequent 
circulated out of the reactor core through-a heat 
exchanger which transfers energy to the helium 
loop of the Brayton turbomachines. 
A small secondary salt flow is continuously passed 
through a fuel process system. This system removes 
the protactinium and wastes which would "poi­
son" the reactor by'excessive neutron capture. The 
fuel process system introduces fertile fuel and 
removes bred fuel. The MSBR is an unique breeder.. 
concept in that a single fuel mixture contains both 
fissile and fertile fuels, and that processing of solid 
fuel elements is not required. 
The Brayton cycle turbomachine provides a rotat­
ing shaft output which drives the generators. Hot 
helium is expanded through the gas turbine, 
providing power to drive both the compressors and 
generators. The recuperator exchanges energy 
across the loop to increase efficiency. Waste heat is 
rejected through a gas-to-liquid heat exchanger to a 
liquid metal cooling loop; the liquid metal pumps 
use power drawn from the generators. 
The 50,000 volt AC output of the generators is 
stepped-up to 382,000 volts in transformers; this 
high voltage facilitates on-board distribution. Step-
down occurs in the rotary transformers. An AC to 
-DC converter is used tQ provide the DC required to 
energize the transmitter. 
The nuclear Brayton cycle system is shown in 
Figure 3-8. 
FluL 	 Wit. 
L 
u-_,-
Fig.3-8. Nuclear Thermionic System 
3.10 	 POWER TRANSFER SYSTEM 
(CONCEPT 9) 
In this concept one or more mirrors in geosynchro­
nous orbit would reflect solar energy directly to 
Earth. Ground-based solar power plants would be 
augmented by this reflected energy, allowing night 
operation or increased output. 
3.11 	 EMPHASIZED CONCEPTS 
By the end of the initial phase of this study, it had 
become evident that further investigation of con­
cepts 2, 4, 7 and 9 was inappropriate for the 
reasons given in Table 3-2. 
Table 3-2. Evaluation of De-emphasizedSystems 
Concept Reason for De-emphasis 
2 More massive than Concept 1 
4 No advantage over Concept 3 
7 Extremely massive/not technically feasible 
9 Extreme environmental impact 
14
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4.0 SUBSYSTEMS 
4.1 MATERIALS ,
 
60 *416NIOtIU IcOLUM8I M SAEREFRACT V) 
Many of the material requirements of the SPS will . 0 
be satisfied by the use of aluminum, magnesium *, Z 
rand titanium alloys. However, some subsystems - °
 
contain components which operate at elevated
 
temperatures. Selection of alloys for these SPS 4
 
applications is based on the temperature range 10 i |

involved, as shown in Figure 4-1. The tungsten/
 
rhenium and' tantalum alloys are less well defined
 
than the columbium and cobalt alloys. 
 t0 
The materials identified will be used for heat
 
exchanger tubing (e.g., within solar cavity absorb- ,, ,
 
ers) and for manifolds, etc., in the radiator ........
 
systems. ' 0! MA
 
• eONTINUOU$TEMIARE OrMATenIALI t 
01Note that the material strength shown in Figure 

4-1 is the predicted 30-year creep rupture strength. Fig. 4-1. Material Selection Approach
 
Many SPS subsystems require long term confine­
ment of pressurized gases or liquid at high tempera- rupture capabilities of the nickel and cobalt base
 
tures, thus a fundamental problem is the long-term alloys have shown only a modest advance in the
 
creep rupture at high temperatures: past. 25 years, significant improvements in thermal
 
Table 4-1 shows additional considerations in mate- fatigue, oxidation resistance, and stability charac­
rial selection, and alloys considered as option. teristics have been achieved.
 
A trend of improvement of alloys for service above CONCLUSIONS:
 
1000K (1340 0 F) is shown in Figure 4-2. Iron,
 
cobalt, columbium and nickel base systems were 1. Little or no improvement trend in the cobalt
 
compared. A number of alloys having good base alloys.
 
strength properties were not considered due to
their poor fabrication capabilities. While strength 2. Nickel base alloys have been improving at the
rate of approximately 3.4K (6.20F) per year. 
ALLOY SYSTEMS 
STAINLESS STEEL Table 4-1. Material Considerations 
AISI 316
 
DESIGN IMPORTANT
AISI 347 REQUIREMENT MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
NICKEL BASE SUPERALLOYS SERVICE TEMPERATURE * STRESS-RUPTURE STRENGTH 
INCONEL AND PRESSURE 
HASTELLOY X SERVICE LIFE & METALLURGICAL STABILITY 
INCONEL X * SUBLIMATION EFFECTS ON
 
INCONEL 617 STRESS-RUPTURE STRENGTH
 
COBALT BASE SUPERALLOYS SYSTEM SIZE FABRICABILITY 
HS-25 
HA-188 ECONOMICS *DENSITY 
REFRACTORY ALLOYS *CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
COLUMBIUM BASE -- 66 (COSTMETAL& CONTENT)CRITICALISTRATEGIC 
IRON BASE (HI TEMP) 
19-9 OL 
A-286
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1,70, SOLAR 
2.500 1,100 HOUR CREEP RUPTURE CONCENTRATOR 
21 2 
- -l 2 8 A107 NIM (4000 LBF/IN.) 
99X 107 HIM 2 (10.O00 LgF/IN 2) 
SCLL 
ARRAY 
0 IFl AISI 316 A IN.) INCO 65 
O.400( l HA-1 8 O 2 K I HEXAGONA L 
U. (Nd HASEC O Y X7 
- t 	 FACES
.2.000 N;[C 1 V 
R.tR. 	 X Sola Array LE 
8 
0 4Fig. 	 4-3. Faceted Concentrator (Individual 
Z.0 	 0" Steerable Facets Direct So/ar Impages 
3I ot Onto Solar Array or Into Cavity 
LO0W.Absorber) 
RIOCKEIIR.E 
RECSUPORY 
4IFAOL ROCEERARMIM1Q4 	 960 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 (1.PRNLACES 
CALENDAR YEAR LAYER REPLACEMENT 
Fig. 4-2 Material Technology TrendiLo. 	 M0..O LAYERS 
FACE ACK 
3. Introduction of a new alloy type, e.g., 	 SOLacI 
IV
columbium-based B-66, can cause the mostefi 
dramatic increase. ~ A 
4.2 SOLAR CONCENTRATORS 	 GN 
4.2.1 High Concentration Ratio (Over 1000) M 	 FACETREFI.ECIVESPOEFCERE 
The solar power generating systems require large Fg -. TpclRfetv ae 
solar concentrators with low mass per unit area. The number of facets used influences the achiev-
Concentration ratios of one thousand or more are able solar concentration. The most efficient con­
required. Highest optical efficiency would be centrator would of course be a paraboloid, consist­
obtained with a rigid paraboloid; yet the structure ing, in effect, of an infinite nutber of very small 
required to provide accurate form despite thermal reflectors. With reflectors of a finite size the image 
and gravity loads, aging and assembly inaccuracies of each reflector also increases in size. Since the 
is estimated to have a mass of at least 2.0 kg/m 2 sun has an apparent width of 0.530, the light 
(0.41 lbm/ft2 ). The baselined concentrator consists reflected by the facets must spread at least at this 
of a large number of individually steerable plastic angle. A total angle of one degree was used in this 
film mirrors mounted on a relatively light frame- analysis. Perfect reflectivity was assumed. 
work. Active mirror control maintains focusing Computer analysis of the multiple facet high 
despite the disturbing forces mentioned above, concentration ratio solar concentrator are com-
Total concentrator mass for this type of system is plete. Figure 4-5 identifies the variables in this 
estimated to be 0.29 kg/m 2 (0.059 lbm/ft 2). analysis. 
The faceted concentrator is shown in Figure 4-3. 
Figure 4-4 shows a typical reflective facet. Metal­
lized plastic film (baseline is aluminized Kapton) is 
tensioned to form a plane surface. The support 
system consists of three edge members with bridles 
tensioned by springs. The inherent flat facet is -­
fitted with a two-axis servo drive which causes the 
sunlight reflected by the facet to enter the aperture
of the cavity absorber. Fig. 4-5. Variables in Solar Concentrator Analysis 
16 
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The computer program breaks down each hexag-
onal mirror (facet) into 96 triangular elements. 
Tests are made for shadowing and blockage by 
elements of'other mirrors. The relationship of the 
reflection of each element to the cavity absorber 
aperture is determined, 
Figure 4-6 shows the influence of geometric 
concentration ratio (ratio of projected concen­
trator area to aperture area) and facet count on the 
achieved concentration ratio (ratio of average flux 
through aperture to the ambient solar flux). 
Pa o nroofpa t c..uiror$*nn*.n.n
s- i ,awts at*Mn qKby a wj l o f a uhc w dti .u1J Eto t O f . NIJnSIXs. n-nncmla nfnw,.nc.o.of.regy 
NUMBEROF FACETS 
2-
42,- 1i 
HG ~ 
0 
,, - cMUTER GENERATEO 
1.00 20k 300 4.000 500 8.0 ,.C 8.00 9.0 
GEOMETRIC CONCENTRATION RATIO. CONCENTRATOR AREAAFERTUREAREA 
Fig. 4-6. 	Solar Concentrator Performance 
Dashed' lines in Figure 4-6 indicate the perform-
ance predictions made nearly two years ago by 
hand calculator. 
The performance data in Figure 4-6 does not 
include the effects of facet reflectivity (typically 
0.88 for thin Kapton films with first surface 
oxidized aluminum) or gaps between the facets 
(perhaps 2% of their area). 
Figure 4-7 shows the influence on a reference solar 
concentrator of the sun being off-axis (not on the 
perpendicular to the center of the concentrator 
SUN OF10,iS ANGE (DEGEES)0 5 10 15 20 
CONCENTRATOR 96 
EFFICIENCY 
(PERCENT) 94 
92- 92-
9o 	 SUN OFFAXIS 
ALE 

o o2 o5o o.76 1.0 ts .s1 
LIGHT SREAD ANGLE FROM FACET (DEGREES) 
Fig. 4-7. 	 Influences on Concentrator Efficiency 
(Solar Off-Axis Locations and LightSpread From Reflector Facets) 
dish) and of non-specular reflectivity from the 
plastic film reflectors. The sun can be off-axis 
either through SPS attitude control errors, or when 
flying "perpendicular to the orbit plane" at other 
than the equinoxes. Only a perfect mirror would 
yield a perfectly specular (parallel ray) reflection. 
Plastic film mirrors tend to produce scatter of the 
reflected rays. 
Figure 4-8 shows plastic film reflectivity data 
obtained by Boeing in a study for ERDA*. Testing 
was accomplished with a parallel beam (laser) light 
source. Masks of various diameters were used to 
assess the reflectivity versus cone angle. The cone 
angles shown do not include the 0.50 spread angle
resulting 	from the angular width of the sun. The 
performance in Figure 4-6 includes the 0.50 solar 
width, and is for a light spread of 10 from the film. 
Kapton was baselined since some previous data 
(from project ABLE) indicated that Mylar was far 
more susceptible to radiation degradation. 
The rim angle yielding° maximum efficiency(96.8%) was 400. T 0 angle was as the 
The 3 keptbaseline since it provides 96.0% efficiency with 
shorter cavity support arms. 
1. 
Yw.,1DMq 
oa8 	 TEDL.AR 
0
 
E 6R PLECTIVtTY 	 MASGKCOLECTONK -.D TECTOR 
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04 	 . ANGLE- IGTB 
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o -Is i0 
CONEANGLE -) 
Fig. 4-8. 	Reflectivity Performance of Plastic Films 
Solar Reflector Susceptibility to Degradation in 
the Geosynchronous Environment-Damage to the 
solar concentrators by meteoroid particles has been
assessed. The optical characteristics of the concen­
trators will be impaired by the scouring effect ofsmall particles and by penetration of larger parti­
cles. All particles striking the concentrators will 
damage an area far greater than the cross section of 
the particle. The damage will consist of penetra­
tion, cratering and spallation. For the purpose of 
this assessment the particle specific gravity was 
assumed to be 0.05, and the diameter of the area 
damaged to be twenty times the particle diameter. 
*Contract E-(04-3)-IIII, "Central 	 Receiver Solar 
17 Thermal Power System." 
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This latter figure may appear conservative but spall 
zones of this ratio of damage to particle diameter 
were encountered on the Apollo windows, 
Although there is a difference in materials, it is 
possible that the material chosen for the concen-
trators may become embrittled with age and suffer 
a similar type of damage to the Apollo windows. 
To estimate the damage rate an omnidirectional 
meteoroid flux model was used. The model pro-
vides the cumulative flux corresponding to meteor­
oid mass, which was reduced to yield a total 
damaged area per unit area and time, using the 
criteria given previously. The estimated damage is 
2.05 x 10- 6 meter2 per meter2-day (2.05 x 10-6 
foot2 per foot 2 -day). 
This is a maximum figure since it assumes no two 
hits in the same place. Since this represents only 
2.25% area damage in 30 years, meteoroids appear 
to pose no threat to the optical qualities of the 
solar concentrator. 
However, the specular reflectance of metallized 
films may be significantly degraded by the proton 
flux. A possible explanation for this damage may 
be as follows: low energy protons are stopped 
within the metal layer and form hydrogen after 
gathering an electron. Hydrogen accumulation 
causes small "bubbles" to form in the metal, so 
that the surface is no longer planar. Some tests at 
relatively high exposure rates (to shorten the test 
period) were run by Boeing in connection with 
project ABLE (orbital reflectors for ground illumi-
nation). At a flux corresponding to 900 times the 
geosynchronous proton flux, reflectivity decreased 
to only 0.59 from an original value of 0.92 in a. 
period of 3.25 days, which may correspond to only 
eight years of orbital exposure. There was some 
indication of a dose rate effect, so that the actual 
correspondence period may be much longer. How­
ever, it is evident that radiation damage may be 
quite severe for conventional metallized films. 
On the other hand, the ECHO satellites flew in 
intense regions of the Van Allen radiation belts 
with apparently little degradation. 
4.2.2 Low Concentration Ratio (Under 10) 
Individual cell concentrators were investigated. A 
promising concentrator type is the "compound 
parabolic concentrator" (CPC) of Dr. Roland 
Winston of the Enrico Fermi Institude (I). In a 
three dimensional (as opposed to linear form) such 
concentrators have relatively little surface' area 
compared to their solar capture area. They can 
accept sunlight at rather large off-axis angles. 
Figure 4-9, from (1) shows the basic geometric 
construction. 
" 
PARABOLA 
AXISOF
 
PARABOLA
 
FocUS OF
 
PARABOLA
 
- d 
Fig 4-9. Compound Parabolic Concentrator 
The dashed line inclined to the left through angle 0 
is the axis of the parabola which forms the right 
hand surface. The left hand parabolic surface has as 
its axis a line inclined to the right by the angle 0; 
hence the term "compound parabolic." All rays are 
captured which are within 0 of the central axis. 
Reflections are generally accomplished with shal­
low grazing angles which yield high reflectivity. Of 
course when the Sun is off axis a CPC will lose a 
small amount of output due to the inclination of 
its inlet aperture. 
Due to the relatively small grazing angles involved a 
reflectivity factor of 90% was assumed. Off axis 
capability (6 max) was related to solar concentra­
tion ratio (C) geometric) by: 
C (1) 
Derivation of optimum values of C to yield 
minimum power cost is defined in Section 5. 
4.3 STRUCTURE 
In the SPS, large electric currents have to be 
carried considerable distance. In order to minimize 
mass, members carrying these currents must also be 
primary structure and carry physical loads. Typical 
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of these members are the truss beams connecting 
the solar concentrators to the solar absorbers. Ideal 
cross sections were derived to provide a minimum 
sum of beam mass and generator penalty. 
A family of curves was derived for beams config­
ured as shown in Figure 4-10. The spacing between 
the tubes, the tube diameters and thicknesses was 
varied, and mass per beam length plotted against 
beam length for given load. The dotted line is an 
estimate of the locus of minimum mass. However, 
since the tubes of the beam are designed to carry 
current and heat loss (12 R) has to be dissipated, 
there is a minimum cross section of the beam 
capable of carrying both the current and the 
applied load. This is indicated in Figure 4-10 for a 
typical SPS truss. 
LOAOASLIEATSEAMERIND c$35so,[toFi 
G 
IP/ 
---- .0 2 ,t ......... . . " 
-~- 4/ .OJOM(OILNI 
600. OCU SI MU NIIJ A N.... ) 
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INNAITy 
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Fig. 4-10. Derivationof Ideal Beam Dimensions 
Typical primary structure (trusses) of the SPS
consists of three tubes equispaced as shown in 
Figure 4-11. The tubes are supported by diagonals 
which are hinged together. Since the tubes carry 
the primary satellite power the diagonals are 
insulated as shown. Prior to assembly in low earth 
orbit the -diagonals are folded together tightly. On 
assembly the diagonals are unfolded and tubes 
20 40003 3 flE 
INULTO " 	 lthe 
I119, 
"_--ELD ,,"_._ M(17 FT) 
AJ 
Fig 4-11. Typical Power Satellite Conducting. 
Primary Structure (Example, Size Varies) 
25.4M (83.3 ft.) long are inserted into the clamps 
at the 'ends of the diagonals. The sections of tube 
are welded together and to the clamps where they 
butt, and the snatch clamps are secured to the 
tubes. 
4.4 CAVITY SOLAR ABSORBER 
Solar heat flux from the solar concentrator is 
reflected into the cavity absorber. The cavity is a 
spherical structure with an aperture for receiving 
solar radiation as shown by Figure 4-12. (A 
cylindrical absorber is used for the thermionic 
SPS.) 
L EAH'WAL TGO. 
USA 
-/ \ 	 Ak-
THERMAL THERMIONICE-NERGY DIODE 
THERAL 
N.~ENERGY 
(W.AEl 
IIDIA'...l FRO. SOLAGI 
MiLLECTONRIRAY -
REAIATED I ECA., 
EERGYG
Fig.4-12. Cavity SolarAbsorber 
Solar energy 	 flux into a cavity absorber is for themost part absorbed into the walls. This is because 
multiple reflections must in general take place
 
before reflection back out of the aperture can
 
occur. Once absorbed, the energy is available for
 
removal by the energy converter (Brayton cycle or
 
thermionics). The hot walls radiate thermal energy
 
back and forth between them; some of this energy
 
escapes through the aperture. Insulation and a low
 
emissivity exterior coating are used to limit energy
 
loss through the walls.
 
Thermal energy loss by radiation is influenced by 
emissivity of the surface and the fourth power 
of its absolute temperature. Thermal engine effi­
ciency requires high cavity temperatures, therefore 
reradiation must be controlled if cavity efficiency 
is to be high. 	The loss by reradiation is a function 
of the cavity aperture area. All energy passing 
through the 	walls must eventually be reradiated 
from the cavity exterior. Therefore, a low emissiv­
ity coating (gold is baselined) is used- To provide a 
low exterior temperature, thermal insulation is 
provided. 
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The cavity interior insulation selected was "Multi-
Foil," developed by the Thermo Electron Corpora-
tion, which consists of a number of layers of thin 
refractory metal foils spaced in vacuum by oxide 
particles. The oxide is selected on the basis of low 
thermal conductivity and foil compatibility. Multi-
foil provides a very high thermal impedance with 
minimum mass. 
4.5 CONCENTRATOR/ABSORBER 
OPTIMIZATION 
An optimization was conducted to find the values 
of primary solar concentrator and cavity absorber 
parameters which would (in combination) yield the 
minimum total mass for a given power removed 
from cavity at a given temperature. The optimiza-
tion was conducted with the ISAIAH (Integrated
Sensitivity and Interactions Analysis, Heuristic) 
program using a model as depicted in Figure 4-13. 
IT 
IT 
Fig. 4-13. 	Model for Concentrator/Absorber 
Optimization 
The parameter to be optimized is number 19 
"Power per kilogram' The legend explains the 
types of parameters used; for example, parameter 
17 is a table expressing the power loss per square 
meter of cavity wall as a function of wall tempera-
ture and the mass per square meter of insulation 
added to the wall. Parameter 14, the "power 
removed" is that which is available to do useful 
work. Parameter 1 is the total mass of the solar 
concentrator and the cavity absorber. Parameter 
12, the reradiation per square meter of aperture 
area is based on an effective wall interior emissivity 
of 0.9. The solar concentrator performance deter-
mination uses the data shown in Figure 4-7. 
Parameters 13, 14, 16 and I8were automatically 
varied to obtain minimum values of parameter 19 
over a range of values of parameter 19. 
Optimization results are given in Fizure 4-14 for a 
concentrator area at 1.5 x 107 m 2 (1.61 x 108 
ft2). The power removed per unit mass is seen to 
decrease with increasing wall temperature. The 
optimum value for the geometric concentration 
ratio (GCR) increases with wall temperature. The 
GCR optimum is 2260 for the 1620K (24560 
(2456 0 F) of the Brayton system and 2450 for the 
1800K (2780 0 F) of the thermionic system. 
Not shown in Figure 4-14 are optimum values for 
the number of reflector facets per concentrator. 
For the Brayton system the number is16,800; for 
the thermionic, 17,500. 
POWREMOVED 
BRAYTON 40 14 
3.M -HERMIOIC 35 
GEOMETR,IC CR REMOVEDCONC NTRATIO O  POWERN  W 
ATIO 2.30 M .2 
kW T GAS 
KG 
2,0W0 25 .11 
1.600 	 POWER D 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 
.2.M0 2404 F 2.1100 3,N 
Fig. 4-14. 	Characteristics of Mass-Optimized
ConcentratorAbsorber Combinations 
4.6 THERMIONICS 
4.6.1 Background 
This section was provided by the Thermo Electron 
Corporation (TECO): 
Chronologically, improvements in thermionic 
energy conversion, as measured by the barrier 
index (collector work function plus inter-electrode 
plasma voltage losses), occurred first with the 
addition of small amounts of oxygen into the 
diodes, and subsequently with the use of tungsten 
oxide collectors. Currently, a number of' other 
semi-conducting oxides are showing even better 
potential for thermionic loss reductions. In Figure 
4-15, we see these losses correlated to thermionic. 
efficiency and emitter temperature. For an emitter 
temperature of 1800K and a barrier index of 2.1, 
the thermal-to-electrical conversion efficiency is 
approximately 15 percent. Laboratory converters 
are being constructed that, for short generating 
periods, have demonstrated barrier indices as low 
as 1.9. From the historical development, and the 
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0 
TEMP:RATURE ( K) 
I2~A~ 600 tac electron back emission from collector to emitter). 
Consequently, molybdenum is found to be an­
8* attractive collector material as well, and emitter 
evaporation will therefore not affect the efficiency 
hERoc 10 of the converter. To reduce weight and cost, nickel 
EFFIC~y 12 ("ECENTi was chosen for the collector structure and radiator 
I'4 material. Deposition of molybdenum on the nickel 
electrode during converter operation will quickly 
10 produce- a molybdenum coated collector for essen­
tially the entire lifetime of the converter. Constant 
130 20W 2A4 2.7W and uniform close spacing of the electrodes should 
TEMf RATUnE (OF) be maintained because of the straight-line deposi-
Fig. 4-15. Thermionic Efficiency Versus Emitter tion from emitter to collector. Laboratory con-
Temperature verters are usually fitted with cesium reservoirs to 
current status of thermionic conversion, it is provide cesium vapor in order to reduce electrode 
projected that the .plasma arc drop will be suffi- surface work functions,as well as to provide space
ciently reduced to lower the barrier index to 1.8 charge neutralization in the interelectrode region.The effect of cesium on molybdenum electrodes is 
by the year 1985 and to 1.6 by 1995. Such shown in Figure 4-16 where T is the electrode 
rreductions represent gains in efficiency to 21 shem 
percent and 24 percent, respectively. Since silicon cesium. 
solar cells, presently about 13 percent efficient, 
48can theoretically attain only 22 percent efficiency, 
and practically may-never exceed 18 percent, these 
projected gains for thermionic converters are quite 40 
significant in their potential application to the SPS. 
4.6.2 - Converter-Characteristics z30 
The proper choice of operating conditions, mate­
rials, and design configuration is important in 0 20 
providing thermionic converters that are efficient, 
low in: mass, and reliable for long periods of 2 20 
operation. High performance, stable output has, in 30o 40 5 
fact, been maintained in a converter for over 
40,000 hours, at which time, altlough the con- Fig. 4-16. Molybdenum Work Function Plot 
verter was still fully operational, the program was 
terminated. One mode of failure in a converter Determination of the output characteristics of a 
occurs: when a monolayer of the emitter is evapo- converter is detailed in Ref. 2. Mathematically the 
rated onto. a different material collector, thereby efficiency, 7?, is related to the output power 
altering its properties. This evaporation limits the density, P, and the heat supply rate, q, by
useftl emitter materials and their operating tem- SP 
peratures unless similar materials are used for both 7n = (1) 
emitter and collector. Although tungsten would q
provide the lowest vapor pressure emitter material, where S is the active area of the planar emitter and 
its availability is limited. Boeing has specified that collector. The output power density is a function 
Thermo Electron investigate the potential of of converter current, J, and voltage 
molybdenum. If operated at 1800K (2780°F) for 
30 years, molybdenum would dispense 0.6 mm P = I (V - Va) (2) 
(0.024 inch) of material onto the collector (Ref. 
I). However, efficient radiation cooling of the where V is the output voltage of the electrodes and 
collector requires a high collector temperature and, Va the voltage drop across the electrical leads 
therefore, ,precludes the use of very low work connecting the converter to the load. The heat 
function collector materials (to prohibit excessive supply irate can be expressed as 
21 
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q = q~-c~q~ kq ad2--
The emitter electron cooling rate is 
5
~EC12 
qEC e ('m - ME + 2 kTE) (4) 
where 4 1m is the maximum value of the interelec­
trode motive, ME the Fermi energy of the emitter 
and S the electrode area. The emitter electron 
heating rate is 
qCE e -(O'm - E + 2 kTC) (5) 
The thermal radiation is 
4 4qR = Sue (T T 	 (6) 
The heat conduction by structural components and 
cesium vapor is 
qk= gk (T E - TC) 	 (7) 
where gk is thd associated thermal conductance. 
The heat conduction of the leads is 
ka v- (TE - TC) (8)qa = aa 
where ka is the lead thermal conductivity, and Sa 
1and a refer to the lead cross-sectional area and 
length, respectively. The Joulean heat loss in the 
leads is 
1/2 qd = 1/2 SJVa= 1/2 S2 j2Pa a (9)-
$a
 
where Pa is the electrical resistivity of the leads. 
Equations I through 9 were computerized, and 
conversion efficiencies and cesium plasma losses, 
Vd, determined for operational thermionic con­
verters. The results for the pertinent range of 
emitter temperatures analyzed are shown in FigureLTS 
4-17. At the suggested 1800 K (2780 0 F) upper 
temperature limit for molybdenum, the power 
output is slightly above 8 W/cm 2 (51.6 W/inch2 ). 
These computational methods were also applied to 
predicting future converter performance. Becauseo 
of the high collector temperature required for 
effective radiative cooling in space, improvements 
in converter performance will not occur by reduc-
ing collector work functions, since performance 
degrading back electron emission would be 
22
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Fig. 4-17. 	 Thermionic Diode Characteristics as a 
Function of Emitter Temperature for a 
Molybdenum Emitter and aNickel 
(Molybdenum Coated) Collector 
increased. Major advances can be made only by 
reducing the cesium plasma losses. Figure 4-18 
presents the increases in power output and effi­
ciency realizable with plasma loss reductions of 0.2 
and 0.3 volts from those existing at present. Based 
on past performance improvements, the lower of 
these reductions should be attained before 1985, 
while the higher reduction is expected by 1995. 
Accordingly, power outputs are expected to reach 
12 W/cm 2 (77.4 W/inch 2 ), with an efficiency of 24 
percent. 	 2.4--"_ " 
20 VOVOL..... 
_ 
.......
 
... 1750 .Tn 10 
EMITTERT MPEUR T,, ... 
Fig. 4-18. Increase in Efficiency and Output 
Voltage with Decreasing Plasma Dropfor Constant I of 1290 A 
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Methods to produce such lower plasma losses are 
being developed currently and include the poten-
tial use of new electrode- materials; e.g.,' hexa-
borides and other semiconductors, which require 
lower interelectrode cesium densities, pulsed tri-
odes using rare gases for ion production and 
close-spaced diodes with reduced space charge 
effects: 
4.6.3 Radiator 
Design of a passive radiation cooling system for 
space thermionic energy converters is one of the 
most important tasks of this study. For electric 
power production, P, with a solar heat conversion 
efficiency, i?, the heat flux rejected, qo, is given by 
qo=P( 1) 	 (10) 
We assume that this heat flux can be radiated into 
space from a surface of area A. at uniform 
temperature Ts and emissivity e 
' P"- 1---)P 
S 
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Figure 
4-19 shows the dependence of As on converter 
efficiency and collector temperature for a nominal 
50 ELECThC OUTPUT 
0Tc.9O0K 
RADIATOR T 
•4,, k . 
A'LTR To 
09TcRAO, 1000K 
ARADIATOREMISSIVITY
.00 
40 00 
-oand 
-
,0- o 
S. 
E 
20 
CONVERTEREFFICIENCY 
Fig. 4-19. 	Heat Rejection as a Function of 
Con verter Efficiency '(Modified 
From Ref 8) 
electric output of 4 GW, a radiator temperature 90 
percent that of the collector, and a radiator 
emissivity of 0.9. A-24 percent electrically efficient 
converter with a collector at 1000,K (1340 0 F)
2requires 3.8 x 105 m (4.09 x 106 ft2 ) of surface 
area for radiation cooling. 
According to our previous calculations, the antici­
pated power density at this efficiency is 12 W/cm 2 
(77.4 W/in 2). For the geometrical tolerances 
required in a converter, the practical size for the 
electrodes is expected to be 100 cm 2 (15.5 inch 2) 
per converter with an output, therefore, of 
1200W. Such dimensions will require approxi­
mately 3.4 million converters to generate 4 GW of 
electrical power. Consequently, the required radi­
ating area per converter is 0 1 m 2 (1.076 ft2 ). 
Since the collector material is made pf nickel, it 
would be advantageous to have an integral radiator 
assembly madd of similar material. Although the 
emissivity of nickel is low, that of oxidized nickel 
at 900 K (1 160 0 F) is an attractive 0.9. Conse­
quently, the radiating nickel surface would be 
oxidized to enhance emissivity. 
The simplest method for radiator design would be 
to project solid cooling fins, in the form of a cup, 
away from the circular edge of the collector out 
into space. These cups would be hexagonal so that 
radiators could be fitted into a "honeycomb" 
e np farrangement. The equivalent emissivity, eeq, for 
heat loss, q., from a cylindrical cavity is given by (Ref. 3). 	 ." 
qo 	 (12 
eeq= -	 (12)
UT s AC 
is not appreciably enhanced when high emis­
sivity, e, material is used, as seen from the 
numerical values presented in Table 4-2 where AC 
is the area of the collectdr, L/D, on which qo 
depends, is the length-to-diameter ratio of the 
cylinder. 
Table 4-2. 
L/D 0.9 
0.25 0,9434 
0.5 0.9648 
1.0 0.9720 
2.0 	 0.9746 . 
23 
Equivalent Emissivity.­
0.75 0.5 
0.8491 0.6569 
0.8948 0.7424 
0.9229 0,8084 
0.9308 0.8331 
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Any small increase in effective emissivity from a cutaway view of this design showing the main 
cavity radiator would be more than offset by the features of the converter.
 
greater system mass required. These results, there- .D
 
fore, suggest a flat radiator coplanar with the I
 
collector. The heat that needs to be rejected by a .... ,.
 
24 percent efficient converter is 3800 W of which AIIYUA RODE PICNIC,, -NTERELT 

only 510 W will be radiated away by the collector 
- _
 
surface. Consequently, 3290 W must be trans- DO 

-ported by the cooling fins. Considering a thin fin 
7
LEAD(IA RH 
with a maximum area of contact between the 'INS E .... AToN
 
2
collector and fin of 20 cm (3.06 in 2 ), the 	 '° 
associated temperature gradient at that boundary
 
for the thermal conductivity of nickel at 0.55 -> ...LC.TAOC
 
W/cm-C (see Figure 4-20) is SEATPIPE
 
dT kn ( 20) 299 C/cm (13), Fig. 4-21. SPS Thermionic Converter Designdx ET (0.55_S) (20) 29Cc 1) 
which results in an extremely nonuniform tempera­
ture of the fin surface (i.e., poor fin efficiency) 000
 
and, therefore, would require too massive a radi- EMITTER - ",L
 
ator system.
 
4C 	 I I 	 i 
2 5 
20Fig. 4-22 	 Isometric Cutaway ofSPS Thermionic 
Converter 
In designing the heat pipe, four working fluids 
were analyzed; mercury, cesium, potassium, and 
sodium. Following the methods outlined in Ref. 4, 
, the figure of merit, F, was calculated for each at aTo 
BI working temperature of 900 K (1160 0 F) 
F Plal L (14) 
0 40 Boo 1200 160 2000 where pl is the liquid density, al the surface 
TEMPERAhRE (C) tension, L the heat of vaporization, and i1 the 
Fig. 4-20. Thermal Conductivity Data viscosity. The results shown in Table 4-3 indicate 
The alternative approach is to employ a heat-pipe Table 4-3. Heat Pipe Figure of Merit 
concept to provide a uniform radiator temperature 
and, thereby, achieve uniform heat rejection tem- F 
perature and high fin efficiency. A number of 
configurations were considered; -the one judged Mercury 1.317(105)
best is shown in cross section on Figure 4-21. 
Sizing of the emitter is determined by loss of Cesium 2.097(105)
material from thermal vaporization over its thirty- Potassium 7.954 (105) 
year lifetime, minimization of resistive power Sodium 2.247 (106)
losses, and weight considerations; sizing of the 
collector depends on resistive and weight con­
siderations. Figure 4-22 presents an isometric 
24 
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sodium as the best fluid. In the absence of oxygen 
this element is compatible with a structure made of 
nickel. The heat transfer of sodium at the limiting 
sonic velocity flow 
1/2 
qs - 0.474 L (pP ) (15)v 
where pv is .the vapor density, and Pv its pressure, 
was found to be more than sufficient at 3.07 
kW/cm 2 (19.80 kW/in 2 ). 
Sizing of the wick was determined by equating the 
maximum capillary head 
2al 
Ape - (16) 
7-
to the pressure drop in the liquid 
AIl Ieft (17) 
SL AwK 
where 7y1 = 3.18 cm (10-3j (for a mesh size of 
400), qo is the required heat transfer, leff is 
effective path length, AW is the area of wick 
required, and K is determined from the Blake 
Koseny equation 
d2 (1- E)3
Krd lE (18)
66.6 E2 
where .E is the volume fraction of solid phase of 
the wick (0.314), and dw is the wick's wire 
diameter (0.025 mm). Solving equations 16 and 17 
for AW provides the required wick areas shown in 
Table 4-4. 
Table 4-4. Heat Pipe Wick Dimensions 
Fluid Aw(CelaI t (cm) 
Ceiu 5.4 2 3 
Pot assum 22.5 0.6 
Sodiu. 80.3 0.Z 
Also presented in this table is the wick thickness, t, 
which is determined from the wick area and 
circumference of the collector. Solium is seen to be 
the optimum working fluid. 
Design of the heat pipe nickel housing was based 
on minimizing the mass for the total radiating area 
required (Figuie 4-19) and taking into account the 
structural strength necessary to contain the heated 
sodium vapor. Because of the large mass penalty 
which exists if such a structure must tolerate 
atmospheric pressure loading, it was decided to 
include a pinch-off port in the heat pipe to allow 
equalization of pressure during assembly and 
launch. Once in orbit the heat pipes are charged 
with the required amount of sodium, and the 
opening is pinched off. Under this mode of 
assembly the heat pipe internal pressure is approxi­
mately 0.89N/cm2 (1.29 psi). A wall thickness of 
1 mm (0.0254 in) was judged sufficient to tolerate 
this loading. Thin-plate analyses indicated that 
maximum deflection for a 1 mm thick wall was 0.7 
cm (1.78 in). To reduce such distortion, small,
light struts were included, as shown in Figure 4-2 1. 
Although the electrodes are circular in design, the 
heat pipe has been configured hexagonally in order 
to optimize the use of the satellite's surface area. 
A thin, ten-layer, covering of MULTI-FOIL 
thermal insulation (Figure 4-23) protects both the 
A Planar Insulation Sample 
co-seolview 
IF ;et a Insulation7Pnar 
Sample 
Fig. 4-23 Multifoil.Thermal Insulation 
electrical busbars, as well as the heat pipe from 
direct solar radiation. MULTI-FOIL insulation, 
developed at -Thermo Electron Corporation, con­
sists of a number of layers of thin refractory metal 
foils spaced in a vacuum by oxide particles. The 
oxide is selected on the basis of low thermal 
conductivity and foil compatibility, and the parti­
cles are optimized with regard to size and coating 
25 
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density to minimize thermal transport. Conse-
quently, this MULTI-FOIL provides an ultrahigh 
impedance to thermal transport, with minimum 
mass (Figure 4-24). For the design shown in Figure 
4-21, ten layers of I mil-thick tungsten foil 
separated by ZrO2 particles were considered ade­
quate. As can be seen in Figure 4-25, the layers 
provide substantial insulation capability. The total 
thickness of such insulation is 1.2 mm (0.03 in.) 
with a mass of only 0.25 gm per cm 2 (0.51 
lbm/ft2 ), or approximately 230 gm per converter. 
Heat transfer through the 900 K (11 60 0 F) temper-
ature differential between the incident radiation 
(T1 = 1800 K) (31400F) and the heat pipe (To = 
900 K) (1 160 0 F) is (Ref. 5).
• .
 
1.06(10-12) (T4 _T 4 ) 
qF=0.778N-- =+ 1.1 0N 1.2W/cm 2 (19)I I(,10-2)N2 
where N is the number of MULTI-FOIL layers and 
T is in degrees Kelvin. This additional heat flow 
can be radiated out by the heat pipe. 
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Fig. 4-24. Thermal Conductivity Comparison 
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Fig. 4-25 Multifoil Thermal Insulation Tempera­
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4.6.4 Busbar Design 
In determining resistive power losses both the 
converter electrodes and interconnecting leads 
must be considered. The least losses result if 
currents are minimized and voltages maximized; 
if the thermionic converters are connected in 
At high temperatures, however, electrical 
insulation of the leads becomes a problem. In the 
shown in Figure 4-21, the temperature of 
the electrical insulation never need exceed 1000 K, 
becauseof a thin metallic (molybdenum) thermally 
heat choke between the hot emitter and 
interconverter lead. The design of this choke is 
determined by optimizing Equation 1 with respect 
to Sa/la which yields (see Ref. 2) the best ratio for 
qa- 1 1 __1 (20) 
o qd tj 2 11 
k1 (AT) I a (21) 
For kMo 1 W/cm-K (Figure 10), AT = 800 K, 1 = 
0.24, PMo = 3(10-5) 62 - cm (Figure 4-26), and I 
1290 Ami equation 21 
a - 2.0 1 (22) 
Sa cml 
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W . . .	 Maximum output voltage, anticipated for the year 
1995, would not exceed 150 V which is 	 suffi­
ciently low to prevent electrical insulation 	 prob­
lems at the 	 maximum busbar temperature of 
1000 K. Furthermore, operation in this electrical 
configuration will limit the current through any 
converter to 1290 A. 
For the converter design shown in Figure 4-21, the 
.cross-sectional dimensions of the leads connecting 
,, 	 converters are cm 15 wide. Solid00 ,oo 400 ga , , ' ,oo ',," 'go ,... 	 0.7 thick x cm 
. 4 EResetra t 	 of multiple-strand copper leads were compared to 
Fig. 4-26. Electrical Resistivity of Metals sodium filled 0.1-cm thick stainless steel leads with 
which for the electrode area of 100 cm 2 results in respect to their resistance-to-weight ratio. These 
a choke thickness, t ratios were 6.1 (10-9) f2/gm and 2.9 (10- 7) fa/gm,
respectively. Clearly copper is the better lead 
t = 1.4 (10-2) ]a (23) material. 
For a lead length of 1.5 cm the thickness will be The busbar resistance per converter was calculated 
0.02 cm. by summing the individual contributions of the 
electrodes and leads. 
The fundamental satellite power unit will consist 
of a string of 161 converters connedted in series 
"
(Ref. 6). In line with Boeing's design of a 20-m R/converter = "ala) +\Pa'
 
square panel this unit will form three horizontal \ lead collector
 
acrows approximately 18-m in width, as shown in 	 a, 
Figure 4-27, leaving a 1-m wide strip on either side 	 Ila) a) 
for the tapered 	busbars connecting these converter +Q+ P 
strings. Twenty-one such units, positioned verti-	 S9a emitter §a heat choke 
cally as shown, 	would cover the 20-m square panel. = 1.0 (10-4 ) f2 (24) 
54 CONVERTERS 
FUNDAMENTALUNIT 	 By flashing copper on the molybdenum emittersand then fusion brazing on the copper 	 leads, 
- contact resistive losses can be minimized and, 
therefore, have been neglected in this analysis. 
Based on the foregoing resistance calculation, the 
voltage loss per converter with 1290 A current is 
BUSBAR 	 21 TAPERED- 0. 13 V which represents a 14 percent loss in power 
UNITS BUSBAR for the expected 0.93 V output per converter in 
PER 20m 1995. In summary, a panel will deliver the follow-
PANEL 	 ing output: 
I panel = 1290 x 21 = 27090 A 
---------- -----	 V panel = 161 x 0.93 x 0.86 = 129 V 
P panel = I panel x V panel = 3.5 MW 
Assuming one converter fails, the maximum power 
loss is 5 percent of the panel output or, for a 4 GW 
F 2o0,, 	 module, 0.004 percent of its output. If, however, 
converter failure occurs from an internal electrical 
short, only the output of a single converter is lostFig. 4-27 SPS Electrical Panel Design to the panel. 
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4.6.5 Weight Analysis 
One of the most important characteristics of the Table 4-6. Mass of Converter Assembly 
SSPS that needs to be estimated at the earliest date 
is its total mass. This section of the analyses la, per C... erte, Mss per Net We 
presents the masses of the various components of Converter Electrodes 0.97 kg 0.9Z kg 
the design in Figure 4-21. Heat Pipe Radator 2.67 2.59 
MULTI-FOIL InsulatIon 0.0Z3 0.024 
The converter emitter consists of a circular 100 Copper Leads .84 2.75
 
cm 2 molybdenum flat plate which is 5 mm thick, Total 6.48 628
 
so that it can withstand the 1.2 mm loss of
 
material (0.6 mm from each face) during the 
desired 30-year lifetime, and retain a reasonable 4.6.6 Conclusions 
electric conductivity. The complementary collector The major results of this study are: 
has similar dimensions. Cesium is permanently 
introduced into the interelectrode cavity at the I)Planar molybdenum-nickel thermionic energy
beginning of operation. Any small loss of this converters with 5 mm-thick electrodes can be 
element during the operating lifetime of the operated at emitter temperatures of 1800 K and 
collector can be replaced with cesium-graphite be expected to provide electrical efficiencies of 
pockets in the collector. The total weight of the 21 and 24 percent, respectively, by the years
electrodes is 950 gm per converter or for a 1033 W 1985 and 1995. 
net power output, 0.92 kg per kW,. In Table 4-5,
the sodium-filled heat pipe is estimated to have the 2) The converter design judged best has electrodes 
following mass for a 1 rm-thick outer casing: 100 cm 2 in area and a gross output of 1200 W in 
1955 and 1290 A and 0.93 V. Resistive power
Table 4-5. Mass of Heat Pipe Components losses through the electrodes and interconverter 
leads will reduce the gross power 14 percent for 
Nickel Casing . 0.85 kg 	 a net output of 1032 W per converter. 
Nickel Wick 	 1.53 kg 3) The panel design judged best to minimize busbar 
Sodium 	 0.29 kg resistive power loss consists of 3381 converters 
Total 2.67 kg 	 in twenty-one 161-series strings. Net power 
output from such a panel is 3.5 MW. Copper 
interconverter leads were found superior to 
sodium-filled stainless steel. The requirements of 
busbars connecting the modules to the rotary 
or for the approximate 0. 1 m 2 heat pipe radiating converters were not considered. Such leads 
2surface area, 26.7 kg per m . The mass of ten should be tapered to carry a maximum of 
layers of 1 mil-thick MULTI-FOIL insulation is a 27,090 A per panel. The mass of these busbars 
negligible 0.25 kg per m 2. The masses for the could be substantially reduced by connecting, 
rotary converters and for the solar concentrators say, two converter strings (i.e., 322 converters)
plus frame and support arms has been calculated in a panel in series, thereby doubling the output
by Boeing to be 0.4 kg per kWe and 0.3 kg per voltage to 258 V and reducing the maximum 
kWT, respectively (Ref. 7). current by one-half to 13,545 A. The ability of 
electrical insulation to withstand this higher
The mass of each of the 15-cm wide, 7-mm thick, voltage at 1000 K must be investigated. For the 
15. 2-cm long copper leads connecting the convert- 161-converter unit, a failure in operation of one 
ers, as shown in Figure 4-21, is approximately 1.42 converter causes a maximum loss in power of 5 
kg, or .84 kg per converter, which means 2.75 kg percent of the panel output, or 0.004 percent 
per kWe. Table 4-6 summarizes these masses, and from a 4 GW module: The reliability of opera­
relates them all to electrical power output. The tion over a 30-year period would be increased by 
masses of the busbars connecting the fundamental connecting all converters in parallel as well as
161 converter units to each other and the panels to series. Such a configuration would, however,
the rotary converters have not been estimated. substantially increase the mass of the leads. 
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4) A simple solid radiator system is insufficient to 
reject the required 3.8 kW of heat from each 
converter. Hexagonally shaped, sodium-filled fin 
heat pipes with reinforced 1 mm-thick nickel 
casing are adequate. In order to reduce mass 
requirements, these heat pipes must be open to 
the atmosphere during satellite launch, and 
subsequently filled with sodium and sealed in 
orbit. The NiO heat-radiating surface per con-
verter is 0.1 m2 in area. 
5) MULTI-FOIL thermal insulation is excellent for 
shielding the' electrical leads and heat pipes from 
the intracavity solar flux. The mass of such 
insulation is negligible with respect to the masses 
of other converter components. 
6)The total mass per converter, comprised of the 
emitter and collector, the heat pipe radiator, 
thermal insulation, and copper leads is 6.48 kg, 
or 6.28,kg per kWe net electrical output power. 
Dominant, and approximately equal, contribu-
tions come from the heat pipe and the leads at 
2.67 kg- and 2.84 kg, respectively. Complete 
parallel, as well as series, converter electrical 
connections, to enhance operational reliability, 
would substantially increase lead mass. More 
extensive analyses may indicate that the 1-mm 
casing thickness of the heat pipe and, conse­
quently, its mass dan be reduced. 
It must be emphasized that the results of 
this brief 
study are intended" to furnish sufficient data for 
evaluating the possibility of using thermionic 
energy conversion in Satellite Solar Power Stations. 
Additional analyses are necessary to provide 
detailed converter and heat pipe designs, determine 
interunit busbar configurations and masses, estab-
lish tradeoffs between .operational reliability and 
busbar mass penalties, and identify constructional 
problems for on-earth or in-orbit converter, heat 
pipe, and panel assembly. 
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4.7 SOLAR CELLS 
4.7.1 Requirements 
The challenges imposed on solar cells by the SPS 
concept include: 
l)The cells must be light, i.e., thin. Current 
practice in spacecraft arrays is the use of cells 
having a thickness of 250 gM to 500 pM (10 
mils to 20 mils). SPS studies have focused on 
cells of 100 pM (4 mils), or thinner. 
2) The cells must be radiation resistant. Electrons 
and low energy protons trapped by- the Earth's 
magnetic field tend to cause a steady deteriora­
tion. High energy protons associated with solar 
flares occur aperiodically and may cause addi­
tional damage. Cell damage is manifested by a 
reduction in cell efficieficy. Cell radiation pro­
tection is usually provided in front (the sun side) 
by cover glasses; backside protection is by the 
cell substrate (mounting system). Thin solar cells 
are usually less radiation resistant than thicker 
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cells. Providing thick cover glass for radiation 4.7.2 Cell Performance Prediction 
protection of course conflicts with (1). 
4.7.2.1 Efficiency 
3) The cells must be efficient, since the SPS area 
required is inversely proportional to the cell Cell performance to be available in the initial SPS 
efficiency. Thin cells tend to be less efficient operating period was obtained by projection of the 
than thick cells. A good temperature coefficient historical trend in efficiency improvement. This 
is also to be desired, i.e., the efficiency should historical trend was researched back to 1957. 
not fall off .rapidly as cell temperature is Performances used were generally those of cells 
increased. which could be purchased, not merely perform­
ances quoted in Photovoltaic Specialists Confer­
4) The cells (and the completed array of cells, ences or in press releases. Projection of the trend 
substrate, connections, etc.) must be low in cost. from 1957 to 1976 into the future resulted in the 
Today's array costs are far too high for the SPS. performances shown in Figure 4-28. 
PERFORMANCEPREQICTEDYBThese requirements are seen to be interactive. LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION FOR 
PERFORMANCE ACHIEVABLE 1990-1995 PERIOD. BUT WHICH IS 
IN 1980 1985 PERIOD BEYOND APPARENT 'PHYSICAL (BASELINED FOR STUDY) LIMITSThe requirements are also somewhat dependent on 25. "T 25 
the configuration of the SPS.High solar concentra- -02 
tion ratios decrease the cell area, reducing the array 
costs and allowing thicker cover glass to be used EFFICIENCY \GAs ETERO EFFICIENCY1E 
(PERCENTI io JUNCTION IECET I UCTOwithbut .a mass increase (since reducing cell area 0 SIO jPERCEN)

also reduces cover glass area). However, 'higher 51 N 5 -L 
concentration ratios tend to increase the cell 0­
300 400 SR 600 K7temperature, hence a good temperature coefficient -------.. 
is required.to keep efficiency high. CELLTEMPERATURE(oPI CELLTEMPERATURE-F1 
Fig. 4-28. Solar Cell Performance Predictions 
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Fig.4-29. Fundamental Limitations May Enforce Performance Plateau
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Note that Figure 4-28 also provides temperature solar flare protons. Gallium arsenide heterojunc­
effects on the cells. The baseline cell thickness for tion cell radiation resistance data is limited; a 
Figure4-28 is 100 pM (4 mils); this thickness was survey indicates that such cells may be approxi­
baselined for this study. 	 mately three times more radiation resistant than 
silicon cells. 
The performances for the 1990-1995 time period 
may exceed physical limitations, at least as regards 4.7.2.2 Cell Costs 
silicon. Some reasons for this expectation are given 
in Figure 4-29 and are explained below. For this study cell costing was, based on a learning 
curve process; an 80% learning curve was baselined. 
The 1976 laboratory-model silicon solar cell, which (Each time the production volume doubles the cell 
could be in production in 1978, incorporates the costs are reduced by 20%.) The 80% learning curve 
following efficiency-enhancing features illustrated was selected as best representing the "industry 
on the right: opinion" of what is the proper learning factor. The 
general aerospace product factor is nearer 90%. 
* 	 p+ back-surface field reduced back-surface 
recombination velocity to zero, and contributed Figure 4-31 shows the effect of an 80% learning 
to a bulk minority-carrier lifetime of 30 factor on solar array costs. The array consists of 
microseconds. 	 the cells, covers, substrate, interconnections, etc., 
and as such represents a "ready to operate" solar 
* 	 Textured silicon surface reduces reflection loss, blanket. Note that the unit of the abcissa is 
and deflects light so that infra-red rays follow an millions of square meters. The buy quantity 
oblique path through the silicon, increasing the required for 60 10 GW ground output satellites 
probability of absorption of infra-red photons, would be approximately 6000 million square 
meters with a concentration ratio of one. 
* 	 Ta2 05 anti-reflecting coating matches the index . r­
of refraction of silicon to vacuum so that the " 
reflection loss the and cover 2d. .1,eodenc.arfy97,from solar-cell *BY 

assembly is only about 3 percent. .Cel]-1 si odnva
.... ,
,n 1W7 
'i0 1500 * Efficiency 
0 	 aThtcknmsofmcl 
* 	The shallow junction-(0.1 pm deep) improves 
conversion of ultraviolet photons. 100 
Figure 4-30 gives -the baseline silicon cell radiation
 
resistance. Note the importance of consideration of 01 , , ,
 5 2 
1M ,m10.000 10610010100 
CELL BUY 
COVER THICKNESS 0m) Fig. 4-31. Solar Array Buy Size Influences Cost 
S-00 GaAs heterojunction cells are new and no produc­
105 tion volume has been accumulated. Industry esti­
o 	 mates of the cost of such cells relative to silicon 
range as high as 100. However, a comparison of the 
(5.=I 75 manufacturing steps involved and material costsindicated that GaAs heterojunction arrays should 
- O ----TRAPED ELECTRONS ONLY	 be baselined as costing twice as much per unit area 
TRAPPED ELECTRONS.PROTONS. AND SOLAR FLARE as silicon arrays for equal production volumes. 
* 1-3OHM-CM, 100PmTHICK. NIPSILICONCELLAT333K These 	 features, along with an optimized current­
0 10 2 0 3 0 	 collecting grid configuration and improved junc-
TIME IYEARS) tion processing, result in a 92 percent quantum 
yield and excellent fill factor. Significant further 
Fig. 4-30. Silicon Cell Radiation Resistance improvements in these areas are unlikely, leaving 
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the output voltage of the cell as the remaining
principal factor for improvement, 
The highest open-circuit voltage obtained has been 
0.63 volts. A 0.7 volt output at open circuit should 
be possible, and simple theory suggests that it can 
be obtained by increasing the base doping level. 
However, increased doping decreases bulk resistiv-
ity, and according to Fischer and Pschunder, puts 
the photovoltaic process into the Auger regime 
where carrier lifetime is reduced, decreasing quan­
tum yield. 
If the cell open circuit voltage can be raised to 
0.664 volts from the 0.59 volts now obtained in 
the nonreflecting cells, and no other efficiency-
influencing factors are degraded, then an 18 
percent solar-cell efficiency is possible. Further 
improvement in silicon cells would require such 
phenomena as multiple charge-carrier generation 
by blue and violet photons, for which there is as 
yet no theoretical basis. 
4.7.2.3 Radiation 
Although the geosynchronous orbit location of 
SPS is high enough to escape the intense particle
flux of the lower belt, trapped particles (primarily 
electrons) are still present. Solar flare particles can 
penetrate the geomagnetic field. Approximately 
three flare cycles can occur in the 30 year life of an 
SPS. 

If all solar arrays were of. the roll-up type, flare 
prediction could be used to indicate when roll-up 
was to be used. However, since all satellites would 
be affected almost simultaneously, this would not 
seem to be appropriate for SPS ("all the lights 
would go out"). 
Cell degradation versus time in orbit is shown for a 
range of cover thickness. By comparing the dashed 
and solid lines the effects of flares can be seen. 
Radiation resistance of solar cells from protons and 
electrons as a function of solar cell and coverglass
thickness will be predicted up to 1990. In the last 
9 years the solar cell degradationresistancehas not 
changed, however the solar cell output at 
beginning-of-life has increased so that now more 
power is available from cells after irradiationthan 
was availableseveralyears ago. 
4.8 TURBOMACHINES AND ASSOCIATED 
HEAT EXCHANGERS
 
4.8.1 Brayton Cycle 
Principal elements of the closed Brayton cycle 
system are shown in Figure 4-32 in schematic 
form. The maximum gas temperature occurs just as 
the flow exits the heat exchanger tubing in the 
cavity beat absorber. The flow is then routed to 
l BRAYTON CYCLE SCHEMATIC / 'j - ' M I N H E L IU M T EM P 
CONCENTRATED C OLER MEL 
SOLAR HELIUM 
ENERGY FLOW 
HELIUMHEAT 
TEMP -
• HEAT , 
ABSORBERTUBES PUMP 
TUR BINE 
I RADIATOR 
RECUPERATOR MOTOR 
FIN 
RA IA ORADIATOR 
GENEATORMANIFOLD 
POWER' 
Fig. 4-32. Closed Brayton Cycle Schematic 
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the turbine where it expands, consequently under-
going a temperature reduction. The power thus 
produced turns the compressor (which moves the 
gas around the loop) and the generator which 
produces the electrical power. After leaving the 
turbine considerable energy remains in the gas; 
some energy is transferred to the "cold side" gas 
flow in the recuperator (a gas-to-gas plate/fin heat 
exchanger). The minimum gas temperature occurs 
in the cooler (a gas-to-liquid metal heat exchanger). 
Here cool liquid metal (NaK) from the radiator 
system absorbs heat energy from the gas. With the 
gas at minimum temperature it is ready for 
compression (the lower the gas temperature the 
lower the energy required to achieve a given 
temperature rise). After compression the gas flows 
through the recuperator, picking up the thermal 
energy from the "hot side" at the cycle, and again 
enters the cavity heat exchanger. Maximum gas 
pressure occurs at the compressor outlet. 
4.8.2 Brayton Cycle Design Equations 
Figure 4-33 is an approximate temperature-entropy 
(T-S) diagram for the closed Brayton cycle. The 
TS DIAGRAM 
3 
ating THea Turbine 
T 5-
Compressionqc 
Cool in7t 
0 
S 
Fig 4-33. Cycle State Diagram 
temperature (T) and pressure state points around 
the cycle are identified by the following subscripts: 
0 Compressor inlet (cooler outlet) 

I Compressor outlet (recuperator cold side inlet)
 
2 Recuperator cold side outlet (cavity heat
 
absorber inlet) 

3 Cavity heat absorber outlet (turbine inlet)
 
4 Turbine outlet (recuperator hot side inlet) 

5 Cooler inlet (recuperator hot side outlet) 

Thus T3 is the maximum gas temperature in the 
cycle. Other state points associated with the cooler 
are: 
TLl Cooler liquid (NaK) side
 
TL2 Cooler liquid (NaK) side
 
Additional definitions: 
P1 Compressor discharge pressure
 
Pre Compressor pressure ratio
 
Turbine pressure ratio
 
rt 
P Pressure loss parameter = Prt/Prc 
Ap/p t Closed loop total fractional pressure 
drop (f-nl) a 
T -T 1 
RRecuperator Effectiveness = -
T4 -
EC Cooler gas side effectiveness= 
E Co 
Cooler liquid side effectivenessE1 TL2 - TL1 
T5 TLI 
PC Capacity ratio = E1/ EC 
AP/PREC Total recuperator pressure drop forboth sides 
misc Miscellaneous efficiency losses, 
including bearing losses (approx. 2%) 
Compressor efficiency 
Turbine efficiency 
F Total pressure drop around gas loop 
Some fundamental relationships for the closed 
Brayton cycle are given below: 
DESIGN EQUATIONS 
T1 --
T 1 + E R (T 4 " T 1) T2 
0.41 
T4 T3 I IT-7T [INrc 
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T5 = T4 -ER(T 4 -TI) 
TL1 T5 - T5- To 
Ec 
TL2 =EL (T5 -TL0)+ TL1 
Engine Efficiency ­
" -
Pc +T4"T1(1 -ER) 
To
1misc - 77c 
77T I- (pr+ j+ (T - T1 ) (1 - ER) 
0- To 

T3 

4 

4.8.3 Brayton System Parametrics 
4.8.3.1 Working Fluid Selection 
Parametric descriptions of the Brayton turbo-
machine set, the recuperator and the cooler were 
prepared by the Garrett Corporation. They deter­
mined that the working fluid should be a Zenon-
Helium gas. 
The first baseline system included the selection of 
a Xenon-Helium gas mixture working fluid with a 
molecular weight of 8 instead of Helium. This 
selection was based on the heat exchanger specific 
weight being equal with the turbocompressor 
variations as shown. The Xenon-Helium turbocom-
pressor incorporates a lighter and shorter rotor 
which is more amenable to use df hydrostatic gas 
bearings. Longer turbine blading will result in 
increased efficiency potential. Figure 4-34 shows 
the layout of the first baseline system. 
- -cooler 
I- .the 
Fig. 4-34. 	Xenon-Helium Mixture Results in 
Lighter and Smaller Turbomachine 
4.8.3.2 Parametrics 
A baseline design was first prepared. Then the 
effects of changes in significant parameters were 
calculated. These effects are called influencecoefficients. 
Specific weight influence coefficients were gener­
ated for the turbocompressor, recuperator and 
cooler components. These influence coefficients 
were developed for both metallic (ASTAR 811C) 
and ceramic turbine structures. 
The metallic turbocompressor specific weight 
increases with turbine inlet temperature as shown 
in Figure 4-35 because of the additional material 
METALLIC TURBOCOMPRESSOR WS - 05203 kgflW 
CERAMIC TURBOCOMPRESSOR - 0 2175 kgAIWW R 

40 	 E 
METALLICIMRSO
 
30 	 _______ __PRSSR 
¢
 
620 	 _ _ 
2 
CER IC
 
10 	 TURBOCOMPRESSOR 
=ECUERATOR 
AD CCOLER 
08 1450 150 150 160 160 
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE. 3. K 
Fig. 4-35. Specific Mass Variation With Tempera­
ture (Example Influence Coefficient) 
required to contain the high pressure working fluid 
at the increased temperature. The recuperator, 
and ceramic turbocompressor specific 
weights decrease with increased T3 due to the 
reduction in cycle volumetric flow. Note that the 
silicon carbide turbine material has a constant 
design stress of 10,000 psi (68:95 MN/m 2 ) at 
temperatures up to 3000OF (19220K). 
The density of silicon carbide is approximately 20 
percent of the ASTAR 81 IC material baselined for 
metallic turbine structure. 
Tables 4-7 through 4-25 contain the influence 
coefficients used in the study. 
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Table 4-Z Influence of Cycle Max. Temperature Table 4-14. 	 Influence of Cycle Maximun Pressure 
on Recuperator/Cooler Mass 
1330°K 14300K 1530 K 1630°K
T3 	
0

W/Wref 1.0666 1.000 0.9419 0 8903 	 P1 3800 kN/m 2 4150 kN/m 2 4500 kN/rn2 
(VwAr)REC 1.1358 1.0624 1.0000 
Table 4-8. 	 Influence of Cycle Temperature Ratio (WtWr)CLR 1.0297 1.0142 10000 
on Recuperator/CoolerMass 4860 kN/m2 5200 RN/mn2 
0.9479 	 0.9024
0.30 0.325 0.350 0.375 0400T0 /T3 

09871 	 0.9748
(W/W)pRc 0.7327 0.8523 1.0000 1.1895 1.4411 
(WVVr)CLR 0,7563 08671 1.0000 1.1645 1.3736 
Table 4-15. Influence of Cooler Effectiveness on 
Table 4-9. Influence of RecuperatorEffectiveness CoolerMass 
E, 0.89 092 0.94on Recuperator/CoolerMass 
(W/Wr)CLR 0.6269 1.0000 1.9639 
0.96 0.94 0.92 0.90 
(WhVr)nC 1.5662 1.0000 0.7257 0.5653 Table 4-16, Influence of the Ratio of Liquid and 
(WA/r)CLR 1.0523 1.0000 0.9647 0.9374 Gas Side Cooler Effectiveness on 
ER 
Cooler Mass 
Table 4-10. Influence of the Beta Factor on 
Recuperator/CoolerMass O 0.89 0.92 0.95 
(W/Wr) CLR 07055 0.8230 1 0000 
096 0.95 0.94 0.93 
(W/Wr)REC 0.9766 1.0000 1.0263 1.0552 Table 4-17. Influence of Cycle Maximum Temper­
(WAWr)CLR 0.9817 1.D000 1.0205 1.0432 ature on TurbocompressorMass 
1330 0 K 14300 K 15300 K 16300KT3 

Table 4-11. 	 Influence of the Turbine Efficiency (W/Wr)T-CM 0.6203 1.0000 1.9784 4.1623
 
on Recuperator/CoolerMass {W/Wr)T.Cc 1.0369 1.0000 0.9668 0.9366
 
0.930 0915 0.90017 (W[W,)MA C 1.0000 1.0572 1.1144
 
(WWr)CLR 1.0000 1.0483 1.0967 Table 4-18. Influence of Beta Factor on Turbo­
compressorMass
 
Table 4-12. Influence of the Compressor Effi­
ciency on Recuperator/CoolerMass f 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.92
 
(WAW)T.C 0.9841 1 0000 1.0183 1.0385
 
17c 0.875 0 860 0.845
 
(O/Wr)FREC 1.0000 1.0411 1.0821
 
(W/Wr)CLR 1.0000 1.0354 1 0708 Table 4-19, Influence of Beta Factor on Turbo­
compressorMass 
Table 4-13. 	 Influence of Recuperator Pressure To/T 3 0.300 0.325 0350 0.375 0.40 
Drop on Recuperator/CoolerMass (W/W)T.C 0.7463 0.8617 1.0000 1.1703 1 38 
(AP/P)REC 0.0375 00300 0.025 0.0214
 
(W/Wr)REC 0.9228 1.0000 1.0710 1.1362 Table 4-20. Influence of Compressor Efficiency
 
(WAWr)CLR 0.9804 1.0000 1.0162 1.0303 on TurbacompressorMass
 
NOTE: - (AP/P)CLR =0 32x AP/PREC
 
4
(1-0) AP/PREC + P/PCLR + AP/PABSORBER 	 0.875 0.860 0.845 
(W/Wr)T C 1.0000 1.0371 1.0741+ AP/PDUCTS 
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Table 4-21. 	 Influence of Turbine Efficiency on 
Tu'bocompressorMass 
1t 0930 0915 0.900 
(WIVr)T.C 1.0000 1.0495 10990 
Table 4-22. 	 Influence of Recuperator Effective-
ness on Turbocompressor Mass 
ER 0.96 094 0.92 0.90 
(W/Wr)T.C 1 0606 10000 0.9584 0.9266 
Table 4-23. 	 Influence of Compressor Outlet Pres-
sure on Turbocompressor Mass 
4500 kN/m 2 
P 1 3800 kN/m 
2 4150 kN/m 2 
(W/W,)T.C 1.1818 1.0833 1.0000 
4850 kN/m 2 5200 kN/m 2 
0.9286 08667 
Table 4-24. 	 Influence of Cycle Pressure Ratio on 
Recuperator, Cooler and Turbocom­
pressor Mass 
Pr 1.65 1.75 1.822 1.95 
Vw/ rREc 1.1534 1.0513 1.0000 09373 
(WNVr)CLR 1 1386 1 0468 1.0000 0.9382 
(W/Wr)T-C 1.1567 1.0545 1.0000 0.9290 
2.05 2.15 
0.9056 0.8847 
09058 08812 
0.8893 0.8693 
Table 4-25 	 Reference Masses for Recuperator, 
Cooler and Metallic and Ceramic 
Turbo machines 
(WrIREC = 455,122 Ibs =206,443 kg = 0.6881 kg/kW 
(Wr)CLR = 184,825 lbs = 83,837 kg = 0.2795 kg/kW 
(Wr)TCM = 344,100 lbs = 156,083 kg = 0.5203 kg/kW 
(Wr)T.Cc = 143,871 lbs = 65,260 kg = 0.2175 kg/kW 
NOTE: (WrTCM iss the mass of the turbocompressor with 
ASTAR 81 1-C turbine structure. 
(Wr)T-Cc is the mass of the turbocompressor with Silicon 
Carbide turbine structure. Silicon carbide has the follow-
ing properties, 
Design stress = 10,000 psi for large structures 
up to 30000 F. 
Density = 0.119 -ein3 . 
When all influence coefficients are at their nominal 
values the value of the factor influenced is 1.000. 
For example, in Table 4-24 when the cycle 
pressure ratio is 1.822 (the nominal value) the mass 
of the recuperator is equal to the reference mass 
(206,443 kg = 455,122 lbm per Table 4-25). 
Decreasing the cycle pressure ratio to 1.75 
increases the recuperator mass by 5.13%. Thus, to 
find the mass of any system wherein the influence 
coefficients are not 1.00, the values are obtained 
from Tables 4-7 through 4-24. They are then 
multiplied together to obtain a factor which is in 
turn multiplied by the reference masses in Table 
4-25 to qbtain the mass of the system under 
The above data were part of the total thermal 
engine SPS model used to optimize (obtain mini­
mum total mass) the system. This process is 
described in section 5.0. 
4.9 NUCLEAR REACTORS 
4.9.1 Necessity for Breeder as SPS Reactor 
Figure 4-36 gives estimates of the energy resources 
which probably exist within the United States. 
Natural gas 0.7 
Oil 1.6 
Coal 30.0 
U-235 (Burner reactors only) 4.3 
U-238 (Breeder reactors only) 615.0 
Fig. 4-36. United States Energy Resources 
Importation of uranium is scheduled to begin 
before 1980. The programs in this study extend 
beyond the year 2040. Hence it is evident why 
only breeder reactors should be considered for 
SPS. 
4.9.2 Breeder Reactor Program C6ncept 
Reactor modules would be assembled and fueled in 
low orbit. Sixteen modules were baselined for a 10 
"GWe ground outi5ut nuclear SPS. Only two to four 
modules need be energized to provide the electric 
power necessary for the thrusters needed for a 100 
(lay transfer to geosynchronous orbit (assuming 
50% thruster efficiency). Thus when "self power­
ing" away from low orbit, and still relatively near 
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the atmosphere, only a relatively small quantity of 4.9.3 Reactor Selection 
fission products will be produced. -
In addition to being a breeder, the SPS- reactor 
,4.9.2.1 	 Example Program Concept (Molten Salt should have thesecharacteristics: 
Breeder Reactor-MSBR) 
1) Compatible with energy converter system.
In operation; a MSBR breeds U(233) from tho- 2) Fuel reprocessing should be capable of being
 
rium. In a'reactor module designed primarily for accomplished nearly automatically.
 
power production the fuel doubling time would be 3) Core temperature should be approximately that
 
approximately six years. By placing design empha- achievable in the solar systems (at least 1500K
 
sis on breeding, this time could be reduced. Bred (22400F)).
 
fuels' are 'available for later SPS's. The basic fertile 4) 30-year useful life (with refueling as required).
 
.fuel which' is carried up is thorium. All SPS's 5) Developable by 1991.
 
produce radioactive wastes. These could be accu­
mulated at the SPS's, or accelerated to a remote Approximately 15 reactors were investigated.
 
location by a rocket disposal system. Geosynchro- Those having the greatest likelihood of-achieving
 
nous orbital velocity and altitude provides an the above characteristics are given iri Table 4-26:
 
advantageous starting condition for such a system.
 
Note that only the RPBR has the promise'of
The breeder reactor program concept is shown in achieving very high temperatures in combination 
Figure 4-37. 	 With automatic fuel processing. The other reactor 
types have material compatibility problems. The 
problem here is that while it may be possible to 
. . . .T\ 	 - *.. . L. ... b u ffer the walls of a re actor by an inert gas, o r 
-- € otherwise cool 	them, the hot reactor material must 
/I.. Tried.. 	 come in contact with components of the heat 
exchanger which' interfaces the reactor to the 
. ... ....... ... ... .. . .. po wer 	cycl e ( B rayton, Rankine, etc.). This is 'true 
M..o 	 for all known potential systems with the possible 
exception of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power 
SOLID generation where buffering of the MHD duct may 
A- " °,,be possible, or the rotating particle bed reactor 
IdL.ilJe' u11... 	 .ERTILE (RPBR). Buffered nuclear MHD power generation 
Lis considered to be very advanced technology 
within limited possiblity of achievement by 1991, 
Fig. 4-3Z Breeder Reactor Program Concept however the RPBR may be achievable in the 
required time period. Reactor types investigated as 
Table 4-26. Emphasized Reactor Types 
Reactor type l Breeding system FuitPtieon. n potentel Mater M mFol type 	 l toe i or timp1.e(ieul 	 hel 1 r1.tproplily 	 xhdanr Wp) 
Molten ta Liquid UF In core with Liquid .sto 30 years with Hettlloy N 10301 
eceder LaF eP 2 automatic nolrtcloop continuo 13 1 tMSBR) ThF4 UF4 tp aratiOn procesIloop 
Very hig 	 Enriched Molten salt Phyical I year ifore DIeot; hlium 1280/ 
temperature a nm lanbet or lioeout of rlod ilaw through taq 
gavcoobtdl (fslsile in Mr. core elements graphite ode­
reactor toeium rlor and fud lVfP Tl] 	 [lrntell I elementoOf care 
U,&tium Either Th F4 Gaous auto 30 yeas woh Mortl goo/UF6tiexaltuorid bignket or ratteloop Wontinuous 1100 
U molen salt.epraren 
blanket 
Rotrng C2 2e42 I B lreding Separoteoo 30 years with No heat Perhaps 
pacticle bed ink t...loop continuous eructatoer 20 1 
(RPBR) lhtlum protoet 3140Iiprocet. 
throughpart, 
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promising for satellite power are given in Table 6. 
Of these the RPBR is considered as the most 
practical for 1991 technology availability. The very 
high temperature gas cooled reactor (VHTR) has a 
high core temperature but suffers from poor 
reactor life and the difficulties associated with 
refueling of a solid core reactor. One additional 
possibility is the transparent partition (light bulb) 
reactor wherein energy is transported through 
transparent tubes (e.g., quartz) into an opaque gas 
(e.g., seeded helium). The study focus was there-
fore shifted to the RPBR, since this reactor in 
effect "side steps" the material compatibility 
problem. 
The RPBR has been also studied for space nuclear 
propulsion. The fuel consists of uranium carbide-
zirconium carbide particles which are retained by 
centrifugal force in a rotating drum, which is a 
porous metal cylinder through which the working 
fluid (helium) circulates into the particle bed. The 
gas flows radially. inward through the particle. 
Finally the heated gas passes out axially along the 
drum. Primary questions for the RPBR are how 
low a pressure drop can be achieved across the bed, 
since this influences the Brayton cycle efficiency, 
and whether the helium mass flow is sufficient to 
cool the drum. 
A fluidized bed reactor utilizes nuclear fuel consist-
ing of small spherical or granular particles slightly 
suspended by a gas stream. Such reactors permit 
continuous -fuel recycling and can be designed to 
heat gases .to higher temperatures than would be 
possible for. reactors using solid fuel elements. 
Since the fuel is in the form of small particles 
(typically 0.5 mm) the temperature differential 
between the center and edge of the particle is small 
compared to the temperature differentials inherent 
in a standard high temperature reactor core; this 
permits the working fluid gas to be heated to a 
temperature approaching the maximum operating 
temperature of the nuclear fuel. 
In addition to the high temperature capability of 
such reactors, the potential of such reactors for 
breeding with continuous fuel recycle is of consid-
erable interest both for terrestrial and space appli-
cations. For example, ERDA is currently support-
ing work at Georgia Tech1 on the design and 
analysis of the Fluidized Carbon Coated Particles 
Reactor (FCCPR) and its associated fuel cycle to 
reduce the potential for nuclear proliferation. This 
particular project is designing a nuclear electric 
power station in the few hundred MWe range for 
export to third world countries and includes 
reactor physics and fuel cycle characteristics of a 
sustainer rbactor (breeding ratio about 1.0) and 
advanced conversion technologies; evaluation of 
the safety of the system including handling and 
transportation of the wastes, economic assessment, 
assessment of problems areas, and a development 
plan. 
Fluidized bed reactors operate by suspending the 
fuel particles in the gas stream, but not entraining 
the particles in the gas. Figure 4-3 8-illustrates the 
basic principles. 
6 I 
0 
00o oOo 
OO 
0 
noo 
9 &t 
GAS FLOW GAS FLOW GAS FLOW 
PACKED BED FLUIDIZED'BED PARTICLES CARRIED 
AWAY BY GAS FLOW 
PACKED FLUIDIZED 
PRESSURE DROPACROSS BED [BED PARTICLES CARRIEDAWAY BY GAS FLOW 
PARTICLE BED 
FLOW RATE OF GAS 
PRESSURE DROP VERSUS FLOW RATE THROUGH APARTICLE BED 
Fig. 4-38. Particle Bed Reactor Concept 
If a gas-is blown upward through' a packed bed of 
particles, then at low flow rates the particles will 
remain packed and the gas will simply flow 
through the bed of particles and out through the 
upper surface. When the flow rate is increased 
beyond the minimum flow rate required for 
fluidization, the particles are no longer packed but 
are buoyed upward to form an expanded bed of 
agitated particles which behave as a liquid. This is 
an important difference between a fluidized bed 
and a packed bed-a packed bed does not behave as 
a liquid whereas a fluidized bed does, since the 
individual particles in a fluidized bed behave 
similarly to molecules in a liquid, interacting with 
nearby particles through collisions rather than by 
resting upon the nearest particles. The pressure 
drop across a fluidized bed is equal to the weight 
of the bed divided by the area of the supporting 
surface. 
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If the flow rate is increased still further the breeder can be estimated from earlier studies Of gas 
particles will be blown completely out of the bed. core breeders. A typical UF6 breeder reactor 
Since the drag force on the particle is proportional configuration 4 las a critical "mass of 250 Kg. This 
to its area while its mass is proportional to its is lower than the 1109 Kg for the Clinch River 
volume, small particles are subject to a greater LMFBR or the 1468 Kg for the MSBR because of 
aerodynamic drag per unit mass than large parti- the absence of structural materials within the core. 
cles. A particle will leave the bed only when the Since critical mass calculations have not been 
aerodynamic drag exceeds the "weight" of the performed for rotating particle-fueled breeders, 
particular particle. In space the gravitational force reactor parameters will be calculated for critical 
is simulated by centrifugal acceleration. masses in the range of 250 to 2000 kg. Promising 
uranium-bearing fuels are: 
The proposed working fluid for the reactor and 
Brayton cycle is a helium-xenon mixture with an Fuel Density Melting Point 
average molecular weight of 8. -Since naturally (gm/cc) (OK) 
occurring xenon has an atomic mass of 131.3 and 
helium has an atomic mass of 4, the atom percent UC2 11.28 2620 
of xenon in the mixture is 3.14%. Xenon occurs U02 10.96 2770 
naturally as a mixture of 9 stable isotopes as listed UN 14.31 2900 
below. 
The mass density of uraniiim in these fuels is 10.2 
Thermal Neutron for UC2 , 9.64 for U02, and 13.5 for UN. 
Isotope % Abundance Cross Section (barns) For the case Of 002 particles with an 80% vid 
Xe-124 0.096 100 ± 20 fraction; the inner diameter of the cylihdrical 
Xe-126 0.090 - 1.5 ± I reactor vessel is calculated assuming its length 
Xe-128 1.92 0.43 ± 0.1 equal to the diameter and a fluidized bed thickness 
Xe-129 26.44 21 ± 7 of 5% of the diameter. The results are: 
Xe-130 4.08 0.34 ± 0.08 
Xe-131 21.18 110 ± 20 Critical Mass Reactor Inner 
Xe-132 26.89 0.53 ± 0.1 (Kg) Diameter (m) 
Xe-134 10.44 0.23 ± 0.02 
Xe-136 8.87 0.28 ± 0.03 250 0.94 
500 1.18 
The average cross section of natural xenon is 24.5 1000 1.49 
barns, as compared with less than 0.007 barns for 2000 1.88 
helium. The average cross section of the helium­
= 
xenon mixture (M 8) is 0.78 barns. This is close The pressure drop per unit thickness of a rotating 
6
to the 0.534 barns cross section of sodium and the fluidized bed is given by5, 
0.66 barn cross section of water, thus the average 
thermal neutron absorption cross section for the AP 180V (l-e)2 22p)R 
helium-xenon mixture is close to that of other AX D2 3 = pg c 
conventional reactor coolants. Since the helium- e 
xenon mixture is a gas, its atom density at 
projected reactor operating temperatures is only where: 
about 1% -that of liquid water or sodium, so its 
macroscopic cross section will be about 100 times AP = pressure drop across the bed N/m2 
less. Thus, the relatively high microscopic cross AX = thickness of fluidized bed m 
sections of some -of the xenon isotopes are not p = Viscosity of gas Kg/m sec 
expected. to present any problem as far as the V = velocity of gas through bed m/sec 
neutronics of the reactor is concerned. Dp = particle diameter m 
e = void fraction of fluidized bed 
Work to date on rotating fluidized bed reactors has Pp = mass density of particle material Kg/m3 
been concerned with non-breeders only, and no pg mass density of gas Kg/m3 
nuclear calculations for fluidized bed breeders are Rc = radius of chamber (bed radius) m 
available. However, the critical mass of such a = rotational velocity of bed rad/sec 
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The minimum rotational velocity required to con- E 
tain the particles in the bed is Itf = 0.2137 X 10-4 T 
O AP )1/2
"(oAX.RcPp(T-e) with E = 0.65548 - 0.18338 x 10-4 T + 0.59797 x 
-8 T210

Reynolds' number for minimum fluidization is
 
givefi by Consider, for example, the following case:
 
Remf= [(33.7)2 + 0.0408 Ga] 1/2 -33.7 Dp = 0.0005 m 	 (500 microns) 
Pp = 10960 Kg/in 3 (UO 2 ) 
' T = 1000K 
where Ga Dp3 pg(pp - pp) a =D 3 a= 
p2 T = 2000 0K 
Re = rD = DpVPg = DpVX P = 4136856 N/m 2 (600 psi) 
S= 0.8 
i = fluid mass flow rate 
a' = radial acceleration for minimum Rc = 0.745 rn (for 1000 Kg critical mass) 
fluidization condition 
A = area of fluidized bed = 2rRcL Q = 109 W (1000 MWt) 
L = length of bed 
Therefore, the ihaximum radial acceleration under 
which the bed remains fluidized is n = 243.4 Kg/sec 
2a' = 	VX(DpVX + 67.4) A = 27rRc( 2 Rc) = 6.97 m

0.0408 rYV = l/pgA = 17.55 m/see
 
In addition + 1.75] AX (e) 7.6855 x 10- 5 Kg/m see 
Aps Re A2Dpe2,g(32.17) AX = 0.1 Re = 0.074 m 
for a settled bed. 	 AP = 6386.2 N/m 2 (0.92 psi) 
The velocity of the gas through the bed is found w, = 7.75 rad/sec (78.9 rpm) 
from 
a wc
2 Rc = 50.95 m/sec 2 
V = lipgA 
y = 3.247 x 1012 
where rh is the mass flow rate and A is the area of 
the bed, equal to 27rRcL, where L is the length of x = 25893 
the chamber. The mass flow rate of the He/Xe 
mixture is a' = 4042.3 rn/sec 2 (minimum fluidization
condition) 
0.79 CpT 	 c' = 73.66 rad/sec (minimum fluidization7 e condition) 
Re = 227.2 in (minimum fluidization
condition)
AP 	 = 11345 N/m 2 (1.65 psi)where Q is the reactor power output, Cp is the heat 
capacity of the gas mixture, and T is the reactor 
exit temperature. Cp = 2600 J/Kg°K. The viscosity 
of tli! mixture is found from 7 
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The operating range for the reactor is between the 
minimum fluidization condition o' and w. Parti­
cles are lost if the rotational speed is less than wo, 
and the bed is not fluidized if the rotational speed 
exceeds to The pressure drop across the bed 
remains about 1 psi. 
The temperature difference between the center of 
the fuel particle and its surface is calculated from 
2AT -Rpq p 6 kp 
te iteal 	 n" geeraio rate iwhe q s heatea generation a
W/m 3 and kP is the thermal conductivity. In the 
case of U0 2 particles with a kp of only 0.29 
J/mOKsec this temperature difference is 3460 K for 
a 1000 MWt reactor with a 1000 Kg critical mass. 
For uranium carbide particles this temperature 
difference drops to 42 0 K. 
when q "' is the internal 
The heat transfer coefficient for the particle bed is 
calculated from2 
Nu-e=2.06 Re0.425Pr1/3 

where Nu = 1hD,/kg. With e = 0.4 and Pr close to 
unity, ihas a value of about 60,000 W/m 2 °K. 500 
micron U0 2 particles have a surface area of 1.09 
m2 /Kg. For a critical mass of uranium fuel of 1000 
Kg, the total mass loading of U0 2 particles in the 
reactor is 1137 Kg, with a total surface area of 
2
1239 m .The difference in temperature between 
the particle surface and the bulk gas is then 
= QTpg= 13.5 0 K h(area) 
for a 1000 MWt reactor. For e = 0.8, this becomes 
270 K. Thus, adding the temperature difference 
between the particle surface and center, the tem­
perature drop from the center of the particle to the 
bulk gas is 
e= 0.4 e = 0.8 
Uranium Dioxide 3600K 3730K 
Uranium Carbide 560K 690K 
Thus, exit gas temperatures in the range of 20000 K 
should be possible without danger of particles 
melting. 
Derivation of SPS configurations to utilize the 
above reactor concepts is given in section 5.0. 
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4.10 RADIATORS 
4.10.1 Meteoroid Environment 
The fluid-loop thermal radiator design must con­
sider meteoroid armoring requirements. Armoring 
places significant design constraints and mass pen­
alties on the radiator. 
The average total meteoroid environment (average 
sporadic plus a derived stream) was derived using 
the flux-mass model described in Reference (1). 
The flux-mass environment is shown in Figure 
4-39. A mass density of 0.5 gm/cm3 (.018 Ibm/ 
in3 ) was used for all meteoroid particle sizes. 
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Fig. 4-39. 	Sporadic and Stream Average Total 
Meteroid Environment (Ommdirectional) 
The meteoroid flux-mass environment shown in 
Figure 4-39 was calculated on the assumption that 
the distribution of meteoroid orbital directions 
with respect to the Earth is uniform. Actually, the 
-majority of meteoroid orbits are close to the 
ecliptic plane as shown in Figure 4-40. 
SUN 
.EARTHeC 
TYPICAL METEOROID 
ORBITS 	 COMETS .=15° 
ASTEROIDS 
CLIPTIC PLANE 
Fig. 4-40. 	Meteoroid Motion 
The graph 	on the left of Figure 4-41 shows the 

observed meteoroid flux with respect to the 
ecliptic, and that on the right presents the distribu-
tion with respect to solar longitude, in the plane of 
the ecliptic. These figures were obtained from 
Reference (2). 
0 EAR~ APEXECLIPTC 
008 
", 	 'Fig. 
ISTOHEUoN 
MGLER.E ..... 

MEOREOSR18M 	 HRECLI VETEORRMA AIRBUINTPE TfEATITEORR LO'°TUOE ,, ,LIPTIC 
Fig. 4-41. 	Resultant Interaction With Object in 
Earth's Orbit 
Both these distributions are apparent flux densities 
as observed from Earth; however, they clearly 
indicate the anisotropic distribution of meteoroids 
in space. 
42 
It is possible to preferentially, orient the SPS 
radiators to take advantage of this anisotropic 
of meteoroids in space. 
Figure 4-42 shows that as the SPS orbits the Ehrth 
and the Earth orbits the Sun, the SPS is always 
pointing towards the Sun. The smaller figure shows 
radiator oriented to be in the plane of the 
ecliptic and edgewise to the main meteoroid flux. 
Fig. 4-42. SPS Radiators Can be Preferentially 
Oriented
Oe10d
 
Figure 4-42 showed the radiator placed in theplane of the ecliptic. Figure 4-43 shows the flux 
concentrated at a low angle to the ecliptic plane. 
This angular concentration extends around the 
leading edge of the radiator from helion to
antihelion, as was shown in Figure 4-41. Thus, the 
radiator sees the meteoroid flux impinging in a 
concentration at an angle of approximately 150 to 
its plane of motion. 
PLANE 
4-43. Flux Seen by Radiator 
The radiato consists of thousands of small tubes 
spaced at 50 mn (2inches) to 75 mm (3 inches) 
a (apart, depending upon design. These tubes are 
most vulnerable to meteoroid damage since pene­
tration would allow escape of coolant. Protection 
of the tubes by some form of barrier, therefore, is 
extremely important. To facilitate the design of a 
minimum weight barrier, a refined flux-mass model 
was derived .taking'into account the orientation of 
the flux concentration. 
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The refined flux-mass model, taking into account inches). The final derived flux is the weighted flux 
the directional flux concentration, is shown in multiplied by the view factor. 
Table 4-27. It was derived from the graphs in 
Figure 4-41. The left hand graph was divided into 4.10.2 Tube/Fin Radiator 
100 wide increments or strips. The first column of 
the table is the mean angle of each strip. The 4.10.2.1 Panel Design Analysis and Modeling 
second colunn is the- relative number of observa­
tions represented by each strip. The third column The tube/fin radiator panel consists of a multitude 
is the percentage of the total number of observa- of small diameter tubes joined to headers or 
tiofis; i.e., of the total flux, represented by each manifolds at each end. The tubes are spaced 50 
angular strip. Column four transforms the direc- mm (2 inches) to 75 mm (3 inches) apart and are 
tional flux to the flux normal to the radiator plane; connected to each other by fins. Heated fluid (gas 
i.e., the ecliptic plane. It is the flux of column or liquid) is pumped through the tubes and waste 
three multiplied by the sine of the appropriate heat radiated from the fins. 
angle. Column five is column four 'multiplied by 
the omnidirectional flux for meteoroid particles It is a provisional requirement that 70% of the 
.001 gm (.0000022 Ibm) or greater. Each line system must still be operative after a 30-year life 
represents the proportion of the total flux contrib- without repair or replacement. Applying this phi­
uted by each angular strip to the total flux normal losophy to the radiator, it means that no more 
to the ecliptic plane. Since the radiator tubes are than 30% of the tubes must be penetrated and that 
spaced, the weighted flux of column five must be the damaged tubes must be isolated to prevent loss 
modified by a view factor to account for particles of coolant. The radiator must be divided into 
which are included in the flux, but which pass subpanels such that in combination with a barrier 
harmlessly between the tubes. These view factors against an appropriate particle size, a minimum 
are different for each angle. They are tabulated in weight is achieved. A suitable size of subpanel for 
column six for tubes spaced at 50 mm (2 inches) transportation into orbit in one piece is 20 m"x 20 
and in column ,eight for tubes spaced at 75 mm (3 m (65.6 ft. x 65.6 ft.). This will require subdividing 
Table 4-27. Derived Directional Meteroid Flux 
An. 0* 1 Asct V .td hici Vew Hil tc 7/tubin/,..3fac Hl 75 
bornll (talc,.numbr tof 01 tflu U.'o l hlttt/ft2/i. W50mIm o U) .50 mms 12 7 min(3tub. 1'fs2Isc2/ ' .75mm 
a001m (27S Ib 
n 
tb. tub. sotcn - Wpn 9 [ I tub SCelQ 
" 
N 5 
1 
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.into smaller or mini-panels to achieve a radiator 
degradation of not more than 30% in 30 years, 
Using the total derived flux, from Table 4-27, for a 
particle of .001 gm (.0000022 Ibm) or greater, the 
subpanels will require subdividing into 5 mini-
panels for the 50 mm (2 inches) tube spacing and 4 
mini-panels for the 75 mm (3 inches) tube spacing. 
As shown in Figure 4-44, each mini-panel will 
require an inlet and outlet valve for isolation in the 
event of tube penetration. 
-
--
_4-2
/
OCLtNE0C nfUA -LI /[D£I 
So I 
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I 
-PN(L .ta OLA$,N ' 
-Fig. 4-44. Meteroid Shielding Philosophy 
A computer analysis was conducted of radiator 
panel configurations designed to withstand the 
predicted meteoroid environment. Three basic con-
figurations were studied. Figure 4-45 shows a 
section view and the thermal analysis nodal net-
works for each configuration. 
.... 	 ,,,4O, 
* W,I.,lI I0 
== 
• 

CONFIGURATIONA CONFIGURATIONB 
~TYPICAL 
• . , 
CIONFIGURATIONC 
Fig, 4-45. 	Radiator Configurations 
Configuration A relies on increased armor thick-
ness around each tube for meteoroid protection; 
whereas Configurations B and C utilize fin strtic-
ture as a bumper to fragment the meteoroids. 
Forty-five parameter runs were conducted for each 
configuration to evaluate the optimum combina-
44 
tion of tube pitch, tube diameter, and' fin 
thickness. 
Figure 4-46 was used in determining the dimen­
sions of Configurations B and C of Figure 4-45. 
The first barrier is the radiator fin and the second 
is the armor around the tube. The main meteoroid 
flux is at a shallow angle to the radiator and 
increases the effective distance between the first 
and second barriers. Figure 4-46, taken from 
Reference (3) enables a minimum weight two-sheet 
aluminum barrier to be chosen for protection 
against a certain meteoroid particle. 
MI N INUM t90l t210t 
10. 	 FR'UMM , " • 
,, , 
- S, 
I 
R.I. NAISAOR542Z01.05 W P 66 
'I 010* L 03 040to 020 0 050W 
WD 
Fig. 4-46. 	Minimum Weight Two-Sheet Aluminum 
Barrier 
A segment of radiator structure (Figure 4-47) was 
divided into a nodal network and a steady-state 
energy balance was calculated at each node by a 
digital computer program. The Beta Computer
Program solves steady-state and transient thermal 
problems when radiative, convective, and conduc­
tive thermal paths are defined. 
SPACE 
CONFIGURATION 
PARAMETER VARIABLES 
HELIUM FILM COEFFICIENT 
- THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
. FIN THICKNESS 
-TUEE DIAMETER 
- TUBE SPACING 
- EMISSIVITY 
TUBE LENGTH 
Fig. 4-4Z 	 Beta Program Solves Thermal Network
 
Modeling of Radiator Structure
 
The heat rejection of a unit area of radiator surface 
was calculated as a function of radiator fluid 
temperature and the results were then integrated 
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along a tube length to 	determine the drop in fluid 
temperature (Figure 4-48). A summation of the 
results for a single tube enabled the calculation of 
total radiator performance. 
T21 
aRCONOFIGURATO 
i 
W CpTUBEPITCH-
WCp (T1 - T - %AL 
OR - HEAT REJECTION/UNIT LENGTH 
Fig. 4-48. Radiator Thermal Model 
A comparison was made of radiator performance 
when tube pitch, tube diameter, and fin thickness 
were systematically varied to achieve an optimumconfiguration. 
Two radiator concepts (Figure 4-49) were base-
lined as a result of an optimization exercise which 
selected the ratio of radiator temperature to 
Brayton cycle turbine inlet temperature. For mini-
mum system weight this ratio is approximately 
0.35. For Type A the maximum turbine inlet 
temperatures with superalloys (e.g., columbium) is 
1300K (1880 0 F); for Type B a turbine inlet 
temperature of 1750 K (26900F) is baselined for 
refractory metals or ceramics. The above turbine 
inlet temperatures were used in a preliminary cycle 
design to evaluate radiator concepts. 
,ioos,,,,oo(A) 2oo (B) 
Tin 657n23 980/1315 
Tn, IJF 459/366 70 "6 
" ' OF 35( 03 013 0003 
TO, KF 4001406 7321858 
WAkW,.2,b .,, 
2 
2To2240 1461129 
p,.,/m 
2 
/,n, 2 34. 10650 3 4.l,06Wo 
,.l, i. . 
2 jt2t 90611 17 .1 506/5 6 
.. n,t6, 8. 1057,32 1 106 1506.10600 fi. 106 
Fig. 4-49. Baseline Radiators 
Many early studies were based on the use of helium 
as a radiator fluid because a trade study comparing 
helium with NaK showed helium provided a lighter 
system. Hence, the results shown in Figures 4-50 to 
4-53' are based on helium as the working fluid. 
r. 	 OR 
. ,,. ,l 
I 
OSPl t002 I I . 
(02-1 I / f i- ...... 
f COFIOURATOM C 
I02- fiI tM 
tot 
11A 
Of~t gNIIATIO.I 
NOTE lB OIDIEO T IS 127 MiT (10 I. WALLTIiICIQS 0 (3AM (0 5 t 
Fig. 4-50. Optimum Radiator Panel Dimensions -
O t M 
Low Temperature Helium Radiator 
However, it appears that substantial advantages in 
the Brayton cycle turbomachinery loop resulted if 
heat were transferred from the Brayton gas loop to 
a radiator NaK loop. NaK radiator fluid was 
consequently used as baseline. 
Optimum configurations of three types of radiator 
are shown in Figure 4-50. All take advantage of the 
anisotropic meteoroid flux and preferential panel 
orientation. Configuration A uses solid armor 
around the tubes and radiates heat from both sides 
of the fin. Configurations B and C use meteoroid 
bumpers, the outer sheet breaks up the meteoroids 
so that dispersion occurs before the tube is 
reached. Each candidate was designed to provide 
protection against particles of at least .001 gm 
(.0000022 Ibm). Tubes were sized by the 30-year 
creep rupture strength with a minimum factor of 
safety of 2.0. For equivalent thermal and meteor­
oid protection, Configuration C yields the lightest 
radiator. 
Figure 4-51 shows radiator heat rejection on an 
area basis. It is relatively insensitive to tube 
diameter. 
Figure 4-52 shows the specific heat rejection(kW/kg or BTU/hr Ibm) of radiator tube/fin panels 
with various tube diameters. 
Table 4-27 shows optimum dimensional and per­
formance data for the three configurations ana­
lyzed. Configuration 3 provided the best perform­
ance with year "A" materials and fluid 
temperatures. 
Configuration 4 shows material and dimensional 
modifications providing optimum performance 
with "B" type radiator requirements. 
45 
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0 Figure 4-53 shows that a much greater portion of 
- TU/HRFT 2) the total radiator mass is allocated to the panels
-G2000 	 with the low temperature "A" radiator system. 
125 \ 	 This results from the substantially greater radiating 
area required with the low temperature system 
So 	 \.9MMOAMETER since heat rejection is proportional to the fourth 
power of the absolute surface temperature. 
HEAT LOWTEMPCRtATVRE 	 HIG TEMPERATJRe 
30 7(10000) 
LANEU
 
20 
ST~uCTURAMOC SIUCTOREOO4IS 
MANIFOLDS 
m 35" CI.IOLO 
10 -12=Me0472 NCIII 
16 M "901.MeN) 
010
 
(SooOF) (1.0000F)1 I4000F,, {8000F) 
4 0 0 0 Fig. 4-53, Radiator Mass Distribution (Helium)--	 1400 000 500 1.000 1.200 1,400 
- Radit, rluad Te.oratute - K 
Table 4-28 shows the relative mass of radiators 
Fig. 4-51. Radiator Heat Rejection Helium Fluid designed for the year 1990 and year 2000 
powersats. 
Table 4-28, M~asses of High and Low Temperature14 
BTU'HAtO 9MM Helium Radiators 
DIAlI EE
-(20.000) ( , 	 ) i354 INCH) 
12 	 Low temperaturo Hgh temperature 
10 -I 
12MM1472 iNCH) 
(472 Panels 
106 kg 
24.7 
106iob 
544 
106 kg 
7.0 
106 Ibm 
15.4 
SPIECIFIC 
MASS 00 15AM Marnfolds '13.3 29.3 10.6 23.4 
(KWIKG) 1Strcture, m(oco1llonou, 1.7 3.7 0.9 2.0 
0 -110.000)0 Total 39,7 87.4 185 408 
04 Substantial reduction in radiator surface area and 
-15.000) panel mass results with "B" (high temperature) 
02 ,,9MM components due to the higher operating 
15MM 
too00P1 (100O' F) 1140 F) 1,0' F) temperature.0 h d l I I r 
400 600 800 1.000 1.200 1400 
Radiator Fluid Teperature - K A lesser mass reduction occurs in the manifolds of 
the high temperature configuration, because, 
although the headers are shorter, greater wall 
thickness is necessary due to lower allowable 
stresses.
Table 4-27. 	Optimum Configurations, Helium 
Radiator Fluid A trade study was conducted to compare a gaseous 
IT.onT..i... /"" 	 a liquid NaK radia-1..T... 
 helium radiator concept with 
. ....... '-A tor. The use of liquid NaK will require an 
_O._5 0 1 " additional gas-liquid heat exchanger and a circulat-
I' ing pump. 
6061 	 1373)1 1I61010Figure 	 4-54 shows flow diagrams for the two 
!1.,.. ........ 12 ISM, 5 02175(30:, 12,, systems. Pressure drop in the helium loop will be

-rI 	 reduced with the NaK system with a resultant 
improvement in engine efiinyand tedne0(0222) 	 (o0nCiS 11070)10y!b~ 12 5oumu 	 50(2) 02efc yth5 (02) 55 	 n u ns. 
fluid allows smaller headers. 
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LFig. 4-54. 	Use of Liquid Radiator With Brayton 

Cycle Requires Additional Heat 

Exchanger
 
All liquid radiator working fluid candidates for the(02) 
inlet temperature range of interest of 657K to 
986K (723OF to 1315 0F) are alkali metals. Selec-
tion was based on compatibility with the tubing
material, stability over the temperature range and 
the fusion point. A near-eutectic of sodium and 
potassium (NaK) was selected; the boiling point is 
1057K (14430F), the fusion point is 262K 
(+12 0 F). Compatibility with columbium for expo-
sure times up to three years has been demon-
strated. Liquids provide high transfer rates and, 
due to their density, small header dimensions 
relative to helium. However, a separate gas-to­
liquid heat exchanger is required for the Brayton 
cycle variants, and pump power and weight must 
be considered. Use of a separate gas-to-liquid heat 
exchanger can significantly reduce the pressure 
drop in the gas cycle. Table 4-29 shows masses for 
Table 4-29. Masses of Gas and Liquid Radiators 
Helium NWF( 
em 106 k, 11061.[ 106 k, 106 bm 
Pane, 70 154 55 121 
Manifolds 106 234 40 88 
sucr .. 09 o i8.mi...., a... 2 0 

Wo, , flua 75 168 

Gasto iosidhobatexchnr 	 85 817 
Pumps+ pum, po ,eep. -1W 3 6 
rayson cycle elf iclency factor_- 25 55 -z-
Tota[ 21 0 93 48 
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helium and NaK radiators (high temperature vari­
which reject heat appropriate to the genera­
tion of 16 GW by a helium Brayton cycle. 
Each of these systems was optimized for minimum 
total weight. One factor contributing to the higher 
mass of the NaK system is the temperature drop 
across the gas-to-liquid heat exchanger of 30K 
(540F) which reduces the radiator effectiveness. 
The "Brayton cycle efficiency factor" is the mass 
of solar concentrator and absorber system neces­
sary to counter the efficiency loss resulting from
the higher pressure drops in the gas system. 
The optimum radiator panel configuration for the 
baseline Brayton cycle is shown in Figure 4-55. 
Liquid NaK is circulated through thin wall Haynes188 alloy tubing. 
T_.
UBE INSIDE 
OIAMETER625MM10246IN!. 
1 MM WALL
 
(4 	 THICKNESS SNIoI3MM( 
26 MM 
d 
TUBE ARMOR 
TUICKNESS (0 4 II MM 
,NMATRIAL -BOSALUMINUMALLOY 
TUBE HAYNSISALLOYMATERIAL-
Fig. 4-55. 	Optimum Radiator Panel Dimensions 
Low Temperature NaK Radiator 
Aluminum radiating fins are bonded to the tubing 
and provide a bumper for protection against 
meteoroids. Segmented construction is used to 
minimize thermal stresses. 
4.10.3 Radiator Configuration 
Various configurations were analyzed to obtain a 
radiator panel design of minimum mass as 
described in section 4.7.1. 
Arrangements of these panels with different config­
urations of header and feeder manifolds were
analyzed to provide a suitable radiator conceptual 
design of minimum mass. 
Concept No. I is shown in Figure 4-56. This 
concept consists of input and output headers with 
a row of radiator panels between them. The 
headers are fixed in relation to each other at the 
feeder end and are free to expand at the other end. 
Due to the temperature difference between them 
D180-20309-2
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Fig. 4-56 	 Radiator Panel Arrangement - Concept 
No. 1 
the headers will move laterally relative to each 
other and the panels will rotate as shown. This 
lateral movement due to temperature differential 
will take place during startup and shutdown and 
during occultation. 
Figure 4-57 shows radiator panel arrangment, 
Concept No. 2. This concept is similar to the 
RADIAEOR AERSIXEOAT CENTER 
iI, NPU".EAER IlEV. 
I f l 	 ,I 
_ifil ,Figure" 
O= T1radiator 
-HEADERS FREETO EXPAND 
S 
VIEW A 
TYPICALFORBOTHENDS 
R--ROTATIONOF PANELSDUETRADIATOR O 
THERMALEXPANSION BETEEOIFFERENtC  -N P UT 
UT60O PUTHEADERS ROTATIONIS 
- MAXIMUMAT FREE ENDS OF HEADERSAND 
2100 AT CENTER 
NOTETHAT PANEL ROTATION WITHTHIS 
CONCEPTIS"ALF THAT OF CONCEPTNO I 
Fig. 4-57. 	 Radiator Panel Arrangement - Concept
 
No.2
 
previous arrangment except that the headers are 
fed at their centers instead of at one end. The 
headers are fixed relative to each other at their 
centers with their ends free 'to expand. If the 
number of panels is the same as in the previous 
concept then the rotation of the end panels will be 
approximately half that of the previous concept, 
since the differential expansion of the header ends 
is halved, 
Figure 4-58 shows radiator panel arrangment, 
Concept No. 3. This concept is similar to the 
previous arrangment except that there are two 
rows of radiators between the input and output 
headers. As with the previous concept, the headers 
are fixed at their centers relative to each other and 
the ends are free to move. 
48 
PANELSRADIATOR 
I I-J Llll~ 
PANELS
 
ROTATION OF RADIATOR PANEL DUE TO 
THERMAL EXPANSION IS HALF THAT OF2ANAUARTERO 
CONCEPTNO0-1 
PANEL FEE. VIEWA
 
TUBES
 
Fig. 4-58 	 Radiator Panel Arrangement - Concept 
No. 3 
Since the distance between the headers is doubled 
the angular rotation of the panels is approximately 
half that of the previous arrangment, and a quarter 
that of Concept No. 1. 
Note that, although'there are two rows of panels, 
each panel is separately placed between the head­
ers, alternately in the tipper and lower rows. A 
20m (65.6') long feed tube is required for each 
panel. 
4-59 shows a typical arrangement of the 
area associated with three 360 MWe 
OMMUTE 	 PAEL1..UIR 
:I 8 FI 
-- _ _ -- ---
I I - - --- - - - - - - T -,1 
ARA OIA~ t.~AOCIA WITIE'DI M 
....................................
 
Fig 4-59. Radiator Configuration Concept 
turbogenerators. Each radiator section required per 
turbogenerator consists of 70 panels. The tapering
headers are fed from the center. Input and output 
headers are fixed at their centers relative to each 
other so that movement due to thermal expansion 
is confined to the ends which are free. The 
structure which supports the radiator is designed to 
accommodate feeder length changes. 
In system optimization initial runs produced para­
metric descriptions of power generation modules 
- -
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with radiators having feeders 1.6 times more 
massive than the panels which they feed. Conse-
quently, radiator configurations were sought which 
would have lighter feeders. It was recognized that 
short feeders were dependent upon clustering the 
radiator panels as closely as possible about the heat 
source. Figure 4-60- shows both the original and a 
"halo" configuration which permits a minimum 
length for the feeders. In both cases the radiator 
lies in a single plane which is oriented "edge-on" to 
the predominant meteoroid flow. 
"HALO 
RADIATOR PANELS 
RADIATOR 
PANELS CAVITY SOLAR ABSORBER 
IHEATSOURCE) 
7 
ABSORBER SUPPORT 
SOLAR CONCENTRATOR 
NEWORIGINAL 
Fig. 4-60. 	Original and New Radiator 
Configurations 
Figure 4-61 shows the original radiator arrange-
ment with both supply and return feeders attached 
to the center of the headers. Constant supply and 
return feeder diameters are used up to the radiator 
panels where tapering headers are introduced. 
\,.UAN4IMFoU 
7 

A- -	 - 'y -Headers 
-AYabsorber 
"\FEED NNIoU 
ILETH ADER 
Fig. 4-61. 	 Original Panel Arrangement Showing 
Typical Feeder Path to Center-Fed 
Headers 
Figure 4-62 shows thenew "halo" radiator config-
uratiori. This is similar to the original configuration 
in that the headers are center fed. However, the 
radiator sections have been clustered closely 
around the cavity absorber to provide the shortest 
.possible supply and return feeders. 
Figure 4-63 shows the radiators for one module (4 
GWe nominal) of the solar thermionic liquid 
cooled power satellite system. The radiators are 
configured in the "halo" design previously 
-' 
-U 
R" t" 
INLET EADER j 
. I
 
IFEEDERMANIFOLD 
, 
TUEFIN AES 
- ETR "I.AJIOL 
E ., 
Fig. 4-62. 	 "Halo" Radiator Configuration 
(ASITYPICALI 
THRUSTER MOUNTING LOCATION 
42 Al(137 8FTI '. I 
(TYPICAL) I 
bi', ' 
~.SOLAR ABSORBERSUPPORT 
sR URE - . ., 
/ 
RADIATORPANELS 
-. -. 
. " -
RAOIATOR 
ITYPICAU e 
SECONDARY RADIATORS 
(ROTARY CONVERTER COOLING 
Fig. 4-63. 	Radiator System, Solar Thermionic SPS 
described. Supply and return feeders are as close to 
the solar' absorber as possible to minimize weight. 
are secured to structure at the solar 
end. Expansion of the radiator elements 
due to temperature changes and creep is providedfor by expansion joints to the peripheral structure. 
The secondary radiators below the absorber sup­
port trusses are for cooling the rotary converter 
assemblies (direct current to alternating current 
converters). This arrangement of the radiators is 
typidal for other power satellite systems such as 
the Solar Brayton Cycle. 
Figure 4-64 shows a -typical radiator loop using 
liquid metal (NaK). This arrangement is for cooling 
diode collectors in the solar thermionic power 
satellite. 
The liquid metal is carried in a multitude of small 
tubes. contacting the diode collectors. The heated 
metal is pumped through feeders and headers into 
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RADIATOR Note that a decrease in stress level causes a 
...... .disproportionate in stress from 7 tpdecrease5 x in creep; e.g., a decrease07N/M2 at 1033K causes 
a decrease in the 30 year creep from 7.5 to 0.75 
perscent. 
.. . - -i
. . . .. 
......... If the stress level for a 	creep of 10% in 30 years is
i'il
?.AT...
 
ALE 
- I reduced by 50% the creep becomes very small­
ll approximately 0.1%. 
The radiator headers and feeders are designed for 
relatively high stress such that significant creepFig. 4-64. Liquid Metal (NaK) Loop 	 (approximately 10%) occurs over the design life 
(30 years). Figure 4-66 shows a circular section of 
feeder or header tube. It should be noted that theradiator panels' arranged as in Figure 4-63. The circumferential stress is twice the axial stress. The 
cooled liquid is passed through output headers and wall thickness of the header or feeder is thus 
feeders and over the diode collectors, completing determined by the circumferential stress. However, 
the cycle. An accumulator is used to provide a Figure 4-65 showed that creep decreases at a much 
positive pressure at the pump inlet, higher rate than stress. Thus, the axial creep will be 
very small compared to the circumferential creep.Isolation valves are provided at the inlet and outlet The graph in Figure 4-66 shows that for a 10% 
of each panel to enable any panel(s) to be cut out creep the volume of the feeder or header increases 
of the cooling loop to prevent loss of coolant in approximately 22% in 30 years.
the event of leaks due to meteoroid puncture or 
other causes. 
It has been shown that the motion of parts of the 
radiator such as headers and panels relative to each 
other has been considered in the design. The 'E.11SAXIALSTRESS 
"halo" configuration of the radiator minimizes.... 
relative motion of its parts due to temperature ............ 
d iffe ren tials. 
...... . . ..F 1o, 	 .-
EE14Another factor for consideration in the radiator ...
design is metal creep due to stress. Figure 4-65 ,YEARSDC EAETRAFTER 
shows the creep (or strain) of Haynes 188 material ..............
 
in 30 years as a percentage of original length, IO A......F...YEARE.
 
plotted against the constant stress level required to ..............
 
produce the creep, for three different Fig. 4-66. Header or Feeder Volume Versus Creep
 
temperatures.
 
., , : This large volume increase is too great for the NaK 
, 
I J2 accumulator to handle. A yearly, or two-yearly, ..... I--.,, "topping-up" of the system will be required.C 
I ,,,S'S 1 ... 4.10.4 Radiator System Optimizations j I 
a 
I1 
 Figure 4-67 is a portion of the interactions diagram 
of a liquid metal cooled generatidn system. ItS -jrepresents a math model which is computerizedto 
. . 25 .. .s. determine minimum radiator system mass. It is a
Eportion large 	math.... of a model of the complete 
Fig. 4-65. Stress Versus Creep - Haynes 188 powersat module. 
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Fig. 4-67 RadiatorSystem Modeling 
Each block labeled '"t" or "T' represents a require more pump power, so that the puihps andparametric relationship. Longer blocks represent associated motors become heavier. More pump 
equations. The Greek letter rho indicates the ratio power also means more busbar power, so that more 
of the two inputs; the Greek letter pi indicates solar concentrator, cavity, etc., are required. 
product. + and - indicate addition and subtraction. 
Blocks with the lower right hand corners shaded Figure 4-68 shows one of the parametric relation­
are independent input variables. Note that the ships used in the radiator modeling exercise; it was
radiator mass is the sum of the mass of all feeders, itself derived from computer analysis. It shows the 
headers and radiator panels (and the NaK therein) effective temperature; i.e., temperature of an iso­
and the associated motors and pumps. Other thermal area equal in size to the radiator which 
significant factors include the total power to be rejects the same amount of energy. is theT5 
radiated and the inlet and outlet temperatures. An radiator inlet temperature;. T o . is the outlet temn­
independent variable of prime importance is "D perature.
HEAD," the diameter of the header manifolds. As 
this diameter is reduced, the stress in the headers Figure 4-69 shows total radiator system mass for 
'tends -to reduce, the area of metal reduces, and the the range of primary variables judged to be 
volume of NaK (a significant mass factor) also potentially applicable to power satellite usage. For 
reduces. However, the pressure drop in the mani- each inlet temperature there is a temperature drop
folds increases, so that the sum of the pressure across the radiator (AT) which yields minimum 
drops around the loop ("P3 ") increases, tending to mass. Note the drop in mass as inlet temperature is 
increase the inlet pressure, which increases r t increased up to 1150K (1611F); beyond this 
stress in the manifolds. Higher inlet presreses point the trend is less dramatic. This is because the 
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Fig. 4-69. Effect of Significant Radiator Parameters 
on .TotalMass 
model includes material strength allowables. Conse-
quently, the wall thickness of the panel tubes and 
headers must increase as temperature increases to 
yield the 30 year creep rupture strength. 
In Figure 4-70, minimum radiator specific mass is 
plotted versus thermal power dissipated for five 
inlet temperatures. The variation with power level 
may be explained as follows: The single source of 
the power to be dissipated is located at the 
approximate center of the radiator. If the power 
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4-70. Effect of Power Level on Radiator 
System Specific Mass (Optimum AT) 
level of a radiator is to be increased, additional 
panel area must be provided around the periphery 
(the radiator is a single-plane structure to minimize 
view factor and meteoroid effects). The headers 
associated with this added area are obviously 
longer (and, consequently, more massive) than 
those associated with an equal area near the center. 
Thus, radiator specific mass is a function of the 
power level of the systemt, and becomes an 
important factor in the selection of ideal power 
satellite module size, particularly if the radiator 
operates at a relatively lower temperature range 
(and is, consequently, more area-intensive). 
Occultation Effects 
Solar occultation will occur for varying periods of 
up to 70 minutes (1.167 hours) duration. During 
these periods, the NaK radiator is subject to cool 
down from its normal operating temperature. A 
transient thermal analysis was conducted to deter­
mine whether the NaK in the radiator panel tubing
will freeze. The cooling rates with and without 
circulation were determined. The results (Figure 
4-71) indicate a high probability that freezing will 
occur during longer occultation periods (>38 
minutes). (The NaK helium heat exchanger mass 
was not included which would delay the freezing 
time somewhat.) At the end of occultation, to 
thaw the radiator, it is anticipated that the 
collector facets can be oriented to direct reflected 
solar energy to the radiator surface. When the NaK 
has melted the facets would be redirected to the 
cavity aperture to start up the cycle. However, 
thawing the radiator is considered as potentially 
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Fig. 4-71. 	 Radiator Fluid Temperature During 
Occulation 
causing "water hammer" and "chugging" (possibly 
destructive) at startup. 
Since the analysis was conducted, a ternary eutec­
tic alloy of sodium, potassium and cesium has been 
proposed which has a lower freezing temperature, 
197K (-1050 F), than NaK. 
4.10.6 Heat Pipe/Fin Radiator 
4.10.6.1 	 Panel Design Analysis and Modeling 
The mass optimized tube/fin radiator with pumped
manifolds has a number of inherent drawbacks: 
* 	Vulnerability of tubes to meteoroid puncture. 
* 	Flexing of panels due to differential expansion 
of input and output headers. 
* 	 Freezing of NaK in tubes during occultation. 
Due to the number of panels required in the 
tube/fin radiator design, and transporter space 
limitations many thousands of welds will have to 
be performed in orbit. Figure 4-72 shows that 14 
FLOW HEADE 
RADIATOR 	 i i I 
nWESIIi M
I/l Il
 II I I 
IRS6 FT x 65 5 FT AREAS.) 
welds will be required for each 20m x 20m (65.6 ft 
x 65.6. ft) area. This; includes joining the header 
sections together. 
Because of the inherent drawbacks of the tube/finpumped manifold radiator a design analysis of a 
rdao a
 
radiator employing heat pipes was performed.
Extensive 	study of heat pipes has been conducted 
during the last ten years. Although terrestrial 
applications have been somewhat limited, heat pipe 
systems have - been proposed& for several space
applications because of the capability for trans­
porting large amounts of heat in a light system. 
The theory of heat pipes is fairly well established 
and criteria for heat pipe design are available. Some 
advantages of heat pipe radiators over tube/fin
radiators are: 
Can be designed to avoid differential expansion
of members 
Self starting 
Each of these items is discussed in this section. 
4.10.6.2 	Heat Pipe Concept
 
The basic heat pipe is a closed container consisting 
of a capillary wick structure and a small amount of 
vaporizable fluid. The heat pipe employs a boiling­
condensing cycle with the capillary wick pumping 
the condensate to the evaporator as shown in 
Figure 4-73. The vapor pressure drop between the 
evaporator and the condenser is very small, there­
fore the boiling-condensing cycle is essentially an 
isothermal process. 
HEAT NPUTHEAT OUTPUT 
CAPILLARY 
r-
wTYPICAL)-oIll-Il 
I I I 
LIQUID RETURN 
20M I IS 14 WELDSIN OMEEATOEUTPUT
 
(CM. T)III I 204 20M (65FTxS5SFT) HEATINPUT 
 HEAT OUTPUT
 
L_JLJ 	 Fig. 4-73. Heat Pipe Concept 
20HADR Four typical heat pipe cross section options are 
-(as ­5 FTf shown in Figure 474. The first is a simple thin 
Fig. 4-72. Radiator Welds Performed in Orbit walled round tube with a screen wick. The second 
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Fig, 4-74. Heat Pipe Options 
(right 'upper) is a round tube with grooves in the 
-wall to enhance return flow of the condensate to 
the evaporator. The lower two are thin walled tube 
types whose operation is identical to the first. 
Under certain design considerations they can pro-
vide improved surface contact with the heat 
source. For example, the lower right design .could 
be attached to a round tube to provide good 
thermal contact. Both lower types require care in 
design to ensure that internal pressure will not 
'distort their shape. All types are shown with screen 
wicks which may consist of one or more layers of 
screen material. However, with heat pipes employ­
ing axial grooves, screen vicks may not be neces­
sary since the grooves serve the purpose of the 
wick. Screens enhance the capillary pumping pres­
sure of the axial grooves. 
The second heat pipe option shown appears to be
 
the most attractive design. The axial grooves 

provide a relatively low resistance path for liquid 

flow from condenser to evaporator; the fine mesh 

screen prevents liquid entrainment at higher heat
flux rates and provides small radius menisci for 
effective capillary pumping. 
4.10.6.3 Heat Pipe Working Fluids 
The heat pipe's operating temperature is dictated 
by the selection of its working fluid. Good working 
fluids should possess the following characteristics: 
high latent ieat of vaporization, high surface 
tension and low viscosity. In addition, the fluid 
must be compatible with the heat pipe envelope 
and a capillary wick. Candidate working fluids for 
temperatures under consideration for the radiator 
are water, mercury, cesium, potassium, sodium and 
lithium. 
Figures 4-75 through 4-79 show important charac-

teristics for candidate working fluids. 
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Latent heat of 
Fu"vaporization, cal/gm 
Water 540 
Mercury 69.7 
Cesium 146 
Potassium 496 
Sodium 1,005 
Lithium 4,680 
Fig. 4-75, Heat Pipe Fluids: Latent Heat of 
Vaporization 
Surface tension 
Fluid n/r (lbf/ft) 
Water 
Mercury 
0.06 (0.004) 
0.4 (0.027) 
Cesium 0.05 (0.003) 
Potassium 0.08 (0.006) 
I 
Sodium 
Lithium 
0.14(0.01) 
0.3 (0.02) 
Fig. 4-76, HeatPipe Fluids: Surface Tension 
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Fig. 4-77. Heat Pipe Fluids: Absolute Viscosity 
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Fig. 4-78. Heat Pipe Fluids: Vapor Pressure 
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When the radiator has been mass optimized the 
- u - heat pipe can be designed to suit the conditions. ItsIrequirements should fall within the QL range 
shown in Table 4-30. 
Ho .-- 4.10.6.5 Candidate Materials: Heat Pipe/Fin 
R.AoYTWCYCLEtE Radiator 
BASELINE 
,If , The temperature range of interest for heat pipe 
S , K radiators is 300K (80 0 F) (for solar cell cooling) to 
I F 1000K (1340 0 F) (for Brayton cycle cooling). 
TrA' hlE Because of their light weight and relatively high 
Fig. 4-79. Heat Pipe Fluids: Heat Transport thermal conductivity, candidate radiator fin mate-
Capability and Temperature Range rials are aluminum and beryllium. Aluminum is 
suitable for low temperature fins with operating 
4.10.6.4 	 Heat Pipe Performance temperatures to 460K (368 0 F); beryllium, with a 
melting temperature of 1555K (23400F), would be 
Heat pipe performance used in the radiator system suitable for higher temperatures. 
mass analysis was obtained from the design and For the heat pipes aluminum is not a suitable 
performance data in Reference (5). A maximum material since it is not compatible with water or 
internal pressure of 3 x 106 Pa (450 psi), including 	 mer asacworin f . compatible
safety factor, was assumed to size the heat pipes. mercury as a working fluid. Water is compatible 
Diameterswith stainless steel, copper, nickel and titanium.have been considered to date. The I2.7 mm (0.5") 	 Stainless steel is the most likely candidate. Forhaver enconsire towdate. hwer2.discamercury, non-austenitic steel, such as 304SST ordiameter heat pipe was, however, *discarded 37S a eue.Ha ie sn oima 
because of its higher specific mass per QL. Diam- 347SST can be used. Heat pipes using sodium as a 
eters larger than 25.4 mm (1") have not been transport medium may be fabricated from stainless 
analyzed yet, because of the difficulty of wrapping steel, nickel or niobium. 
the evaporator section of the heat pipe around the Manifolds, headers and feeders for heat pipe 
manifold. Table 4-30 gives details of the heat pipe radiators can be-fabricated from materials suitable 
designs used in the radiator mass analysis. 	 for the tube/fin radiators, such as Haynes 188 for 
temperatures up to 800K (1000OF) and B-66 for 
Table 4-30. Heat Pipe Data greater temperatures: 
4.10.6.6 Heat Pipe Radiator Configuration
Approximate WL Dia 
temp range Working Wick Wm r m 
K(OF) fluid type (W-ft) (in) Physical limitations on the maximum length of 
heat pipes are imposed by the heat pipe geometry 
300180) to 600 (600) Water Axial 4,000 25.4 and required heat flux. Heat pipes should be made groove as long as possible within launch vehicle capabili­
450 (350) to 900 (1.160) Mercury Axial 6.000 25.4 ties to reduce radiator complexity and the total 
groove number of panels per radiator. 
800 1,000) to 2,400 (3,900) Sodium Axial 8,000 25.4 
groove 
groove - Capillary pumping forces must equal the sum of 
the liquid and vapor pressures since the vapor must 
flow from the evaporator to the condenser and 
It should be noted that it may not be possible to return in liquid form. This imposes a limitation on 
obtain the QL in all cases if L is greater than heat pipe length relative to vapor and liquid 
approximately 1.5 m (4.92 ft). If the vapor flow is passage cross sectional areas. The evaporator sec­
turbulent (Reynolds number > 3000) the Q x. L tion is approximately one fifth the length of the 
relationship does not always hold. However the QL heat pipe and must be in contact with the heat 
given in the table is always obtainable with L = 1 m source. In the radiator design the heat source is (3.28 ft) or less. 	 liquid NaK flowing in a small diameter manifold or 
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header. Contact between the NaK and the heat 
pipe evaporator imposes a design problem which 
tends to limit the overall heat pipe length. 
Figure 4-80 illustrates a significant heat pipe 
limitation. "DESIGN A" shows heat pipes radi­
ating in a single plane from a heat source. This 
plane will be coincident with the ecliptic plane to 
avoid direct sunlight and to minimize damage from 
meteoroids. The radiating area in this design is 
limited by the heat pipe length "L" and is thus 
limited to approximately 21rLt. In "DESIGN B" a 
much larger radiating area is possible since dimen-
sion "X" can be made as large as required. The 
limit to this design will probably be when the 
pumping power required and the mass of the fluid 
and hardware outweigh the gain in radiating 
capability. Thus, the energy to be dissipated by 
heat source in "DESIGN A" is limited by heat pipe 
length; this is not true of "DESIGN B." 
L-
HEATPSOURCE 
PUMP E URCE 
MANIFOLD 
DESIGNA DESIGNB 
Fig. 4-80. 	Heat Rejection Area and Capability is 
Limited by Heat Pipe Length Unless 
Pumped Manifolds are Used 
A liquid metal (NaK) heat pipe/fin radiator con­
cept is shown in Figure 4-81. This concept is 
similar to the.tube/fin radiator concept in that 
heated liquid metal is pumped from the heat 
source through feeders and headers into the radi-
ator panels. The cooled liquid metal is returned 
through headers and feeders to the heat source 
completing the cycle. An accumulator provides a 
positive pressure at the pump inlet. The maximum 
area possible for the heat pipe radiator panel is 
20m x 20m (65.6 ft x 65.6 ft) which is the 
optimum size for transportation to low Earth orbit 
for assembly. However, this is not necessarily the 
size for optimum thermal efficiency. 
The panel consists of a central header for the 
radiator fluid (NaK). Heat pipes extend on either 
side of the header in the same plane as each other. 
The heat pipes are attached to each other through 
fins to enhance their heat radiating capability. The 
radiator panel concept is shown in Figure 4-82. 
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Fig. 4-82. 	Heat Pipe/Fin Radiator Panel Concept 
4.10.6.7 	 Occultation Effects: Heat Pipe/Fin 
Radiator 
During occultation the temperature of the NaK in 
the header will drop (flow has ceased). The heat 
pipe temperature will also have dropped and if 
properly designed the heat pipe can be made to 
"stop" while the header temperature is well above 
the NaK freezing point. The NaK will stay liquid 
since the header can be well insulated by a low 
emissivity coating on its meteoroid bumper as 
illustrated in Figure 4-83. After occultation ends, 
heat addition to the headers will bring the heat 
pipes back into operation. Heat pipes with the 
necessary stop-start characteristics may require the 
use of a noncondensable gas such as helium in 
addition to the metallic working fluid. 
4.10.6.8 	 Mass Optimization: Heat Pipe/Fin Radi­
ation For Brayton Systems 
Heat pipe/fin, panel radiators with pumped mani­
folds were analyzed to provide radiator system 
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Fig. 4-83. 	Occultation Effects: Heat Pipe/Fin 
Radiator 
masses for fluid inlet temperatures of 644K 
(700 0 F), 820K (10160F) and 1000K (1340 0 F). 
Figure 4-82 shows the basic system configuration 
used in the analyses. 
The heat pipe/fin panels shown in Figure 4-82 are 
each 20m x 20m (65.6 ft x 65.6 it) with a central 
NaK manifold carrying thermal energy from the 
heat source. Analyses were first performed to 
determine whether one or a greater number of NaK 
carrXing manifolds would provide minimum system 
mass. Factors considered were NaK mass flow, 
system pressure drop, manifold mass, manifold 
material stress allowable, pump mass and SPS mass 
penalty for the pump power delta. (The pump 
mass was assumed to be 0.36 Kg/Kw (0.79 
lbm/Kw) and- the SPS penalty, 4 Kg/Kw (8.82 
lbm/Kw).) No- penalty was assessed for additional 
wel.ds-required in space for increasing number of 
manifolds per panel. However, allowance was made 
for radiator fin area lost to increasing number of 
manifolds. Table 4-31 shows the results of the 
analyses (optimum systems). 
Table 4-31. 	 Number of Manifolds Per Panel to 
Provide Minimum Panel Mass (Constant 
Section Manifolds) 
Manifold 
diameterFluid inlet temp Number of manifolds 

(constant section) m (ft) 
K (F) 
644 (700) 5 0.25 (0.82) 
820(1,016) 5 0.29 (0.95) 
1,000 (1,340) 86 0.22 (0.72) 
Analys.es of the three systems was then expanded 
to include the heat pipes, to determine if the 
optimum for the -number of manifolds per panel is 
also the optimum for heat pipe mass: i.e., would 
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provide minimum radiator system mass. The rpsults 
that this is so. The reason for this is a basic 
characteristic of the heat pipe-the heat transport 
capability 	 factor, QL. This factor is a function of 
the heat flow, Q (watts) and the effective length 
(L) of the heat pipe. 
For the radiator with a fluid inlet temperature of 
644K (700 0 F) each 20m x 20m (65.6 ft x 65.6 ft) 
is required to radiate 3100 Kw. QL for a 
25.4 mm (I") diameter heat pipe operating in this 
temperature range is approximately 6000 WM (19680 W ft). For a panel with one manifold, there 
are two rows of heat pipes, one on each side- The 
effective length of each heat pipe is approximately 
7.5 m (24.6 ft); therefore Q is 0.8 Kw. The number 
of heat pipes required is thus 1938 per row. For a 
heat pipe 25.4 mm dia. it is possible to have only 
787 heat pipes across a 20m panel. Thus the design 
with one manifold per panel is not feasible without 
increasing the heat pipe capability or using more 
panels, a considerable weight penalty. 
If, however, the number of manifolds per panel is 
increased to 5 for the same radiator, there are 10 
rows of heat pipes and the effective length of the 
heat pipe is appmxirmately 1.5m (4.92 ft). There­
fore Q is 4 Kw. Only 78 heat pipes per row are 
required, spaced 256 mm (10") apart. The heat 
pipes are joined together with fins 0.5 mm (.02") 
thick. 
Radiators for each of the fluid inlet temperatures 
have been analyzed using the model described 
above to obtain minimum radiator system masses. 
The system masses are shown in Table 4-32. 
Table 4-32. 	Heat Pipe/Fin Radiator Mass (Constant 
Section Manifolds) 
Fluid inlet Radiator system mass 
temperature kg (ibm) 
K (F) 
644 (700) .104.5,c 106 (230.4 x 106) 
820 (1,017) 67.1 x 106 (147.9 x 106) 
1,000 (1,340) 34.1 x 106 (75.1 x 106) 
The system masses for the heat pipe/fin radiators 
with constant section manifolds are considerably 
greater than for tube/fin radiators with the same 
-fluid inlet temperatures and radiator power. Figure 
4-84 compares the system masses of the two 
designs in graphiclform. 
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Since, intuitively, it does not seem possible that 
heat pipes replacing tubes filled with NaK could 
account for such a large increase in mass, the two 
systems were broken down into their constituent 
masses. Figure 4-85 compares the heat pipe/fin
radiator (constant section manifolds) with tube/fin 
radiator for inlet temperatures of 644K (7000F) 
and 900K (I 1600F), and radiator power of 32 x 
106 Kw/SPS. Each is broken down into three 
major mass elements: (a) manifolds and NaK and 
pump mass, (b) panels, and (c) pump penalty mass. 
It is obvious that the widest difference is in (a). 
Since the pump mass is comparatively small, the 
difference must be in the manifolds and NaK. 
Observation of the design of the two systems 
shows that the tapered headers (manifolds) of the 
tube/fin radiator must contribute largely to the 
lower mass compared to the constant section 
manifolds of the 'heat pipe tin radiator. Analyses of 
radiators with tapered headers as in the tube/fin 
radiator concept but with the tube/fin panels 
replaced by heat pipe/fin panels was performed. 
The radiator design is shown in Figure 4-86. 
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4-85. 	Effect of Manifold Taper on Radiator 
Mass 
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Fig. 4-86. 	 Heat Pipe Radiator With Tapered 
Manifolds 
Results of the analyses are shown in Table 4-33. It 
can be clearly seen that using tapered manifolds 
instead of constant section manifolds reduces the 
mass by more than 50%. Figure 4-87 is a graphical 
comparison of masses of heat pipe/fin radiators 
and tube/fin radiators, both with tapered 
manifolds. 
Figure 4-87 shows the heat pipe/fin radiator mass 
estimate as a discontinuous curve. The reason for 
this is that the various heat pipe transport fluid has 
a fairly sharply defined operating temperature 
range. The radiator has been optimized for the 
appropriate transport fluid for a given inlet 
temperature. 
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Table 4-33 Heat Pipe/Fin Radiator Mass (Tapered 
Manifolds) 
Fluid etemperature Radiator system massdao mms 
K(OF) kg (Ibm) 
644(700 45.0 x 106 (99.2 x 106) 
820 (1,017) 29.6 x 106 (65.3 x 106) 
1,000 (1.,340) 15.6 x 106 (344 x 106) 
RADIATOR 	 140 , 
SYSTE (106 t.BM),
MASS 	 1 . HEAT pIPE/FIN RADIATOR 
1TAPERED MANIFOLDS) 
106 
MERCURY 
* 	 TUBEIFIN RADIATOR -COL 
(TAPERED MANIFOLDS) SOOIUm
•FLOW 
to -- 5 K 
0 40 	 60 F 1T0 1200 1400 
RADIATOR INLETTEMPERATURE 
Fig. 4-87. 	 Radiator Mass Comparison: Heat Pipe
 
"andTube/Fin (Both With Tapered 

Manifolds) 

From Figure 4-87 it can be seen that below an inlet 
temperature of 700K (800 0 F) the heat pipe 
radiator has a lower mass than the tube/fin 
radiator; above this temperature the reverse is true. 
Thus for heat pipe radiators to compare favorably 
in mass with tube/fin radiators they must employ
tapered manifolds. This means that they will also 
have some of the inherent drawbacks of the 
tapered manifold design. Differential expansion of 
input and output headers will cause panels to flex. 
Isolation valves will be required at .each panel to 
prevent loss of NaK in the event of a panel 
manifold punctuire However, the heat pipe radi-
ator panel will be much less vulnerable to cata-
strophic meteoroid damage than the tube/fin radi-
ator panel since a much smaller part of the panel is 
carrying NaK. Puncture of a heat pipe would only 
mean loss of that heat pipe (one of many in a 
panel): puncture of a tube in the tube/fin panel 
would mean loss of an entire panel, 
4.10.7 Radiators For Solar Cells 
Conventional solar cell cooling consists of pro-
vision of a black backside coating on the array, 
plus the heat rejection which occurs from the front 
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-of the cell, from and through the cover slip. Since 
cell efficiency is a strong function of cell tempera­
ture, other methods of cell cooling have been 
investigated. These are of great significance for 
solar concentration ratios of more than one, and 
are mandatory for gallium arsenide cells at very
high concentration ratios (10 to 1000). 
Three radiator concepts have been investigated (see 
Figure 4-88). 
ALUMINUM FINS 
DO 
T 
COOLANTN
 TUBEIFIN 
[TUBES LEAD TO MANIFOLDS
 
FI
RADIATORSYSTEM) 
Fig. 4-88. Radiatorsfor Solar Cells 
1') Fins. Here individual cell strips, up to approxi­
mately 3 cm (1.2 inches) in width would be 
bonded to aluminum fins which extend beyond 
the cell edges in the plane of the cells. These fins 
could possibly be used as current conductors. 
With this method the cooling area can be 
approximately four times the cell area. 
2) Sheet Heat Pipes. It appears to be possible to 
fabricate plastic film heat pipes in sheets with a 
thickness of as little as 300 pm (12 mils). The 
working fluid will be a hydrocarbon, or possibly 
water. The cells are bonded to the evaporator 
zone of the heat pipe. The condenser (heat 
rejection) region of the heat pipe extends 
beyond the cell area. The cooling area can be up 
to ten times the cell area. 
3) Pumped Manifold Radiators with Heat Pipe 
Panels. Individual cell strips are bonded to 
aluminum fins which conduct heat into a cool­
ant line. The lines from a number of cell strips 
are brought together into manifolds which carry 
the hydrocarbon or water fluid to the radiator 
panel area. Pumping power is parasitic on the 
cell output. This method can provide heat 
rejection areas hundreds of times greater than 
the cell area. 
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System size effects must be considered. For exam­
ple, if heat pipes are to be used without pumped 
manifolds a maximum practical heat pipe length of 
-- Om (33 ft) limits the radiator area to 628m 2 
(2060 ft2 ). At a cell and radiator temperature of 
333K (140 0 F), the heat rejection from the radiator 
is only about 0.63 kW/m 2 (0.06 kW/ft2 ), limiting 
the total heat rejection to approximately 400 kW. 
This would limit the module which this radiator 
cools to an output of under 200 kWe. The 
associated solar collector would be only approxi-
mately 500m 2 (5380 ft 2), and at least 160,000 
such modules would be required for a 20 GW 
ground output SPS. The solar collectors are too 
small to use the steerable reflector facet concept, 
since the facets would be under 0.5m (20 inches) 
on a side. The mass of the facet pointing servo­
mechanism would contribute to an overall specific 
mass in the range of 2 to 3 Kg/m 2 (0.4 to 0.6 
lbm/ft2 ). This is in contrast to the 0.24 Kg/m 2 
(0.05 lbm/ft2 ) of the large steerable facet concen-
trators used with the Brayton concept. Thus a heat 
pipe radiator without pumped manifolds appears 
to be limited to use with low to moderate (up to 
200) solar concentration ratios. Of course linear 
(two dimensional) solar concentrators of any 
length may be envisioned, so that large power 
levels may be handled with heat pipe radiators 
without manifolds. These considerations are 
included in the modeling effort to select a solar 
concentration ratio and cooling system (if any) for 
use with photovoltaics. 
REFERENCES 
1) NASA TMX-64627 "Space and Planetary Envi-
ronment Guidelines for Use in Space Vehicle 
Development," Nov. 15, 1971. 
2) McGraw Hill "Space Exploration." 
3) NASA CR-54201., "Meteoroid Protection For3)NSpaecr 42 "eteoroiworks 
Spacecraft Structures." 
4.11 POWER DISTRIBUTION 
4.11.1 The Problem 
The baseline microwave power transmitter requires 
16.17 GW at the interface to achieve 10 GW on the 
ground, as shown in Figure 4-89. 
With 20,000 volts direct current to the amplitrons, 
the required current is 808,500 amperes. In photo-
Power level, 
Item Efficiency GW 
Ground output - 10.00 
Switching, pilot transmitter, etc. 0.99 10.10 
AC step-up 0.99 10.20 
DC to AC conversion 0.96 10.63 
DC distribution inrectenna 0.99 10.74 
RF to DC conversion (average) 0.88 12.20 
Rectenna size relative to beam 0.94 12.98 
Atmosphere 0.99 13.11 
Phase front control 0.95 13.80 
DC to RF conversion 0.88 15.68 
Distribution on transmitter 0.97 16.17 
0.62 
Fig. 4-89. Microwave Power Transmission 
Efficiency Chain 
voltaic systems, power is generated over the entire 
SPS; in thermal engine systems power generation is 
more localized. In both cases power distribution 
over distances exceeding 15 km (9.3 mi.) is 
required (in nuclear SPS types the generators can 
be located relatively near the transmitters). Also, in 
solar SPS types the transmitter must constaitly 
face the receiver on Earth while the power genera­
tion system faces the sun; thus either slip rings or a 
rotary transformer are required to pass the power. 
4.11.2 Conductors 
In a 5 GWe ground output powersat approximately 
8 GWe at 20,000 vdc must be delivered to the 
antenna; twice this is required for 10GWe ground 
output. If 8 GWe is moved over two conductors 
the current is 400,000 amperes. In Figure 4-90 
minimum system mass is determined for three 
material temperatures. This analysis techniquefor any "unit length"; one centimeter 
(0.4 inch) was used. The three conductor sections 
necessary to dissipate the I2 R losses for the three 
temperatures are shown. 500K (4400 F) is probably
the highest practical temperature for aluminum 
structure. The principle shown is to select that 
conductor diameter which causes the total SPS 
mass to be a minimum. 
At the bottom of Figure 4-90 is shown the baseline 
structure (size based 'on mechanical loads alone). 
This structural element can carry the 382,000 volts 
baselined for a.c. distribution without overheating. 
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.. 	 produced (if a generator is 98% efficient it must 
dissipate 2% of the energy which enters it). 
Maximum generator and transformer operating 
temperatures are forecasted to be 400K to 410K
a, i/// ,o JYq 3 (260°F to 2780F). -Radiant heat dissipation at 
such temperatures is only approximately 
... . 1.3 kW/m 2 (0.12 kW/ft 2 ). Consequently the sur-
N'S'"-", .& face area of the generators and transformers are 
S ... ,not sufficient to dissipate their waste heat, and 
additional radiation area is required. The specific 
OH................... , " .	 mass of these radiators (mass per power input to 
generator or transformers) is included in Figure 
I.. 
 ,,4-91. 
Fig. 4-90. Moving Large D.C.Currents 
Note the penalty on structural 	 mass associated
4.11.3 AC Versus DC 	Trade with d.c. distribution, and that there is also an 
efficiency (I2 R) loss. A.C. distribution was selected 
Figure 4-91 shows how the total efficiencies and on the basis of its slightly lower overall mass and 
specific masses of the two candidates were com- slightly higher efficiency. Note, however, that if a 
pared. Note that the generators and transformers higher voltage transmitter (e.g., 40,000 v.d.c.) 
require cooling. This is because their inefficiencies were involved that the trade would probably 
dictate that a certain amount of heat energy will be switch to d.c as the preferred approach. 
AC System 1400 to 600 Hz) 	 DC System 
item 	 Volts Specific Mass E i Specific Mass EfficiencyItem 
____________kg/kW Volts Ibm/kW Efficiency kglkW Ibm/kW 
Generators 60 kV 0.150 0.330 0.980 20 kV 0.211 0.464 0.980
 
Cooling 0.080 0.176 - 0.080 0.176 -

Control 	 - 0.115 0.253 0.995 - 0.135 0.297 0.995 
Step up transformers 382kV 0.100 0.220 0.995 - - - -

Cooling 0.020 0.044 -

Transmission through frame 382 kV - - 0.999 20 kV 0.538 1.184 0.933
 (Penalty above basic structure)
 
Rotary step down transformer 20 kV 0.125 0.275 0.993 - - - -

Cooling 0.028 0.062
 
Slip ring/clutch assembly - - - - 20 kV 0 025 0.055 0.999
 
Cooling 0.004 0.004
 
Power conversion and filter 20 kV 0.140 0.308 0.946 - - - -

Cooling (maximum 1% ripple) 0.216 0.475 -

System 	 0.974 2.143 0.910 0.993 0.909 
1) 	 Thermionic systems require motor to drive generator, specific mass = 0.24 kg/kW (0.53 lbm/kW). 
Efficiency is 0.970, to bring AC efficiency to 0.883, DC efficiency to 0.882. 
2) 	 Nuclear systems have generator systems rigidly attached to transmitter, and do not require rotary 
transformers or slip rings. This brings AC efficiency to 0.962 (0.933 with thermionics) and DC 
efficiency to 0.910 (0.883 with thermionics) 
Fig. 4-91. A.C. Versus D.C. Distribution 
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5.0 SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION AND CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
5.1 SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 5.1.3 Alternative Systems 
5.1.1 Approach Table 5-1 (a repeat of Table 3-1)gives the systems 
to be described in this section. 
Section 4 described significant individual subsys­
tems and how analyses of those subsystems led to Table 5-1. Alternative Power Systems 
their parametric description. In this section the 
generation of total SPS configurations by deter- C I SolartSor DregIirec t RuLdId [Ion Cooled Pri nlr310n IConrter 
mining optimum values for the subsystem param- - Solar LiqUd Cooled I hermluot 
eters will be described. In general the optimization -1 Solar Closed Brayton Cytle 
was for minimum SPS mass, since transportation 4 Solar Thernmonie Brayton Caseade 
5 Solar Silicon Photovoltaic 
cost is such a dominant factor in SPS (transporta- 6 Sulau c;llion Arsenild Photovoltalic 
tion of a 100,000 metric ton SPS to GEO may cost 7 Nuclear Thernmonic 
approxS 1976 dollars). An excep- Closed Brayton Cyclebillion Nudi
approximately blio 96o Solar (round-Based Solar 
tion to the mass optimization approach was taken (iPowerTransler) Power Pllnis 
with the photovoltaic configurations, wherein cell 
cost can be so significant; photovoltaic SPS sys- The basic principles of each power system are 
tems were optimized for minimum cost per kW explained in Section 3.1. 
output, including the effects of transportation 
costs. 5.2 SOLAR' DIRECT RADIATION COOLED 
THERMIONIC (CONCEPT 1) 
Many optimizations were accomplished by hand 
calculations or simple computer programs. How- The thermionic diode subsystem as developed by 
ever, the most significant optimization tool was the Thermo Electron Corporation is described in Sec-
Integrated Sensitivity and Interactions Analysis, tion 4.6. The emitter temperature of 180Q K 
Heuristic (ISAIAH) program developed by G. R. (2780 0 F) was selected as being the practical upper 
Woodcock as an IR&D activity. ISAIAH can limit (30 year life) for molybdenum. (Tungsten 
interact up to 100 dependent and 30 independent would have yielded higher performance, however 
variables to obtain an -optimum combination of the known reserves of tungsten are insufficient for 
values for the independent variables. Dependent the baselined SPS program). The next question is 
variables are input as tables (one, two or three what radiator temperature to use. High radiator 
dimensional)i summation product or ratio func- temperature allows more heat rejection per unit 
tions, or as FORTRAN expressions. ISAIAH is area (per T4 ) and a resultant trend to a lighter 
executed on the IBM 370; plots are outputted on radiator. However, a high temperature radiator 
request. reduces the temperature differential across the 
thermionic diode so that the system efficiency is 
5.1.2 Iteration reduced. This tends to increase the number of 
diodes required, solar collection area, etc., and the 
In some cases up to three iterations were used to amount of heat to be rejected by the radiator. 
derivation final, optimized configurations. Initial (Refer to Figure 4-19.) The selected collector 
design assumptions were used to set subsystem temperature was 1000 K (1340 0 F); the effective 
parameters. After system (SPS level) optimization temperature of the heat pipe radiator is 900 K 
the regions of operation of the subsystems became (I 160F). 
more closely known. This allowed more detailed 
definition of the subsystem for the region of As explained in section 4.6, the voltage output of a 
interest. This process was continued, guided by the diode panel is 129 v.d.c. (150 v.d.c. is the 
goals of producing lighter, cheaper, more practical approximate upper limit for electrical insulation at 
configurations. In several cases known reserves of the temperatures of the diode). 382,000 v.a.c. is 
certain materials were not sufficient to accomplish baselined for power distribution. A power con­
the baselined SPS program, so that alternative verter is required to affect the voltage step-up. The 
materials were required, causing a configuration efficiency and specific mass of power converter are 
adjustment. a function of their power level. Thus it must be 
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COVRTER/TRANSFORMER
decided how many 20x20 m (65.6 ft.) power - -EBLY EATPOPE 
panels are to feed each power converter. Figure 5-1 BUsA , RADIATOR 
shows the basic diode panel. 
(65 6 FT) 
• - {1 or 41 
SI'CEINTEIO e , i _ iHEAT PIPEADIABATIC 
SECTION 
.... . . .. .Fig. 5-2. Power ConverterPanel 
CAVITY (ForFourDiode Pnels) 
SPACE-INTERIOR 
area and the concommittant enlargement of the 
cavity absorber, insulation mass increase, etc. On 
the diode panel the current handled by the busbar 
_____._.__ is a maximum at the connection to the power 
VW BUSBAR converter panel and a minimum at the other edge
ALTERNATELY FRAME of the diode panel (the left side of Figure 5-1). 
CONTAIN 54 
& 53 DIODE/HEAT
PIPE ASSEMBLIES This current distribution makes tapering the thick-
Fig. 5-1. Diode Panel (Heat Pipe Side) ness of the busbar a practical method of mass 
reduction. Aluminum proved to yield a lighter 
A power converter could be located on this panel; conductor than copper when each was optimized
however, the radiator for this converter would to yield minimum mass for the busbar itself plus
displace approximately one fourth of the diodes. the SPS penalty from the 12 R loss in the busbar 
The converter power rating would be approxi- (this penalty was taken as 8.31 kg/kW of I2 R 
mately 2.6 MW. The combined efficiency of the dissipation). The optimum aluminum busbar tern­
d.c. to a.c. converter and its associated transformer perature is 450 K (3500); the optimum copper
would be approximately 0.92 at this power rating; temperature would be 700 K (800 0 F). The alumi­
the specific mass would be about 0.35 kg/kW num busbar should be 1.17 cm (0.46 in-) thick at 
(0.77 lbm/kW). By using four diode panels per the point of connection to the diode panel; it may 
power converter panel, as shown in Figure 5-2, a be only 0.56 mm (0.022 in.) thick at the other 
larger, (14 MW) converter is possible. end. The busbars are 2 in (6.56 ft.) wide and 
1.17 cm (0.46 in.) thick on the power converter 
The waste heat rejection from a 14 MW converter/ panel. A circuit for the busbars of four diode 
transformer is just appropriate to a 20x20 in (65.6 panels and a power converter panel is given in 
ft) panel at a heat rejection temperature of 405 K Figure 5-3. 
(269 0 F). Also, four diode panels may be grouped I" ­
around such a panel quite conveniently. At a 
14 MW rating the power converter assembly has an 
efficiency of 0.96 and a specific mass of 
0.29 kg/kW (0.63 lbm/kW). 
Since the currents are so high good busbar design is 
required to achieve lightweights. Flat, high area 
busbars reject 12 R losses well if given a higheniissivity coating, Insulation is required beneath­
the busbars to shield them from the high tempera­ture of' the cavity interior. The insulation used is 
"Multi-Foil" (see Section 4-6). A busbar width of 
one meter (3.28 ft.) was selected as a good 
compromise between obtaining sufficient radiator Fig. 5-3. Busbar Circuit 
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Masses of the diode assembly and the associated equinoxes the output falls to 16.17 GW which is 
heat pipe radiator were given in Tables-4-5 and 4-6. the minimum required to provide the 10 GW 
Figure 5-4 gives masses for the three types of panel ground output (see Figure 4-89, the microwave 
used to comprise the cavity absorber. efficiency chain). 
"2 5 8 5 " 2 8 F T
 
O o pants convebn Panels j 5 M [- 0M914 )
Pesower Blank paes 
L_ LMCAVITY-

In KG LM Item KG LBiA Item KG L8M A1 2 690 FT)
 
M L Y
Ieaoiliton 40 00 inulat.on {nuhfodi 1955 2 527 Insulation 1,600 3,527 RFLETOR A E 

65,944 1.770 2 SCALE)
Diodaes 21.910 kobies blu) 3902 Frames 1.200 46 NOTTO R 
6.1gb.r. 760 1,653 Suppor, futtin 170 WS zoo 73 E NE
 
Fr . 1300 2,866 Rot con/ir.. 4010 8R40
 
24,000 52.910 HeatPpel 1,700 3,748 --

Cotro. 300 661 
Highaolt lon 100 220 	 SUPPORT ARM, (11,017 FT) 
Fra.. 1.300 2.866 	 OF6 
10.960 53.220 
Fig.5-4. Panel Masses 
SOLAR 
The diode and power converter panels have been CONCENTRATOR (17.60 FACETS)
explained; the blank panels are necesary as fillers ,9.4M ­
to complete the cavity absorber as shown in Figure Fig. 5-6. Thermionic SPS Module 
5-5. Per Section 4.5, the optimum reflector facet count 
ZOMM	 is 17,000. The "spine" is a triangular, iiisulated(919--T 
323 GROUPS OF DIOD2EPANELS structure carrying the 382,000 v.a.c. 
AND 1 POW CONy. PANEL 
LUS44BLANK F-LLERS Figure 5-7 is a general arrangement of the SPS 
configuration. It can be seen that the central spine
MW.0 	 stiffens the structure and provides a convenient 
FT. 	
­ "' path for power transfer. This spine would be 
3 >,, / parallel to the polar axis of the earth as the satellite 
--- flies "perpendicular to the orbit plane" (POP). 
TOTAL MASS19648 . 106 KG . 433 1 106 LEM 
(413 FT) 6 eas 
(2243 PT) 
Fig.5-5. Cavity Absorber is Formed From Panels 
TRAN TTfER
A cylindrical cavity was selected for the thermionic cAVITY ABSORBER 3.58M
SPS for these reasons:p 	 OF Fr(INE1016 
F "SPINE,, 
1. There is apparently no impact on efficiency
 
relative to a sphere. 2,.2 ,M.M T)
 
2. There is no point in placing diodes on the Fig..5-7. ThermionicSPS Configuration 
bottom of the cavity since the solar concentra- Some additional parameters relative to this config­
tor would block much of the view to space of uration are given in Figure 5-8. 
the heat pipe radiators. A tall-cavity (large ratio
of length to diameter) minimizes the bottom 	 Ground output 10 GWOrbit busbar 	 17 43 GV 
area. 	 Orientation Perpendicular to orbit plane 
Number of modules 4 
Total number ofliodes 17,473,008Figure 5-6 shows one module of the Lhermiornic Total number reflectors 70,000 
SPS. It is sized to provide 4.37 GW to the main bus Total number power converters 1,292 
(a total of 17.49 GW). The output of the rotary Geometric concentration ratio 2,450 
transformer would be 17.37 GW; the rectifier/filter Cavity area ratio 68 
Interior cavity temperature 1,800K (2,780 0 F)
assemblies on the transformer will accept this Diode heat pipe temperature 900K (1,160 0 F) 
power level. This 16.43 GW is available under the Diode efficiency 0.24 
optimurn illumination conditions (solstices); at the Fig. 5-8. Thermionic SPS Parameters 
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Table -5-2 is a mass statement for the 10 GW 5.3 SOLAR LIQUID COOLED THERMIONIC 
ground output SPS. (CONCEPT 2) 
Table 5-2. Thermionic SPS Mass Statement In this concept diode collector cooling is accom-
Solar concentrators 106 kG 106 LBM plished by a separately located radiator system. 
Facets 8.51- 18.76 Such a radiator would be similar to that used in the 
Support structure 20.69 45.61 Brayton systems (heat pipe panels with pumped 
29 2 64.37 manifolds).. 
Solar absorbers 
Blank panels 5.52 12.17 By cooling the diode collectors with an active 
Power converter panels 14.16 31.22 liquid metal loop that can in effect be coupled to a 
Diode panels 124.04 27346 greater radiator area than is practical with fins 
143.72 	 316-85 attached to the collectors, achieve a greater tem­
perature differential across the diode, and there-
Rotary transformer and radiator 2.30 5.07 fore obtain higher efficiency. 
Rectifier filter and radiator 5:41 11.93 Figure 5-9 shows the approach taken to interface 
Attitude cont., station keep 2.73 6.02 the liquid radiator to the individual diode 
collectors. 
Transmitter 11.90 26.23 ,SEMMLY 
Total 	 196.84 433.95 -, INULATO; 
Although configuration variations were not ana-	 0 
lyzed, 'itis possible 	 that reconfiguration of the .LL.E 
diode heat pipe radiators could result in a lighter I -
SPS. By changing to a heat pipe configuration 
similar to that 	'shown in Figure 5-8 the diodes I 0
would be brought 	 closer together allowing a 
reduction in interelectrode busbar length. Exami­
nation of Figure 4-21 can lead to a calculation . MUC 
indicating that the total interelectrode busbar mass 	 I' 
is 49.6x10 6 kg (1.O9xlO8lbrn) which is approxi- ,I 
mately 25% of 	the total SPS mass. Thus there is Fig.5-9. Diode/RadiatorInterface 
some possibility that reconfiguration might effect a . ­
net therinionic SPS mass reduction of approxi- One problem with this concept is that the diode 
mately 20% below that given in Table 5-2. collectors must be electrically isolated; thus' the 
BALn lir.gIm-oont rIains 496,506 kg coolant tubes require electrical insulation. How-SWo9,ibM,oiItrtkurode,, btdt.1r 	 ever, good thermal conductivity is also required. 
B-'R~d. riLhy.aONiWhfI ...''lllLLO.fdIdLSpaLmg 	 Beryllia (BeO) saddles provide the electrical insula­by I"J.II-riN** 
HEAT PIPE 	 tion. Spring systems (kept cool by being outside 
the insulation-batting) provide pressure to-hold theaDIODE diode collector, the saddles and the NaK tubes in 
BUSBAR contact. Aluminum is used as a contact improver; 
IIad,,dclltiW j~l~UdMto; -ddl~ b, f.u."d over the 30 year design life the NaK tubes will 
wI.h rddtlw tabiplunglh a illimil ma r lrr 	 increase in diameter due to creep, the aluminum 
'',".
..,mI""d 
 spacer should yield to accommodate this growth. 
The tubes shown in Figure. 5-9 would be brought 
together in manifolds which deliver NaK to the 
pump system, as shown in Figure 5-10. 
The diagram shows a liquid metal (NaK) heat 
pipe/fin radiator concept. Liquid .metal is pumped
Fig. 5-8. Reduction of Interelectrode BusbarMass from the heat source through feeders and headers 
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MOTOR(SI RADATOR 
MNFOCDES) DE AFRER 
I :control 
H. mpf;)O 
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TA-PERED 
REEDER' 
 H S 

Fig. 5-10. Radiator Concept 
into the radiator panels. The cooled liquid metal is 
returned through headers and feeders to the heat 
source completing the cycle. An accumulator 
provides a positive pressure at the pump inlet. 
The heat pipe/fin bianels are 20m x 20m (65.6 ft x 
65.6 ft). A NaK header through the center of the 
panel carries thermal energy in the form of sensible 
heat. Meteoroid penetration of a heat pipe causes 
that pipe to stop operation, although it continues 
to act somewhat as a fin for adjacent heat pipes. 
Since the header fluid is 'isolated from the heat 
REQUIRED DPOWER 
OUTPUT INTO
 POWER DIODES 
EMITTERPUPN DIE 
TEMPERATURE PWR EFCEC 
RAITREFCIETEMPERATURE 
FhDIODE 
RADII R 
WEIGH 

__J RADITORRPOWE 
pipe fluid, heat pipe penetration does not pause
loss of NaK. Leak detectors, isolation valves, and 
systems associated with meteoroid punc­
tures will not be required. 
most critical parameter to be determined was the 
optimum radiator temperature (hence collector 
temperature) to be used with the baseline molyb­
denum emitter temperature of 1800 K (2780 0 F).
This and other critical parameters were addressed 
by parametric modeling and computer optimiza-. 
tion. Figure 5-11 shows the systems interactions 
model (the interdependencies of primia:y system 
elements). Parametric expression for each of these 
variables were coded for automatic processing by 
the ISAIAH (Integrated Sensitivity and Inter­
actions Analysis-Heuristic) program. The objective 
function was minimum system weight. 
Several features of the model should be noted: 
1.The radiator weight is a function of its tempera­
ture, to account. for the .change in material 
allowables with temperature. 
COLLECTOR CONCENTRATOR
 
EFFICIENCY 
UBRCONCENTRATIONJ 
ASSEMBLY " RATIO 
EIGHTEC 
GENERATIO CONCENTRATOR 
WEGH FA 
'EATINTOAREA
 
Model
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2. 	Solar concentrator efficiency and mass are a 
function of the number of reflector facets used. 
3. The total weight includes the solar concentrator, 
cavity absorber, diode assembly, radiator and 
radiator pumps. 
The optimum radiator temperatures were: inlet, 
868 K (I 102 0 F), outlet 388 K (238 0 F). The
"effective" radiator temperature (uniform tem-
perature of an area equal to that of the radiator 
having the same emissivity and which rejects any 
equal power) is 589 K (600 0 F). Some diode 
collectors will be along their-NaK tubes such as to 
be near the radiator inlet and will consequently be 
at approximately 900 K (I 160 0F); at the other 
end (the radiator outlet) the collector temperature 
will be only 405 K (269 0 F). The average collector 
temperature will be 605 K (629 0 F). 
Table 5-3 is a mass statement for the optimized 
configuration. The total busbar power produced by 
this SPS is 17.5 GW; 0.64 GW of this is the power 
required to pump the radiator system. This require-
ment is not offset by the slightly higher diode 
efficiency (when comparing this system to the 
direct radiation cooled variant). However, the 
diodes can be placed quite close together, due to 
the remote radiator system, allowing short inter-
electrode busbars. Consequently 17,000 diodes are 
grouped on a 20x20 m (65.6 ft.) panel. In order 
that the power conversion panels may be passively 
cooled without a remote radiator system, only one 
diode panel may be used per power conversion 
panel (to keep the dissipation within the capability 
of the area of the power conversion panel), 
Table 5-3. Liquid Cooled Thermionic SPS Mass 
Solar Concentrators 1.06 KG 106 LBM 
Facets 8.51 18,76 
Support Structure 20.69 45.61 
116.00 255e73Radiator and Pumps 
Solar Absbrbers 
Blank Panels 	 1.80 3.97 
Power Conversion Panels 14.16 31.22 
Diode Panels 135.74 299.25 
Rotary Transformer 
and Radiator 	 2.30 5.07 
Rectifier Filter and Radiator 5.41 11.93 
Attitude Cont. & Station 
Keeping 	 2.73 6.02 
Transmitter 	 11.90 26.23 
Total 	 319.24 703.80 
This SPS concept is seen to be far more massive 
than the direct radiation cooled thermionic SPS; it 
was consequently not pursued in the study exten­
sion phase. 
5.4 	 SOLAR CLOSED CYCLE BRAYTON (CON-
CEPT 3) 
Derivation of parametrics for the turbomachines, 
solar concentrators, radiator and cavity absorber. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: THERMAL ENGINE 
SPS 
The basic configuration of this SPS is composed of 
four power generating modules and one microwave 
transmitter. The power generating modules consist 
of solar concentrator assembly of 16,500 metal­
lized plastic film reflectors supported by a 
graphite-epoxy framework. The cavity absorber 
assemblies located at the focal points of these 
concentrators are hollow spheres 160 meters in 
diameter; the apertures are 100 meters in diameter. 
The solar concentrators are hexagonal in form with 
edge members 2482 meters long. 
Figure 5-12 shows a single solar Briyton power 
module; the cavity absorber is held at the focal 
point of the concentrator by six support arms. The 
radiator is shown inclined by 11.75o . This posi­
tions the radiator midway in the apparent arc 
traveled by the sun from equinox to equinox. (The 
entire SPS is rolled 1800 about the axis to the sun 
on each equinox.) As a result, less sunlight falls on 
the radiator, the radiator casts a smaller shadow on 
the concentrator, and the radiator sees a smaller 
effective meteoroid flux. 
- I'fl"fli I % 
RADIATOR 
NOTTOSCALE) 
,
 
'WINE" 
4.29I)M.3,W FT-
Fig. 5-12, Brayton Module 
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The module size shown is approximate to the use a Pressures:
 
of four modules- per 10 GW ground output SPS. 0 PI 4.084 MN/m 2 (592 psi)(compressor out-

The appropriate number of modules to use was let, maximum pressure)
 
determined by mass optimization. If the number of a P0 1.739 MN/rn 2 (252 psi)(compressor inlet,
 
reflector facets is held constant (to keep a fixed minimum pressure)
 
concentrator efficiency) then the concentrator P1/PO =2 348 = cycle pressure ratio
 
becomes proportionately heavier as a module is
 
made smaller, since each facet still requires .a a Fraction pressure drops:
 
pointing system and a support frame. As a module a In recuperator 0-02991
 
is made larger, the radiator system becomes pro- S In cooler 0.00957
 
a 	In cavity heat exchanger 0.02483portionately heavier since addition of radiator area 
requires more manifold (and NaK) mass fora large 0.06431 
module than for a smaller one (since the manifold 3 
lines must be longer to reach the added area in a HEATT- TURINE 
larger module). These two effects act in opposite I U 4 
directions, allowing an optimization to be affected, RECUP 
as shown in Figure 5-13. Since the quantity of TICM 
four, Used in previous studies, is very close to the COOLING 
optimum of six, four modules were baselined. 
dn,* (,atr,n Ior, 

It n t fixterT5 -h t.tl .. modlet I­
[ [P d.m R .d.o.m.n. old Pos odl..R 
3 I S EII t h. no fet down to 64 modules 
0t*,The resultant SPS system is illustrated in Figure 
o5-14. The four modules are arranged along the 
o 	 north-south axis which, in operation, lies parallel 
to the north-south axis of the earth. Thus the120-
2 5 satellite flies "perpendicular to the orbit plane." 
INote that the four radiators are each inclined by 
11.750 . Power distribution from the four cavity200 BAELINE 
absorber assemblies to the transmitter takes place
01 10 20 3) down the central "spine." The total solar cayture5 is 25 

NUMDEAor MODULES 
 area of the system is approximately 62 kin (24 
Fig. 5-13 Module Quantity Optimization square miles). 
Operating temperatures for the Brayton System 
were set by use of an ISAIAH model. This model 
contained 93 independent and 32 dependent vari­
ables, all of which were simultaneously interacted 
to obtain an optimum. Significant resulting param- 9 M 
= I,7T)e.eters are given in Table 5-4. 
Table 5-4. Brayton SPS Parameters 	 TANSITTER 
RAD[ATOR 11 OF 41 
"SPlNS'" CAVITY ABSORBER _ ___ * 	Cycle temperatures: .,PIEoAVTF B 
1o 	TO 400.7 K (261.3 0 F)(ninimum gas temp, OF4) 
AD I.T)compressor in) 
* TI 586.9 K (596.4 0 F)(compressor out) 	 - _F 
1.M­o 	T2 1176 K (1657 0 F)(cavity inlet) 
* 	T3 1652K (2514 0 F)(cavity out, turbine in) 
* 	T4 1240 K (1772 0 F)(turbine out, recuperator
 
in) Fig. 5-14. Brayton SPS Configuration
 
* 	T5 651.4 K (712.5 0 F)(recuperator out, 
cooler in)
 
" TLI 373.5 K (212.3 0 F)(radiator outlet)
 
* 	TL2 597.0 K (614.6 0 F)(radiator inlet) Table 5-5 is a mass statement for the Brayton SPS. 
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Table 5-5. Brayton SPS Mass Statement 2. The Brayton system affords an efficiency of 
24.4% with a maximum temperature (turbine 
Solar concentrators 106 kg 106 ibm inlet) of 1652 K (2514 0 F) and a minimum gas 
Facets 4.38 9.66 temperature of 401 K (2620F). 
Structure 10.64 23.46 3. The thermionic system has a specific mass of 
15.02 33.12 about 8.2 kg/kWe generated; the Brayton spe-
Conductive spine 	 1.20 2.64 cific mass is about 5.0 kg/kWe generated. 
Cavity absorber 
Tubing 3.92 8.64 As a consequence all cascaded combinations of the 
Insulation/skin/frame 1.29 2.84 two systems were seen to have a higher specific 
Turbomachines 2.16 4.76 mass than the Brayton system alone. 
Recuperator/coolers 6.36 14.02 
Generators, with cooling 4.50 9.92 5.6 SOLAR SILICON PHOTOVOLTAIC (CON­
Step-up transformers, with cooling 2.11 4.65 CEPT 5) 
Rotary transformer, with cooling 2.68 5.91 
Rectifier/filters, with cooling 6.22 13.72 Cell performance, radiation resistance, etc. are 
Radiators with pumps (BOL*) 43.28 95.42 discussed in Section 4.7. A critical question is that 
Transmitter 11.90 26.23 of solar concentration ratio; if reflectors are used 
Attitude control, station-keeping to augment cell performance, what should their 
continued 	 1.58 3.48 area be relative to the cells? 
Total 102.22225.35 As solar 	concentration is increased, the cell area 
relative to that of the total SPS decreases, concen­
*Beginning of life; 4.2 x 106 kg NaK added over 30 tration raises the temperature of the cells so that 
years. they become less efficient, tending to increase the 
required area of the SPS (including reflectors). 
Relatively small cell areas means that thicker cover 
5.5 THERMIONIC BRAYTON CASCADE (CON- glass can be used for radiation, protection without5. .T B O Ca 	 high mass penalty. Also relatively small cell areas 
CEP.T 4) 	 (by high concentration ratios) tends towards lower 
total cell cost, but may be offset by increased 
The original incentive 'for study of this system was concentrator and structure cost and mass. Because 
as follows: of the complexity of these interactions, an ISAIAH 
computer model was developed. The block diagram 
1. A "topping" cycle using thermionics would of this model is given in Figure 5-16. 
allow the maximum temperatures in the SPS to 
occur'only in the passive (non-moving) elements 
of the thermionic diodes. This chart shows the relationships between para­
metric elements which make up the model for 
2. 	After temperature reduction in tile diodes, a photovoltaic system optimization. The following 
Brayton cycle would follow, with the rotating code is used: 
parts consequently operating at a lower 
temperature. 
3. The two systems combine to produce the 	 Ii independent variable 
required 	power. I dependent variable
 
tl one-dimensional table
 
Study of the two systems, however, indicate the TI two-dimensional table 
following factors: +/- summation function 
p ratio1. The efficiency of the thermionic system was ir product 
24% with a maximum temperature of 1800 K 
(27800F) and a collector temperature of 1000 K 
(1340 0 F). 
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lower than shown in Figure 4-31 the optimum Consequently a modular configuration was devel­
concentration ratio will be below 4.3, and oped. In this concept the SPS would begin life with 
conversely. the number of modules required to produce 
somewhat more than the required 10 GW ground 
"I=sv"snu 
' 
...... output. After a period of time, cell degradation 
7 Star 	 -O "pM.,n uca W .1 rii on*$S0Skg(S3611DM),mnrs,, would have brought the 	output to 10 GW and 
.0 . lsidnis additional area would have to be added. This 
(25 6.- 437 1 . -a, ) 	 process would be repeated over the 30 year life of 
tTOTAL 	 the SPS. 
KG10KW.(ORBIT 19 	 35 2.0BUSSAIT k ,2.5W GENRATION 1. For Brayton and thermnionic, replace failed or degraded 
7 , 41 COST, ORBIT OUSBAR PMats needed: 
3 g/ (VIKW. - Output remains essentially constant 
I 200M 2. For Phsotovoltaic satellites, three approaches to handling 
2 IIcall degradation 
1 ~ 	 A. Anneingb, Uncertai 
B. Add new satelltes-Requires purchase of "extra microwave power 
0transmission systems 1.soo 
2 3 4 5 6 7RATIO (CS) Add new 
capable of handling additions 
SOLAR CONCENTRATION 	 SELECTED-C .ll area-Requires initial satellite designbe 
Fig. 5-17. Cost and Mass Minima are not Coincident D Inital oversize - WastesMPTS capability, front end cost 
The microwave power transmission system effi- In addition. photovoitaic satellites require failed part replacement 
ciency was taken as 0.62; thus for a 10.0 GW Fig. 5-19. Approaches to SPS Maintenance 
ground output 16.17 GW must be supplied to the 
transmitter., Figure 5-18 shows the total orbit Figure 5-20 shows the selected silicon SPS configu­
busbar power is determined, ration. The system- begins life with 12 mbdules 
installed. At the end of life 18 modules are 
t installed; during the 30 year life the system outputItam Efficenc Poeavl
-Gw does not drop below 10 GW (ground). Figure 5-21 
Power to transmitter - 16.17 
DC distribution losses - 1. shows the main frame of the SPS to which the 18 
Auxiliary ops, attitude control 	 17.58 TOTAL MASS 148 52x 1Q 132743x 106LBM 
Allowance for flying "P O.P (2 7%) 	 18.05 (AT BEGINNINGOF LIFE) ELI 
Self power transportation losses-	 1986 NORTH 
(This is beginning of life output of 12 modules) 	 SOUTH WERMODULE,18 TOTAL 
Perpendicular to orbit plane 
20% of cells exposed, 55% degradation 	 Is5a7M 
Fig. 5-18. Silicon SPS Efficiency Chain 
MWith a concentration ratio of 4.3, the operating 
temperature of the cells is 367 K (201OF). Due to 
this elevated temperature, the cell efficiency 
(beginning of life) is only 11.23%. (A lower 
concentration ratio would yield higher efficiency, 3.6M (109.3 FT) 
but as previously explained, higher cost.) At end of 
life (30 years) the cell efficiency is 7.5%, or 68% of Fig. 5-20 Silicon SPS End-of-Life Configuration 
the original. 	 TRUSSCONDUCTIVE 
-Figure 5-19 shows the approaches considered to 	 S 
comnpensate for cell radiation degradation. Anneal­
ing of the damage (by thermal effects) is an
 
apparently very desirable solution. However, pend­
ing tests which accurately and repeatedly duplicate
 
the geosynchronous environment, including solar
 
flares, annealing must be considered as uncertain.
 
As shown, the concept of periodic cell/concentra- iSIN NO 29,132M9TT
SIL~iUON 20,132SM (gE09 (T72F }ARSENIDE Ction addition was selected as the most promising of 	 GALLIUM 20.755M 
solutions other than annealing. 	 Fig. 5-21. Main Frame, Silicon SPS 
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modules are attached. The modular system permits Ideally, the compound parabolic concentrators 
utilization of the self power concept, wherein the need be only thick enough to support themselves 
modules are fabricated in low orbit and are flown against installation loads (perhaps 2 micrometers, 
to geosynchronous orbit by electric thrusters ener- i.e., 0.0008 inch thick). A possible means of 
gized by the output of the module itself. In this fabrication might be vapor deposition upon a 
orbit transfer mode, only 20% of the cells are in smooth mandril, turning out many CPC's at once. 
place (the remaining 80% are in radiation shielded However, the capability to do this is not assured. 
canisters). The exposed cells lose 55% of their Therefore a conventional fabrication method, 
output capability as a' result of exposure to the impact extrusion, was baselined. The thickness was 
trapped radiation environment. set at 75 micrometers (0.003 inch). Consequently 
the concentrators are the largest item in the mass 
Figure 5-22 gives the dimensions of a single power table (Table 5-5). 
module. The basic power element is a one mega­
watt strip 380 M (1247 ft.) long and 20 M (65.6 Table 5-5. Silicon Photovoltaic SPS Mass 
ft.) wide. This module is supported on its own Statement 
frame, including an interface (or "docking") pad itll,.,. 
to the main fram e of the 	 (W, __, S,ma&.umod.,.by which it connects 
106 KG N06LSM106 KG I106LBMsatellite. 	 184 272W 4568 
Cocetrto,43M 96 21 93 0 9 4835 
SI - SILICON Calls and covers 2744 6049 1372 3025 
Ge-s 	 GALLIUM ARSENIDE Connaotontrfrare 219 483 110 243 
HETEROJUNCTION Ary mount ystem 274 604 1 37 . 302 
Cell radltion cans 0 B 190 0 43 095 
Elcic 	 ctr[ 297 -6.5 1 49 3.28 
At.ontstaton kep 140 3 00 070 1 54 
Strutur 1371 3022 3 79 8 35 
SI. 4.39 M(14.432 FT) Trnitrtter 1190 26 23 - -
GsA. 3,321 M(10.,M6 FT) T14&.--2s27"2"T 6 .n 14385 
2 2 2 2
"1AVWi"ELEMnNS' N KM Mile KM Mike 
Call all 1206 156 602 
Posacted c tt 3071 515 1967tna 102.9 
SI380M(1,247 F1) Toital 141 5171 61 29-" 
Gains30 M(6S4 FT) i__________ ___
I 	 I 
K - SI, 5,080M16.606 FTI 
SI'.M. T). F 5.7 SOLAR GALLIUM ARSENIDE PHOTO­aVOa3.85 (12 """"" 	 6)" 
VOLTAIC (CONCEPT 6)Fig. 5-22. Silicon SPS Power Module 
The solar arrays of the power module are as shown As with the silicon system, an optimization was 
in Figure 5-23. The total silicon array thickness is' performed to determine the best concentration 
410 micrometers (0.01614 inches). In this figure, ratio. For this optimization the cost of GaAs arrays 
thickness (relative to width) his been multiplied by was considered to be the same for identical 
a factor of 100 for visibility. A cell thickness of construction volumes as silicon arrays. Due to the 
100 micrometers (0.004 inch) was baselined as the better temperature coefficient of GaAs as com­
minimum that could with assurance be considered pared to silicon, the resultant concentration ratio 
practical. was 7.5 (see Figure 5-16). As with silicon,'the 
minimum cell thickness was taken as 100 micro'm-
THICKNESSMULTIPLIEO By FACTOROF 100 FORVISIBILITY eters (0:004 inch). 
GALLIUM ARSENIDE SILICON
 
HETEROJUNCTION 44CM 
 Due to the higher concentration ratio, the com-
COVE--	 pound parabolic concentrators are larger for a(173IN) 
t/ 41, I7) 	 , given cell size than with silicon. This is illustrated7 7EAMCOVER I I3MILL) lOM 	 PM iFigure 5-24. 
CEL___
__((4BMILL)L 
 L MILL) i
 
CELL - CELl. "
 
. The lower radiation damage rate of gallium arse-
COOLINGSUBSTRATE"' /7Y A I ' nide cells (only approximately one third that of 
(2 2MILL) 110M silicon) means not as much array must be added to 
{44MILL) the SPS over its life to maintain the required 10 
Figure 5-23. Photovoltaic Array GW output. 
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GA .SILICO Table 5-6. GaAs SPS Mass Statement 
C$S.7 5 CS - 43 
T1$ UkTOupnt Two modul 
6 6 
10KG 10 LEM 106KG 10 .BM 
T Cool.. 70N 1754 100 220 
CaRMonM 2954 6482 374 825 
Cal~lr t-2 18 12 1 03 2 27 
H, C... ConIT 150 331 019 042 
Faotsat 181 
Call ada lon coo 026 057 013 029 
78CM 
J ymU 082 010 022 
Elec=Notlcnt 23 624 035 077 
At. cothtato k.m, 080 . 176 010 022 
S anlcn, 925 2039 072 159 
I .- Tanmc 1190 2623 - ­
7150 16204 72M 1604404 
2 2 2 2 
GOAL IN SPACE PRODUCTION SYVAPOR DEPOSITION.T l1M (112 MILLI ArMs KM Mlt KM Ml 
BASELINE SURFACE FABRICATION BY CONVENTIONAL MEANS, T- 75M 13 MILL) Call 136 525 15 0EEF 
Projected oa oc t 83o 3407 981 379Fig. 5-24. Compound Parabolic Concentrators TotalSF3O 19 5F32 113 437 
Figure 5-25 shows the GaAs SPS configuration; it 5.8 NUCLEAR THERMIONIC (CONCEPT 7.) 
begins geosyiichronous operation with 16 modules 
present. Two additional modules are added (after Nuclear reactors are discussed in Section 4- . The 
12 years) to bring the system to 'its total of 18. The nuclear thermionic SPS configuration investigated 
ground output is 10 GW or more throughout the was the molten salt breeder reactor (MSBR). 
30 year life. The GaAs SPS end of life area is 113.2 Thermionics are discussed in Section 4-6. 
km 2 (43.69 miles 2 ) compared to 201.2 km 2 ) for 
the silicon SPS. Probable maximum effective power densities for 
thermionic diodes of 10 w/cm2 cause a 17.5 GW 
TOTALMASS 7360106 011 620oxt1061M, orbit busbar SPS (10 GW ground output) to (AT BEGINNINOFLIFE) RE[ E require 175,000 m2 (1.88x 100-ft2) of active diode 
NORTH area. The baselined reactor quantity for a 10 GW 
S8OWERMODULEETOTAL SPS was 16; their total thermal power would be 
'approximately 40 GW. The surface area of all of 
1U these reactors.779FT) (diameter of 4 meters each) is only
2804 m (8654 ft2). Thus the reactor walls do not 
I provide sufficient area for mounting of the diodes. 
I Therefore a sensible heat sodium loop is provided 
-. . I to- heat the diode emitters, which located sepa­
.- rately from the reactors. The molten salt flow 'from 
11.410 M (37434FT)-' the reactors of course contains sufficient thermal 
25310( FT) but volume heat the­oMIRSOn energy has ,insufficient to 
required 175,0Q0 m2 . Thus -a molten salt to 
Fig. 5-25. GaAs SPS Configuration sodium heat exchanger is required, as shown in 
Figure 5-26. 
As with the silicon SPS, minimum concentrator 11E..T..E. . 
thickness was assumed to be 75 micrometers 
(0.003 inch); the concentrators are- the most SPASE..
 
massive element of the GaAs SPS, but permit the
 
required power to be produced by the SPS .............
 
program while procuring only approximately one­
-fifth of.the cells that would otherwise be required. U tooa
 
With the 80% production rate factor (learning TRANSFORMERMOLT N SA 
curve) assumed for cell costs, this reduction in cell OAoR0 . .
 
area is extremely significant. " RUMP
 
Table 5-6 gives the total GaAs mass statement, /_,
 
including the beginning of life (BOL) condition ........
 
-. masses and the mass of the two add-on modules. Fig. 5-26. -MSBR Nuclear Thermionic System 
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The sodium flow must transfer heat to each diode 
emitter; the NaK flow of the radiator loop removes 
heat from the diode collectors. Figure 5-9 shows a 
possible method of interfacing a heat transfer loop 
to a thermionic diode. Good thermal contact is 
required, yet electrical isolation must be provided, 
Pumping power for the radiator is parasitic upon 
the diode output. Therein lies the fundamental 
problem with the nuclear thermionic concept. 
1. Maximum temperature is set by the reactor 
capability. 
2. 	Minimum tem perature is set by the size of the 
radiator system . 
3. Larger and cooler radiators require the most 
pumping power. 
4. A high temperature radiator reduces diode effi-.. 
ciency, thus increasing the waste heat to be/I 
dissipated. 
If the diode efficiency is E, and the electrical 
power required for the MTPS is PMTPS then the 
waste power (power to be rejected) is: 
R 	 = PMTPS (-E- -1) 
For a radiator pumping power of Ppump, the heat 
rejection increases: 
R 	 = (PMTPS + Ppump)( E -1)E 
But Ppump is a function of R, i.e., more heat 
rejection requires a larger radiator and more 
pumping power. 
Evaluation of this concept over a wide range of 
collector temperatures indicated that the system 
could not generate the pumping power necessary 
to pump the radiator system required for waste 
heat generation. As an example, with a 1020 K 
(1394 0 F) emitter and a 400 K (260 0 F) emitter, 
the diode efficiency is only 23%. Thus 77% of the 
solar power absorbed must be rejected as a waste 
heat. The resultant radiator pumping power 
exceeds the diode output 
75 
5.9 NUCLEAR CLOSED BRAYTON CYCLE 
(CONCEPT 8) 
The nuclear Brayton cycle SPS contains sixteen I 
GW busbar output molten salt breeder reactor 
modules. The main structure of the satellite con­
sists of a spine with sixteen ribs to which are 
attached the reactor modules and their primary
radiators. Each reactor module has secondary 
radiators for cooling the generators and nuclear 
fuel processing systems. The ground output of the 
nuclear Brayton cycle power satellite is 10 GW.
The concept is shown in Figure 5-27. 
i A........SOLOlll .,LS-N .T.....-. , , i ...S I .i R~AOIATOR$S •Ot n L Dn Ee 
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Fig. 5-27 Nuclear Bra yton Cycle SPS 
In the baseline concept, Figure 5-28, sixteen of 
these modules are used to provide 10 GWe ground 
output. The molten salt breeder reactor (MSBR) is. 
spherical. The shield to reduce the radiation level 
at the transmitter is located only along lines-of­
sight to the transmitter. Molten salt flows to six 
....... O .F-t
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Fig. 5-28. Reactor Module 
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salt-to-helium heat exchangers. Hot helium then 
flows to turbines of the Brayton rotating unit 
(three, with one generator each). Six recuperator 
modules surround the turbomachines. The helium­
to-liquid metal (NaK) heat exchangers (coolers) are 
located in the recuperator housings. NaK accumu-
lators (volume make-up) and pumps are located 
between the recuperators and the fuel process
carousel. High and low temperature NaK and 
electrical power pass through the interface to the 
powersat main frame (on left). 
small flow of molten salt is continuously 
circulated through the fuel process module, which 
accomplishes the following: 
* 	Removes protactinium (which decays to 
uranium). 
" 	 Removes other wastes 
aRemoves bred fuel 
• 	 Accepts fertile fuel 
* 	Adjusts salt mixture 
The fuel process module is located on a continu-
ously rotating carousel; the resultant inertial forces 
simulate gravity and permit operation of the 
countercurrent separation columns. Module servic-
ing (e.g.. waste removal) is accomplished through 
the docking port on the right. 
The battery stack on the right is part of the system 
which allows the reactor modtile to separate and 
operate as an independent spacecraft. Propulsion 
and attitude control systems are located at the left, 
delta velocity capability is nominally 100 m (328 
ft/sec) which allows a malfunctioning reactor 
undocked and separated a safesystem to be 
distance from the powersat which continues to 
operate at a reduced power level. 
In Section 4.9 reasons were given for consideration 
of a rotating particle bed reactor (RPBR). Two 
approaches to implementing the RPBR are given in 
Figure 5-29: 
I. Rotate the reactor itself about its vertical axis. 
This is the type reactor system examined by the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. This concept 
is shown on the left: note that a rotating seal is 
required in the gas loop. In this configuration 64 
individually rotating reactors would be used in a 
20 GW ground output unit. This concept does 
not require a rotary joint of the transmitter. 
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INDIUALLYFNNINOREACTORS FIXEDATOFRME64 300MkW. TRANSMITTER £42300 MW* 
- REACTOR SECOSISSYSTEMS CSYSTOS 
TRANSMITTER 
39PM 
ROATNGE 
SEAL[ -- W 
HOT HE LUNITHRESPECTTOSPSFRAME 
TAN2MI ELETURS HOTIUME/yT RINEHOTHELIUM 
4I1' WARM 
' FOMCM R E 
_ W 
POROUS FOMDR! FLOUR WARM 
DRIVECOMPRESSOR 
1, MOTOR 
Fig. 5-29. RPBR Approaches 
2. 	Locate the reactor in a rotating assembly to 
produce a conventional "gravity" field in the 
reactor. This way the same type reactor can be 
used in space and on -earth. The reprocessing
plant, and other reactor systems, could be 
located in the same rotating assembly. For this 
configuration a 1 g level at the reactors is 
produced by rotation at 3 rpm. This means that 
the rotary joint to the transmitter rotates at this 
rate-a possible problem. 
A potential rotating particle bed reactor configura­
tion is shown in Figure 5-30. 
PLANVE-' 	 EDEVEW 
-TRA ER---­
, 
- 4 RADIATOR/ 
.-45K-
Fig.5-30. Simplified RR Confguration 
The circular element is the radiator system, a 
planar array made up of panels, headers and 
manifolds as in the solar Brayton configuration. 
The projected area is 4.71 km 2 (1.82 mile2 ). The 
transmitter and power generating systems are 
located at the center of the radiator. 
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A mass statement (preliminary estimate) for the 
RPBR system is given in Table 5-7. 
Table 5-7. Rotating Particle Bed Reactor SPS 
Mass Statement 
Item 106 kg 1061bm 
Turbomachines 2.16 4.76 
Recuperation/coolers 6.36 14.02 
Generators, with cooling 4.50 9.92 
Step-tip transformers, with 
cooling 2.11 4.65 
Rotary transformers, with 
cooling 2.68 5.91 
Rectifier/filters, with cooling 6.22 13.72 
Radiators with pumps (initial) 43.28 95.42 
Transmitter 11.90 26.23 
Reactor systems, shields 16.00 35.27 
Fuel reprocess system 2.00 4.41 
Framework 1.00 2.20 
Attitude control, stationkeeping 0.60 1.32 
98.81 217.83 
5.10 SOLAR POWER TRANSFER (CONCEPT 9) 
A mirror system in geosynchronous orbit which 
would directly reflect sunlight to an area on the 
surface of the earth might be used to enhance the 
performance of a ground based solar power gener-
ating system. Analysis was first concentrated on 
the size or image which a geosynchronous mirror 
could produce:l pcombined 
An important optical effect must be considered. 
Since the Sl is not a point source, its angular 
width of 0.530, as viewed from the region of the 
Earth, will be duplicated by the reflected light 
cone produced by any mirror, no matter its size 
(see Figure 5-31). 
PeNn, 
IRO 
Space Flight), "The laws of optics provide that the 
reflected image of the sun, seen from a facet of the 
mirror, must appear at least as large as the Sun 
itself, seen from the mirror." 
As a consequence, the smallest image which can be 
produced on Earth by any geosynchronous orbit 
mirror is approximately 330 km (205 s.m.) in 
diameter. 
Figure 5-32 shows that an orbital mirror can not 
provide full illumination at all times; for example, 
at noon the mirror is edge-on to the sun and no 
image can be produced-
OPTMUM 
PERFORMANCE - NOONLIGHT 
Fig. 5-32. Mirror Attitude ChangesAround Orbit 
Figure 5-33 shows the approximate combined 
output of the sun and the satellite mirror assuming 
a mirror sized to produce at midnight an output
equal to the sun at noon. The average of the 
output over the 24 hour period is almost 
exactly one "sun." 
Is TOTAL 
10i 
GOUNEVEL 
INOLAT ION 2kW/m SATELLITE
 
05 - MIRROR
 
00
 
0 5 10 is 20 25 
oM ,Fig. 5-33. Combined Mirror and Solar Output 
Fig. 5-31. Cone Angle of Solar Image is Equal to The target size to be shown is based on the 
the Cone Angle to the Sun following somewhat optimistic assumptions: 
This was noted in 1929 by Herman Oberth on page 1. Optimum mirror curvature, i.e., all elements of 
354 of his "Wege Zur Raumschiffahrt" (Ways to mirror surface "aimed" at target center. 
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2. No scattering of reflected light by mirror surface Image sizes are given in Tdble 5-8; dimensions a 
irregularities, 	 and b are, respectively, the semi-major and semi­
minor axes: 
3. Perfect mirror pointing. 	 Unless moved out of the target area, the occupants 
Assignment of probable values to these three would be exposed to the full environments effects 
factors indicates that actual target areas would be produced by having a one sun average illumination (unless blocked by clouds). Theapproximately 20% larger than the ideal image size continuously 
indicated, average surface temperature would tend to rise to 
approximately 150 0 F. 
Potential target area were sought with a goal of 
minimum population in the image area. Two The mirror itself must have a curved surface in 
"best" sites were identified; one is in the southwest order to maintain the required image. If composed 
desert near the Mexican border; the other is near of individual facets on a flat base, each facet must 
the Canadian border. Approximately 70,000 and be oriented so that all images are superimposed. 
50,000 persons live in, respectively, the low and The edge facets are tilted the most, by 0.13 relative 
high latitude sites. to the mirror plane. Some form of active -tilt 
control would probably be required. To provide a 
Figure 5-34 shows the low latitude target area for reflected solar image of one sun intensity, a mirror 
the power relay system. having at least the same area as the ground target is 
required; it would have a system mass of 4 x 1010 
KG (45,000,000 tons). Over 106 kW of on board 
Image sizes were calculated for three United States power generation capacity would be required to 
latitudes (X). The images are elliptical, with the drive the electric thrusters necessary to overcome 
long axis running parallel to lines of longitude, the "solar sail" thrust forces. 
Optical effects cause minimum image j-, 
size to be quite large: .?. , 
Any target area selected within 4 / a"s. , 
contiguous U.S. will involve at 
least 50,000 occupants. 
For "one sun" image strength: 
1) Total mirror area required 
,j_ - I is , 134,000 km 2 (52,000 m 2) 
2) System mass is 
4 x 1010 kg (45,000,000 tons) 'I. 
The mirror system may cause significant 
environmental effects 
IZ1 

I 
4.- a	 ,U--
Fig. 5-34. Shows the Low Latitude Target Area for the Power Relay System 
Table 5-8. Tangent Plane Image Size for Various Latitudes 
° 	 °
S= 30 	 X = 40 j =s50
a = 208.0 km (129 s.m.) a= 250.89 km (158 s.m.) a = 327.83 km (204 s.m.) 
b =1704km (106 s.m ) b =1734 km (108 sm.) b =177.05 km (110 s.m.) 
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6.0 COST 
6.1 BASELINED AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
 
TTRANSFER 
Ro(PiD INDEPENDEETPORNER 
,OI.PPWR ORO VEHICLE 
EOE 
CHUM1cAt 
Low orbit construction and self powered transfer
 
to geosynchronous orbit was baselined, due to the o.INT ..
eODN a:EtO 
apparent lower cost of this approach. The launch I.....", 
vehicle baselined was the Class IV, single stage to IN Loh ELECTRIC NE,.Mc 
orbit, from the Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle study. . CEMIC . I
" SCU1CfDThe electric propulsion concepts and the chemical 
OTV maintenance freighter concepts were drawn 
from the Future Space Transportation System 
Analysis Study. Figure 6-1 is the low orbit launch NUCLEAR, CONAN RE SCLAPOR 
vehicle; Figure 6-2 is the chemical OTV mainte- DO O...... . C"PS 
nance freighter. Fig. 6-3. SelfPower Requirements 
_FAAM_ Figures 6-4 through 6-10 show assembly and 
' I__... support stations baselined for the various SPS 
........ concepts. 
SAY r rnrp SONLAR ARRAY 
E' TN:;~-TDa.Q 
- TRUES IIOF 4ASSEMBLSJWED 
POrT V OF0T PAYLOAD doCKING 24) 
____O___HAB ITAT 2 
nsswxocooooouo, CrITY ASSEMBL.YETA PAYI~oA I AIORAEML 
MAIN, EA 2 , 1 1 (•8100L = 58 ~ nPLTR YTMMANIPULATOR SYSTEM 
Fig. 6- . Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle I SEPARATION .LAE.... AIO P 
Totld s I 030.W0 NO 
by. aAsembly CapabIney2 modules/year 
_oA mnt p ama 14RICErIM1110 ...... 
N P thrusters, propn t Nrgo., e c . Payload docking.r.. 24 
e pHors t, gba, frm- Et SOLAR BRAYTON ASSEMBLY STATION 
ie m i P nFig 6-4. Thermal Engine SPS Assembly Station 
(IILACES PamFT7 
IIOFTI I- V~FOWMI .-­
0'505 - Ta- I - AVflYSUPPRT II OF4) 
- Ty6.. . 1f7OCkoINOOOt 
- Tr1I.- NREO ME I L05. 
* I.~dUIPIIOO~IIIPAYLOA0000KINO AIAT1" 
P-.v.0.,,f2. "7MhI'flt -' FORT (lO I 0I 
Fig, 6-2 Chemical OTV Maintenance Freighter 
SYSTEMMANIPULATOR IJSYASSERMILYSEE0 
I.C F4In the self power concept electric power produced 
by a SF5 module built in low orbit energizes---­
thrusters which raise it to high orbit. The propul-­
sion system consists of magnetopiasmadynarnic :"ESMR 
PYODDSN ASI(MFD) thrusters, argon propellant tanks, electric 
power processors, controls, gimbals, frames, etc. THERMIONIC ASSEMBLY STATION 
Figure 6-3 gives quantities and masses associated 
with each emphasized SF5 concept Fig 6-5. Thermionic SPS Assembly Station 
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-	 Fig. 6-8.. PhotovoltaicSPS Module Assembly Station 
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Fig. 6-6. MSBR (Nuclear) SPS Assembly Station . -
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INSTALLATIONI 
PLACES) 
lI 

in 
Fig. 6-9. SPS Transmitter Assembly Station 
P.URIZED 
MAINTENANCEBAYS 
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VE.ICLES1, 
OLAR N..ITAT 
Fig. 6-7 Photovoltaic SPS Main Frame 
fT . BAYSAssem bly Station 
*Toblm ass (without spar ors.pporteclE): 600,000 KC SAREFSORT.GI
 
*Support Capability: up Io Powersats produIcing a totaI of 100 OWground outpult (
 
* Payload docking ports 21 ­
iMoaxomu crew size 50
 
* Placement by rraing Poweroat module 	 C. (ato FTI 
Fig. 6-10. SPS Geosynchronous Orbit Assembly Station 
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Manning requirements to construct the SPS units rectenna installations, etc., were calculated for the 
at the required rates, numbers of stations, mainte- SPS system concepts as given in Figures 6-11 
nance flights, space shuttle crew rotation flights, through 6-14. 
Fig. 6-12. Gallium Arsenide Photovoltaic SPS Program 
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Fig. 6-14. Thermionic SPS Program 
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Program costs, were denved using the RCA PRICE 
cost model and the Boeing PCM cost model. Their 
use is given in detail in the interim report of this 
study "Interim Report, Space Based Power Conver­
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sion and Power Relay Systems, Preliminary Analy­
sis 	of Alternate Systems, May 26, 1976." Table 6-1 
gives ground Rules and Assumptions. 
Table 6-1. Ground Rules and Assumptions 
costs 
I. 	 All dollars in 1976 values 
2. 	 Discount rate is 7V % on constant 1976 

dollars for net present value analysis. 

3. 	 STS transportation costs are based on NASA 
Baseline (1971) cost per flight data escalated 
to 1976 values 
4 Expendable propellants and fluids are 
included En HLLV costs All other program 
expandables including Nuclear Brayton NaK 
are excluded from program cost. 
5 	 An allowance of 10% of hardware production 

cost is made to cover system spares 

6. 	 Satellite assembly rs in Low Earth Orbit with 

no orbital manufacturing, 

HARDWARE DETAILS 
I- Sixty power satellites in each system gener-
ating 600 GW ground output 
2 Average packaging factor lor HLLV payloads
is 96'/ 
3. 	 Numbers of ground and [light test units are 
based on onlderation of total unit sizes anti 
representative core section si/e. 
4. 	 STS will provide LEO crew transport with 
100 person capacity payloadlbay pods . 
5. 	 STS will provide all vertification program 
LEO transport. 
6. 	 -No salvwge consideration or values are made 
for any spent hardware. 
ORBITAL CREW DETAILS 
1. 	Crew Tasks 
Deploy structural modules 
Install solar cells and reflectors 
Attach structural modules together 
Attach microwave modules 
Perform test and checkout 
Re-perform all procedures as mainte­
nance requires 
2. 	 Crew Work Cycle is 90 Days On-Orbit 
3. 	 Base Provisions 
- Means of operating for prolonged peri­
ods in space 
Means of mobility throughout 10 square 
mile work area 
Means of handling and controlling mas­sive structuresHRW E LIFEctIe 
HARDWARE LIFE TIME
 
I STS 500 flights 
2. HLLV 500 flights
 
3 Satellite OTV- 12 flights
 
4 Crew OTV 20 flights
 
5. Power SatellIte--30 years
 
6 Ground Rectenna-indefinite
 
7. Ground Control Complex- indefinite 
8 LEO Base indefinite 
9. GEO Base indefinite 
10. 	GEO and LEO Manipulators-indefinite 
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Program costs are summarized in Tables 6-2 Table 6-4. Gallium Arsenide Photovoltaic 
through 6-5. The results are given graphically in SPS Program Costs 
Figure 6-1 5. :60 aellt cnc 
: Maintenance launches included 
Table 6-2. Brayton SPS Program Costs .6B, 1976 
In"'. Prona- 60 
Brayton SPSProgram Cost $7Siuys 384 0 064 
Contract NAS 8-31628 
* 60 stelhles 
* Maintenance launches sncluded 	 STSlaunches 483 a0Gt 
HLLV buys 6844 1 141 
HLLV launches 32257 5 376S8 1976 o NoCune.6OTV 614 0102 
SPSOTV 2495 0416
 
STS buys 7.36 012 SPS(pow sen) 132836 22.139
 
STS launches 1990 01 8 Xmoter 7440 I 24
 
HLLV buys 134 09 223 Feerona 121.74 2029
 
HLLV launches 64736 1079 GEO bases 089 0015
 
Orem OTV 1838 031 G EOserei vehicle 037 0006
 
SS OTV 2905 048 LEO assembly sa 431 0718
 
s SPS (por Sen) 43280 721 	 Antenna assembly ta 1.22 0020Ground cuntrol 2505 0428
 
Xmttter 74 40 1 24
 
feers127423Program mugm 1131 0 189
Rectenna 121 74 2 03 
GEO bases 2 25 004 29990O2 33 317
 
GEO nemce 037
v hicle 001
 
LEO assembly sla 7 31 012 DDT&E 4105 0 684
 
A.s asnombly s. I 22 002 - -

Ground control 25 65 0 43 204007 34001
 
Pro9gmgm 1132 0 19
 All costs tic phased over entre 
_rogram,
wilt 7 5%discourt rate, gave 
- - required powe cokh o .,1/W 
1524 19 2540 
41283 070 	 All costs, time phased over entire program with 
7.5% discount rate, gave required power costs of 
156 12 2610 	 2.6v/kWh. 
All costs time phased over entre program with 7 5% discount rase, gave
 
remunediow,steesoh2t kwh
 
Table 6-3. 	Silicon Photovoltaic SPS 
Program Costs Table 6-5. Thermionic SPS Program Costs 
* 60 antellites 
* Mainteance lasuncles rncluded 	 * 60 satellites 
* SB. 1974 	 C Maintenance launches included*SB. 1976 
Pror Pomrm - 60	 Prr Poram 
SSebuys 587 0098 STS buys 7 56 0126
 
STSlauiche 930 0.155 STSlaunches 1090 0182
 
HLLV buys 13018 2.170 .HLLVbuys . 20957 3493
 
HLLV launches 65708 10951 HILLVlaunches 117353 19559
 
Menor 10 44 0174 Orem OTV 3079 0513
 
SPSOW 57.23 09M4 SPS OTV 57 17 0952
 
SPS (pow en) 162 44 27707 SS (pow gen) 14259 24710
 
Xmtlee 74 40 w lr 1 240
1 240 iXi 74 40 

Rectenna 121.74 2029 Rec.enna 12174 2029
 
GEO bases 10 0018 GO bIases 22S 00375
 
GEO servicevruchle 037 0006 	 CEO service vehicle 037 0 06 
LEO assembly sla 470 0078 	 LEO assembly sta 731 0122 
Antenna assembly sa 1.22 Antenna assemblysta 122 0020
 
Geouad control 2566 0428 Ground control 2565 0428
 
Program 'ssgm 11.31 0189 Programsmg 1131 0189
 
2771 93 46.198 	 321636 53 606 
DDT&E 4540 0757 	 DOT&E 4320 
281733- 49.956 	 325956 54.326 
Al cots, lime$hasedouerentr terl. with 75%dilscount rate, give All cost, time pased ove tram 5%discount race .a. 
required poo t required Powercosof4.tlpa 
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Fig. 6-15. SPS Program Costs 
Net present value analysis is used to establish the 
present value of each system's costs and determine 
the value each KW-HR of ground available output 
must have to give the same present value. Summing 
the equal cost debits and generated power credits 
results in a zero net present value, 
The process of analysis uses the cost-time spreads 
and power oitput-time sprefd of each SPS pro-
gram. A present value for each year's costs is 
calculated using the following formula: 
= f 
(l+i)n 
where p C present value 
f = future value 
i = interest rate-compound 
n = time periods-years 
This results in 64 present values from 1978 
through 2041. The present values are all summed 
to establish the system present value. 
All SPS options produce the same electric power. 
A 7.5% discount rate was used to determine the 
required busbar cost (at the ground rectenna 
output) to amortize the program costs given above. 
These required busbar costs are given in Figure 6-2. 
Power costs for the nuclear MSBR concept were 
estimated at 82 mills/kWh. The more advanced 
r otating particle bed reactor concept conceivably
teIcould provide costs in the 25 to 45 mills/kWh 
range. 
Present value for power output is established in the 
same manner, except that a cost rate must first be 
assumed. By trial and error the cost rate is adjusted 
until the power output has the same present value 
as the system costs. The final cost rate becomes the 
present value cost per KW-HR. 
The present value case represents a discount rate of 
7.5%. A power output efficiency factor of 95% is 
used to allow for occultation and maintenance. 
The results are shown in Figure 6-16. The 7.5% 
case represents a possible cost of money for this 
project- It should be noted that 7.5% is calculated 
on constant 1976 dollars whereas a typical realtime 
rate in a 8% per year inflation would be 15.5%. 
The results are used for system comparison in 
Section 7.0. 
GROUND BUS0ARMILL 'h 
REOUIfl6OCHARGTOAMORTIZE 3 
PROGRAM 
:NOR "S" 
PROFIT 75%
 
DISCOUNT RATEI
 
ID 
GaAs SILICON BRAYTON THERMIONIC 
Fig. 6-16. Required Busbar Costs 
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7.0. COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS 
7.1 APPROACH 
Comparison of alternative SPS concepts should 
ultimately be based on factors such as: 
size 
mass 
life cycle cost 
packaging capability 
constructability 
risk 
development cost 
resources consumption 
The scope of this study permitted evaluation of 
only the first three of these factors. 
7.2 CONFIGURATION AND MASS COMPARISON 
Figure 7-1 shows the emphasized concepts to the 
same scale. The photovoltaic systems are shown, in 
their end-of-life (EOL) configuration i.e., the nec­
essary modular additions have been made to 
compensate for radiation-induced solar cell 
degradation. 
.., 

-- T,value 
MOTOVOLTAIC TTIERMIONIO 
( IIL I 
SALE ENGF LIFEALlEARE TO CALE CONIIJRATINI 
Fig. 7-1. Concepts to Same Scale (10 GW GroundOutput) 
Since all systems produce the same ground output 
and have the same microwave power transmission 
systems, the "solar capture" areas are inversely 
proportional to the energy conversion efficiency of 
each. The nuclear system has no solar capture area; 
the projected area shown is that of radiator system 
(which has the same area as the solar Brayton 
radiator system). 
System masses are compared in Figure 7-2. b 
the mass changes resulting from the module a 
tions to the photovoltaic concept. The mass chz 
to the Brayton concept results from the addii 
of NaK to counter creep-induced swelling of 
radiator manifolds. 
MOLTEN SALT 
SOL - BEGINNING OF LIFE BREEDER 
EOL- END OF UFE REACTOR
 
23 i 2 
20 o h
0 :EE A2 4 soWKG 106 LE 
l00 1022 001 0n 1066L4 
SOL 0 200 
IN 
GSA, OAwTO IScoN UCEAR 
HETEROJUNCTION SIOTOVOLTAICTHERMIONIC 
PHOTOVOLTAIC
 
Fig. 7-2. Mass Comparison of Concepts 
Cost data from the preceding section are sum 
rized in Figure 7-3. The "life cycle" costs sh( 
here include system ground production, lai 
assembly, transfer to geosynchronous orbit 
maintenance for 30 years (including modular a 
tions where required). No costs for system disp 
at end of life were included nor was any sab 
assumed. 
60 
so 
TOTAL LIFE CYCLE 40 
COSTSFOR AN 
AVERAGE SPS
 
UNIT.INCLUDING 
DEVELOPMENT. 30 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND MAINTENANCE 
ISE) 20
 
10 
0
 GaA SILICON BRAYTON TNERMIO 
Fig. 7-3. System Life Cycle Costs 
The charges for electrical power produced by tl 
SPS concepts was calculated on a 7.5% discc 
rate. Charges are for power at the rectenna out 
no distribution charges are included (nor are t 
or profits). (See Section 6.0.) 
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Fig. 7-4. Required BusbarCharges 
7.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
7.3.1 Exhaust Emissions 
All systems require the same land use for their 
rectennas, since a common microwave power trans- 
mission system was baselined. Also the effects of 
the microwave power system itself as regards 
ionospheric impact, heating, sidelobes, etc., will be 
the same. 
Effects of the launch vehicle exhaust will be in 
direct proportion to the mass of the system; refer 
back to Figure 7-2. 
Table 7-1 gives quantities of various exhaust 
products released into the atmosphere by the 
Table 7-1. 	 Launch Vehicle Exhaust Emissions for 
Total Life Cycle of aSolar Brayton 10 
GW SPS 
EMISSION MASS, 109 KG MASS, 109 LBM 
H20 1.95 4.30 
CO 	 0.39 0.86 
0.41 0.90 .CO 2 
H2 	 0.21 0.46 
A12 0 3 * 0.0017 0.0037HCL* 0.0026 0.0057 
*From solid rocket boosters of shuttle used for 
crew rotation. 
launches associated with a typical SPS installation 
(the Brayton type). The number of launches for 
each system is in the'order of 1500, depending on 
system mass and includes launches for maintenance 
during a 30-year period. The emissions are for 
altitudes above 12 Kim (40,000 -ft.). Below this 
CO and CO 2 emissions would be approxi­
mately the same as above 12 Kim, but H20 would 
be very much less. The maximum H20 produced 
would be somewhat greater than a small thunder­
storm, btconsiderably than a t­but less tropical thun­derstorm. The chart shows probable maximum 
masses of nitrides of oxygen which are too small tobe drawn to scale. Also indicated are masses of 
HCL and A1203 produced by the space shuttle in associated crew rotation launches. 
7.3.2 Energy Balance 
MSFC correspondence (1) directed that methods 
suggested in a recent article in Science (2) be 
considered. In (2), the author considers all energy 
necessary to perform functions (e.g., processing of 
ore to produce metal, transportation of parts, etc.) 
that are part of total plant construction as subsidy.
Thus; the sum of all subsidies represents an energy 
investment and the useful energy output is the 
return. The ratio of the return to the subsidy is the 
performance index used in (2) and below. 
Subsidy density (defined as kWh/kg) data has been 
found in many sources. Wherever possible, those 
sources have been used that consider primary 
energy by using the "input-output method of 
analysis" (see (2)). Also in the case of fuel and 
plastics, feedstock energies are included in the 
subsidy. 
The approach used in (2) and here is somewhat 
new, and subsidies are not readily found for all 
materials or functions. All estimates for materials 
or functions for which no subsidy could-be found 
were conservatively estimated. 
In these calculations energy subsidies are given in 
terms of kW thermal, as the majority of such 
quantities are related to hydrocarbon fossil fuels. 
However, system electrical output is, of course, in kW electric. Thus "energy grade" must be consid­
ered. In (2) the method used was to multiply 
electrical energy by a factor of 3.5, to compensate 
for the inefficiency of conversion of fossil to 
electrical energy in power plants. This method is 
used here, i.e., the 30 year electrical output is 
multiplied by the factor 3.5. Table 7-2 summarizes 
the various subsidy components, in terms of their 
masses and energy contents for each system. The 
liquid hydrogen is assumed to be produced by 
electrolysis, and its energy subsidy has, therefore, 
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been multiplied by the same factor of 3.5. Power required to establish and maintain it; "payoff" is 
availability (plant factor) is assessed at 95%. achieved -in less than one year. Note that 90% of 
the energy is used in transporting the system to 
In the example given in Table 7-2, the satellite orbit. 
returns in 30 years 32.63 times more energy than 
Table 7-2. Energy Balance (Solar Brayton Cycle) 
Kg X 10- 6 Lbm X 10-6 kWhth X 109 BTU X 1012 
Aluminum 26-17 57-71 207 705
 
Magnesiun 1.15 253 0 13 0.45
 
Steel 10.6 2348 0 17 058
 
Tedlar/Kaplon 0-61 1.33 0.02 0 05
 
Min-K 1 80 396 0.09 0.31
 
Copper 466 10.27 008 0.26
 
Nioblium 24.27 53.5 I 33 4_56
 
Beryllium 6.69 14.74 037 I 26
 
Hluynels-188 5-92 1306 039 I 31
 
NaK 20.39 4495 0.08 028
 
4.72 16.1 
Ground Transportt:ion (SPS Materials) 
300 mi (Rail) 0.0066
 
200 mi (Truck) 00185
 
0.0251 -0.086 
30 Year Replacement Paris 
NaK 449 989 0.018 0.061 
Other 12 24 27.09 0.492 1.677 
16 77 36.98 0.523 I 738 
Orbit Transfer of SPS and Pa, ts 
Argon 60.04 13239 0.180 0.615 
LH2 2.36 5.21 0.463 1.581 
LO 2 16.45 3628 0.049 0 168 
Propulsion Modules 0.33 0.73 0.722 2 464 
Assembly Station 005 0.12 0.005 0.016 
Flights of Low Orbit Transport System 
X 102 X 102 
L0 2 74.97 265.3 22.56 76 99
 
RP 5.11 11.26 9.00 3073
 
LHi 10.98 24.24 215.54 735 65
 
247.11 843.38 
Rectenna and Transmission Corridor (Nominal Length. 100 KM = 62 S Mi.) 
Area lost to farming Assune acreage in corn and complete loss during 30 yr. 
Energy lost 30 Yr. Energy Loss (KW Hrs.) BTU 
Rectenna 100 KM 2 2.5 X 108 kWh/Yr. 7 5 X 109 22.0 X 1012 
7 5 X 109Transmission Cor- 2.5 X 108 kWh/Yr. 22 0 X 1012 
rider 100 KM2 150 X 109 44 X 1012 
TOTAL 2.68 X 1011 kWh 9.13 X i0 14 BTU 
30 Yr X 10 GW X 0 95 Availability = 2.50 X 1012 kWh 
2.5 X 1012 kWhe X 3.5 
= 3263 
2.68 X 10 1 kWh 
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7.4 OVERVIEW be by no means an "accelerated" program; SPS 
operation could probably be achieved at a much 
As explained in Section 3.1, several SPS concepts earlier date. 
were de-emphasized for a variety of technical 
reasons. However, the net result of this study is 
that "power from space" is not dependent upon a 
single power generation concept. Analyses of the REFERENCES 
exhaust emission quantities of the associated 
launch systems, rectenna land use, etc. indicate 1. MSFC Letter, W. E. Whitacre to D. Gregory, 
that the environmental impact associated with the Subject: "Energy Balance Analysis," October 
SPS concept is extremely low. 30, 1975. 
The baseline program would produce the first 2. Gilliland, M. W., "Energy Analysis and Public 
commercial power from space in 1996. This would Policy," Science, September 26, 1975. 
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8.0 	 SPS DEVELOPMENT times the CY 1977 funding level) to allow 
concept selection and detailed definition. 
8.1 	 DEVELOPMENTAL GOALS 2. Tests of the geosynchronous orbit environment 
SPS development as defined here culminates upon (as now known) upon candidate materials, solarthe achievement of: 	 cells, etc. Repeated cycles of solar cell expo­
sure/annealing should 	be included. Life of com­
* 	successful operation of a full-size orbital power ponents in this environment should be 
and a full size microwave predicted.generation system 
power transmission system (MPTS) of "ready­
for-production" configurations. 3. Ground tests of a phased-array transmitter phase 
locked to the pilot transmitter of a small 
o 	 successful operation of all space transportation rectenna (JPL "billboard"). 
systems, including the heavy lift launch vehicle 
(HLLV), crew rotation vehicles and a system for 4. Development tests of automated space produc­
transfer to geosynchronous orbit (either by tion systems should begin, possibly in neutral 
"conventional" chemical orbit transfer vehicles buoyancy tanks.
 
or by electric "self-power" transfer).
 
5. Tests of microwave effects on flora and fauna 
* 	successful operation of all orbital production should begin, to generate data necessary for the 
and support facilities (but not necessarily in the establishment of microwave standards. 
quantities required for full SPS production). 6. Tests of ionospheric heating effects by ground-
This is to be contrasted with the current SPS based transmission of a high power beam. 
status, which essentially consists of system con­
cepts established by analytical studies, plus the 8.4 SHUTTLE BASED DEMONSTRATIONS 
NASA/JPL MIPTS tests. (PART II) 
As the shuttle becomes available, the following8.2 	 RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT 
program elements should be undertaken:PROGRAM 
1. Launch to geosynchronous orbit (possibly byThe program recommended here consists of four IUS) of long duration experiments to fix pre­
parts: cisely the geosynchronous orbit environment 
I 	 Expanded Analysis and Ground (meteoroids, radiation, etc.). 
Experiments 2. Launch to geosynchronous orbit (possibly by 
II Shuttle Based Demonstrations IUS) of one or more payloads to conduct 
III Precursor System Development & interferometric transmissions to a network of 
Demonstration ground receivers to evaluate MPTS operation 
IV Operational System Development & through the ionosphere. 
Demonstration , 
3. 	Tests of automated beam machines and other
The following sections expand upon these four aspects of large area, in-space fabrication, includ­
program parts. ing development of timelines, manning require­
ments, need for lighting, etc. 
8.3 	 EXPANDED ANALYSIS AND GROUND 
EXPERIMENTS (PART I) 4. Tests of full scale candidate microwave power 
transmitter "tubes." 
As a minimum, the following elements should be 
included: 5. Tests to determine potential effects of low orbit 
operations, such as 	 thermal cycles, due to 
I. Expanded system analysis (at perhaps five to 10 	 repeated occultations. 
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8.5 PRECURSOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 2. Ground and shuttle sortie tests of elements ofAND DEMONSTRATION (PART Ill) the above. 
The necessity for, and form of, an SPS precursor 3. Selection and design of orbital assembly equip­
system has been a subject of debate by those ment for the "pilot plant."

studying the SPS concept. Views of the precursor
 
program have ranged from none, to a small "pilot 
 4. Equipment ground fabrication. 
plant" of perhaps I MW orbit busbar, to a larger
pilot plant of perhaps 50 MW orbit busbar (1 MW 
rectenna Output) to a 1000 MW ground output . Launch, assembly and checkout of the orbital 
"commercial demonstrator." A significant aspect assembly facility. 
of this range of options is that the space shuttle is 
adequate to launch all except the commercial 6. Launch of the pilot plant system hardware. Ifdemonstrator, although there would be a cost and low orbit assembly and "self-power" transfer is
environmental impact benefit to the use of a liquid selected approximately 50 shuttle flights wouldbooster "growth shuttle." be required. Assembly at geosynchronous orbit, 
with parts transfer from low orbit by chemical 
In general, space projects are lowest in total cost, if OTV, would require approximately 100 shuttle 
performed expeditiously, i.e., in an accelerated flights. 
fashion: "stretchouts" are costly. An early commit­
ment to a large scale precursor program entails 7. Construction and tests of the ground test
 
more financial risk, but could speed the date of rectenna system.
 
space power availability.
 
8. Assembly and checkout of the orbital systems.Selection of a detailed precursor program plant will 
probably involve analysis and trades in Part I and 9. Long term microwave power transmission tests,Part II, followed by "national" decisions, i.e., including ionospheric effects tests. 
Presidential and Congressional approval. 
As a "middle-of-the-road" approach to selection of 8.6 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
a precursor program activity level a 50 MW orbit & DEMONSTRATION (PART IV)
busbar, I MW ground output pilot plant is here 
baselined. Program elements are: In addition to the full size SPS system, rectenna, 
construction facilities, etc., the heavy lift launch1. Selection and design of the orbital power genera- vehicle and high orbit transfer systems must betion system and the microwave power developed. The HLLV might conceivably be begun.transmitter. quite early, perhaps even in Part I. 
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